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Edvard Grieg’s
“Norwegian Bridal Procession”

VIRGIL Piano Conservatory |
THE HOME OF THE VIRGIL METHOD

A Study for Recital and Concert Performance

|

Grieg looked upon Percy Grainger

as the ablest interpreter of his
works His affection for the brillant Australian composer-virtuoso (now an
American citizen) was that of a father to his son. When Grieg died he willed
to Grainger, among other things, his own gold watch.

THE GREATEST OF ALL TEACHING METHODS

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director
TEACHER OF ADVANCED PIANO PLAYING

Grainger’s performance

Virgil Artistic Technic
Public Performance
Competent Staff of Teachers and Assistants
Special and Yearly Courses
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Portable Keyboards
Tekniklaviers
Bergman Claviers
Child’s Pedal
Virgil Piano Pieces
and Studies
Send for
Interesting Catalogs
Address

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY

120 WEST 72nd STREET

NEW YORK CITY

I

of the “Norwegian Bridal Procession” is a
revelation. For the first time he reveals the magic secrets of his interpreta¬
tion. He has not only written a 4000-word master lesson, but has re-written
the composition, bar for bar, showing how by means of new phrasing, new
fingering, new pedaling, indicated by ingenious devices, the performance of the
work becomes far simpler, yet far more effective.

A lesson with such a master pianist as Grainger is

beyond
the financial means of thousands of aspiring students. Mr. Grainger, has
spent the time of a dozen lessons upon this work and any intelligent performer
of medium ability will find joy in the study of Mr. Grainger’s comprehensive,
lucid and carefully-worked-out lesson.
It will be published in full in the
November Etude.

A Real Inspiration for Every
Enthusiastic Piano Student

GRATEFUL. 0 LORD AM

--r truly impressive, the sublime thought conveyed should be instilled in the mind of every child.
The music by CARO ROMA is beautiful, simple and replete with fervor and melody.
fT WILL FIT OX AW PROGRAM. ANY Tf\TE. FOR AU. OCCA SfOXS, ESPECTA LLY THANKSGIVING DA V.
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Our Vast Natural Musical Wealth
Fortunately our Government has had the prevision to
collect a splendid amount of material pertaining to the music
of the Indians. In Washington there are preserved in notation
form and in record form hundreds of specimens of the music
of the Indians. This in a sense is our native musical wealth,
much as our fertile fields, deep wells and splendid mines are
native national wealth. Many of the aboriginal tunes identified
with tribal customs, have distinctive originality, great melodic
charm and fascinating rhythmic interest. Because of this they
must flavor the music of the future in America. It will, of
course, be only an element, but it has already become an impor¬
tant element as the works of many of the foremost American
composers of to-day bear evidence.

185 Times-No difference!
Kinei«rS+made ,by Miss Bets^ Lane ShepnnHP 18^ CltlM,Land tovvns of the United States
+?n a‘
dbe 1^5 audiences aggregated
more than a hundred thousand people! Each

This is a most phenomenal achievement. No
other phonograph or talking machine manu¬
facturer dares to make this comparison.

when Me TdultS!If absoluteE unable to tell
New PH' Shepuerdwas s'nging—and when the
New Edison was Re-Creating her voice-except
by watching her lips.

Mr. Edison subjected the New Edison to these
tests because he wanted to prove that perfect
Realism was an everyday performance with the
New Edison.

lest the power of this wonderful
Realism on yourself!
T
your new musicaI hobby?
” ▼ What kind of vocal or instrumental
music gets” you most quickly?
. Is it a sweet voiced soprano?—a soul stir¬
ring vionn?-a jazzy orchestra?—or what?
II you 11 tell your Edison dealer, he’ll give
you a wonderfully fascinating test—the
.Personal Favorites” Realism Test. It will
tell you something you’ve long wanted to
know—whether the New Edison brings you
those particular beauties and makes you
teel all those fine emotions which you ex¬
perience in listening to your favorite living
artists.
s
rpHEj test is really a test of the power
.A of
New Edison’s Realism. A most
interesting demonstration of what the New
Edison s Realism can do, took place at
Dallas, Texas, on April 26th, 1920, where
Miss Shepherd gave her 185th test.
Miss Shepherd, who is a famous concert
soprano, stood beside the New Edison and
started to sing:
“In the gloaming, oh! my darling—' ’
With a soft, rounded loveliness, the
melody filled the auditorium.
Pulsing
through its theme was the soul of
a great artist.
Its message, warm
with
understanding,
reached the
hearts of the hushed listeners and
sped their imaginations back to cher¬
ished memories.

It was the magic of music!
Suddenly Miss Shepherd’s lips went
absolutely still. But her lovely voice went
smoothly on—
“

d was best to leave you thus—”

The audience was puzzled.
Then it
awoke. Miss Shepherd’s voice was now
coming from the New Edison—and no one
had been able to tell the difference between
voice and the Re-Created voice.
Ihe New Edison’s Realism had put into
the Re-Created music all the magic of the
living voice with which Miss Shepherd
charmed her listeners.
yOU love fine music. You want your
X home to enjoy it.
You want your
children to get its cutural benefits.
But where you live may not be conve111 at* t0
• concert and opera centres.
Mr. Edison had long appreciated your
desire—your situation. So he concentrated
is life s greatest effort upon perfecting the
phonograph, spending seven years and three
million dol ars in research work.
This is
what he strove for, in Mr. Edison’s own
words, contained in a recent statement:

“The S^atest shortcoming of the phono¬
graph was its lack of Realism, and it is this
shortcoming which I have sought to over¬
come. The result is a degree of Realism in
our present phonograph which is bafflbg
to even the most expert ears.
“I have been quoted as desiring to see a
phonograph m every home. What I actu¬
ally want to see in every American home is
ditifn’as0/ba iStlC andr° perfect in its renand pW?"lmendmg S0ur“ °f
VTOW you see what the New Edison’s
n Realism is, and what it does. You’re
thf LTT th^ -this Realism can bring
the magic of music into your home.
But

S’” Set T *° aSS“re *»■*««

of tW pi 1Wants you totest the power
of that Realism on yourself.

?¥:*£■
If

yo““y„Sng Whe-"

80 to hoaHt6

-tie you to

She Phonograph Mth

a

Soul"

tet!

THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc.
Orange, N. J.
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Many have contended that Indian music and the. spirituals
of the negroes, since they have nothing to do with white civili¬
zation, can play only a relatively small part in the future music
of America. America, however, is a wonderful conglomerate of
all races,—a spectacular, kaleidoscopic procession of more dif¬
ferent kinds of people than ever came together in one land since
Babel. Our music to be representatively American must have
the sturdy foundation of our Puritan forefathers, the piquancy
of the French voyageur, the dreaminess of the Spanish con¬
quistador, the sparkle of the Irish immigrant, the thorough
workmanship of the Germans and the Scandinavians, the genius
of the Russians, the artistic feeling of the Italians, the stolidity
of the Dutch, the strong winds of the prairies and the gentle
zephyrs of the spring woodlands that our aborigines have put
into it, the mingled mirth and spirituality of the negroes and
the wonderful dynamism of the modem American—his bigness—
his freedom—his candor and his might. No wonder with such
a huge order that th<? great American master has not yet
arrived!
MacDowell embraced German musician training, French
finish, sturdy Scotch and English ancestry, and in his attempts
at Indian works probably included more of the qualities identi¬
fying him with the classic in American music than any other
man. John Philip Sousa has caught the dynamism of America
in lofty moments in his historic Marches.
Students of the
music history of our country years hence will dwell long upon
Sousa’s genius in so doing, just as it has already been admired
by such men as .Strauss and Elgar. He has apprehended some¬
thing of America in his music which no other has caught.
Thurlow Lieurance by long residence with the Indians and
great intimacy with their tribal customs, has brought Indian
melodies into musical forms so natural and yet so beautiful that
it is no wonder that thousands have immediately adopted such
beautiful songs as By Weeping Waters and By the Waters of
Minnetonka.
Carlos Troyer (likewise by long residence among the In¬
dians) has captured in modern notation many beautiful settings
of Indian themes, particularly those of the Zuni Tribe (pro¬
nounced Thunyee). Charles W. Cadman, Victor Herbert, Carl
Busch, Charles S. Skilton, have also utilized Indian themes to
fine advantage.
Shanewis, Natoma and Poia, three operas
respectively of Cadman, Herbert and Arthur Nevin, have all
had excellent presentations and the first has continued through
two seasons at the Metropolitan Opera House.
The studies of Frances Densmore and Alice Fletcher have
been of the very greatest value in preserving Indian themes
together with comments of archeological and anthropological

VOL. XXXVIII, No. 10

value. The government reports of their investigations are in¬
valuable. Miss Densmore, for instance, in her 560 page book
on Teton Sioux Music has recorded no less than 689 Indian
melodies of this one group of Indians. This book is published
by the government department of American Ethnology and is
a credit to the scholarly manner in which the investigations
have proceeded. The subject is so vast that this issue cannot
hope to encompass it.
It may, however, serve to stimulate
additional interest in the subject which cannot fail to lead to
excellent results.
■
_

The Exodus
Thousands of alien residents of the United States swarmed
over to Europe as soon after the war as transportation could
be secured. Thousands who went are returning, after a short
experience with the terrible living conditions in war-ridden
.Lurope.
In Europe, conservatories and teachers of music looked for
the former influx of Americans which yearly brought millions
to their coffers. Before the war they made all manner of fun
of the efforts being made by Americans to put this country
upon a well-earned basis of artistic independence. Mr. John C.
Freund, who took an especially active part through his journal^
Musical America, was scathingly lampooned everywhere for his
“Musical Independence” campaigns.
The war ended and the usual number of gold-laden Amer¬
ican students simply did not think of going to Europe for spe¬
cial study, largely because Mahomet had come to the mountain
—a very large group of the leading masters of European
fame have made their homes in America.
Europe will always contain teachers of the highest achieve¬
ment, and Europe will produce more and more exceptionally
well-trained performers, but, the monopoly is broken, and will
remain broken just as long as American music-workers desire
to make this country play a leading role in musical education
instead of second fiddle to transatlantic musical interests.

Getting the Knack of It
So very many things in music study depend upon the
“knack” that it is surprising that more attention is not paid to
it by teachers and students.
Watch a boy learning to pitch a curve. He twists and
■ squirms and works and snorts until it finally “comes.” It does
not seem to be a matter of progressive practice, for when it comes
it seeps to be a kind of accident. One boy may fall into it in
ten mijutes and another may take days, some, perhaps, may
never gpt it.
Th. point is, however, that with well-directed persistence
it does tome. Sitting down and theorizing does little good.
Results c»me from concentrated effort.
There are dozens of things in piano playing in which get¬
ting the kaack cannot be brought about by merely understand¬
ing. Ever* the very Elementary matter of making one hand go
in one diration while the other goes in an opposite direction,
which the ittle pupil accomplishes at the very start of his
work, is a kiid of “knack.”
Hundreds are stupid enough to ask how to count such a
passage as tlose familiar measures from Sinding’s Rustle of
Spring, in whnh seven notes in the left hand are played against
eight in the right hand. Of course, it is possible to figure this
out mathematicdly, but it is useless to do so. The only possible
plan is to get th^right hand going steadily, playing the groups
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of eighth notes with great, steadiness and smoothness and keep
tins movement up for some time. Then make a trial at slipping
m the seven-note scale in the left hand, without interrupting in
the least the right hand movement. Of course, you will fail
time and again, just like the boy learning to pitch a curve, but
then after long persistence it will come in a jiffy—it may then
disappear again for same time and then pass up again until
eventually it becomes established and the “knack” seems laugh¬
ably easy.
Liszt’s Polonaises and innumerable passages in Chopin can
only be acquired by “getting the knack” after the manner we
have described.
■

Music in Industry
The possibilities of. music in industry arc as boundless as
the seas. The subject will be discussed more and more as time
goes on. In England for years there have been musical activi¬
ties connected with thousands of industrial and mercantile com¬
munities. In fact, The Etude some years ago contemplated
the preparation of a special article upon the subject,. After a
little investigation we found that the subject was'so big that it
would require volumes instead of one issue. It was therefore
abandoned. Books upon the subject have since appeared, but
nothing so good as a pamphlet entitled Music in Industry,
prepared by C. M. Tremaine, of the National Bureau for the
Advancement of Music, 105 West 40th St., New York, which
may be had for the asking. In the back of the book there is a
long list of firms which have introduced music into their indus¬
trial work and anyone interested may correspond with these
firms for special information.

Conservatory Monkeys
The roots of American achievement reach back into the
past on one side to the great teachers and conservatories of Leip¬
zig, Munich, Milan, London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, etc., and on
the other side to the pioneer spirit of educational investigation
and invention possessed by such men as Lowell Mason, Stephen
Emery, William H. Sherwood, W. S. B. Mathews, B. J. Lang,
M«cl)owell, William Mason and others.
How can I he Etude present with sufficient force the great
faH that though thousands and thousands of Americans went
to Europe and had instruction from the greatest masters, those
who succeeded did not do so merely bv virtue of that.'fact, but
because they had Yankee inquiring minds, Yankee initiative,
Y ankee grit, Yankee penetration, Yankee inventiveness, and
with good taste and high ideals applied all these to their musical
development.
Any student who can possibly get the opportunit v to study
at a fine conservatory or with a real master should first of all
rejoice over his good fortune and then realize that the best
musical training in the world is only a foundation upon which
he must build his individual structure.
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The Psychology of Mistakes
Every teacher knows that the majority of mistakes
pianoforte playing seem to be made by a certain class of pupils.
Others seem to be able to steer their pianistic argosies so that
they avoid the rocks and the shoals most of the time.
The average teacher when she encounters a mistake-making
pupil throws up her intellectual hands and mutters “careless¬
ness.” But it may be something much different and far more
deep-seated than carelessness.
Dr. James Sonnett Greene, founder and medical director
of the New York Clinic for Speech Defects, has given a lifetime
of investigation here and abroad to the causes of stuttering and
stammering. In the July issue of the American Magazine he
gives some suggestions resulting from his experience, which
anyone who has had actual long-continued experience in piano
forte teaching will readily see are analogous to certain condi
tions found in persistent mistake-making pupils.
After pointing out that some of the most brilliant of people
—such, for instance, as Charles Lamb—have been bad stam¬
merers, he indicates that mental acuteness and stammering often
appear concurrently.
Mistake-making in piano playing is usually a matter of
lack of coordination in thinking and in muscular execution at
the keyboard. Similar lack of coordination is the cause of stut
tering and stammering.
Dr. Greeny asserts that the worse thing that you can do for
a stutterer rs to say the right thing for him, or to try to sav it
in advance of his saying it. We might transplant this observatmn to piano/teaching. How many thousand teachers fail to
have the patience to let the pupil work out his problem right!v.
but instead r/idely brush his hands off the keyboard and plnv the
passage as ,/t should be played. This is an exhibition of tin
teacher’s ability as a performer no doubt, but it is an in jun¬
to the formative processes in the pupil, whether child or adult
Dr. Greene’s advice is to “make the stutterer feel that he has
an unlimited time to say what lie has to say.” Hurrying pupils
with ant show of( impatience is positively injurious in mam
cases. /

Dr. Greene also describes a condition known as agitopliasiy.
Agitophasia produces excessive rapidity of speech
resul.ing in a kind of jumble. In piano plaving it. produces
confusion and endless mistakes. It should he treated with gent h ness .sympathy and possibly an intelligent use of the metronome
Such cases are, according to Dr. Greene,- basically due to lack
f col^ntrat,on. Not the excited, intense concentration, but
the reposeful concentration which helps one to have full control
of one s powers.
The teacher’s specific for hundreds of mistakes made bv
pupils is PATIENCE. Oh, the destruction done by loud-voiced
commanding teachers, who, in bygone days, sought to compel
progress by yelling like cattle drovers when the pupils made
mistakes.
r r

M illia.ni Mason was not great merely because he was the
pupil of Plaidy, Moschelcs and Liszt, but because he never lost
the identity of William Mason the man. Stephen Eincrv stud¬
Can You Do This ?
ied with Richter and Ilauptman, but so did thousands of others
Coded you take the text of an unknown or unfamiliar
m the Leipsig days. Emery understood and digested whit he
hymn and with your eyes shut dictate to another, first, an oriolearned abroad and adjusted his knowledge in superior form
mal melody for the text, then the contralto part, then the tenor
for American music students.
W. S. B. Mathews wich his
part and finally the bass part in such a way that you produce
keen and active mind, his great productivity and his ineessant
a leally worthy hymn? That is what Dr. Adam Geibel has
activity was worth more than thousands of conservatory mon¬
been doing for years, in his numerous addresses before all kinds
keys who forget that their very birthright as Americans enti¬
of audiences. The fact that he is blind does not impede his
tles them to “individuality,” “originality,” and “distinctive¬
uork. In fact, he composes at a far more rapid rate than do
ness.” Instead of using their American-made brains ai Edison,
most normal composers, and while he is doing it, standing up
Poe, Innes, Whitman, Westinghouse, Horace Greeev, Ben¬
before a strange audience, he will keep up a talk upon other
jamin Franklin, Whistler, “0. Henry,” Mason, Ro.it,' Sousa,
subjects. It is an astonishing exhibition to the ordinary musi
Foster, Wright, Lieurance, Roosevelt, MacDowel, Gorgas,
cian who sees it for the first time.
J mu 1
Gottschalk. Goethals, Cadman and others have dore to create
Very few musicians really think music. They think +l,,i
something fresh and American, they have simply kept on climb¬
ing around the monkey cage with the other conseivatory mon¬
SO? To
WC;hb
I*"
’’T1
kin"
tion.
To know
the“ language
of music is* to
be »'
able to found?
talk it
keys, doing in minute imitation what the “dear old master”
just as Dr. Geibel does. This composer of hundreds of effective
with the bobber! hair did back in the glorious old lavs of Petromusical
works
is
as
familiar
with
music
as
he
is
with F
rT
grad or Napoli.
and his melodic sense is very .exceptional
H Engbsh’
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The Musical Soul of the American Indian
By the Noted Composer of Indian Works and Collector of Indian Themes
THURLOW LIEURANCE
(The Cuts Used in this Heading are Portraits of the Famous Indian Singer, Princess Watahwasso)
[Editor's Note.—Thurloiv Lieurance was born at
Oskaloosa, la., March 21, 1880. His father was a physi¬
cian. His early training was as a cornetist in the toivn
band. He then studied under the finest instrumentalist,
Hermann Bernstedt. At the age of 18 he enlisted in
the United States Army, became a bandmaster in the
22d Kansas Regiment and served through the SpanishAmerican war. He saved $400 and went to the Cincin■ nati Conservatory where he studied composition under
Frank Van der Stiicken, voice under W. L. Sterling and
piano under Ollie Dickenshied, score reading under Bellstedt and Van der Stiicken. When all his money was
sfent he took a position as chorus man in Savage’s
Castle Square Opera Company at a salary of $10 a week.
During the 2 years he studied 50 different operas, ranging
from "Pinafore” to “Tannhauser” and from his meager
salary purchased a complete score of every work he had
sung. Standing in the wings he reviewed the opera at
every performance. Then he became a teacher in a
small Kansas village. He next organised the American
Band zvhich played on the Chautauqua circuits for
several seasons. In 1895 the United States Government
• employed Lieurance to make Indian records at the Crow
Reservation where his brother was a physician. He
made many records which are now kept under seal at
the National Museum at Washington. He has made in¬
numerable records which are preserved in many great
universities here and abroad. He has visited and made
records from a score of different tribes making pro¬
longed stays at different places. Upon one occasion a
'wagon upon which , he was riding, in the Yellowstone,
ih midwinter, broke down throwing one companion down
a ravine half a mile deep and injuring Lieurance so
that, together with the consequent freezing in a tempera¬
ture of over 20 degrees below zero, his legs became
chppled for life.
This is one of the great sacrifices that Lieurance has
made to preserve Indian music. Mr. Lieurance’s beauti¬
ful songs have had an international success and stand as
a foremost achievement in American Indian music.]
To know the heart and soul of the American Red
Man has been the dream of my life. This wonderful
race which, in its branches, had manifested a remarkable
phase of civilization long before Columbus ever dreamed
of coming to America, has a fascination for the intelli¬
gent white man who realizes that in all civilization there
is a scale of character from the lowest to the highest.
It has been my fortune to live for long periods among
the different tribes of Indians in various parts of the
country. Members of my family have married into
Indian families; and few musicians have ever had the
intimate opportunities that we have had to investigate
the music of the American Red Man. I have taken in¬
numerable notation and phonograph records of the
melodies played by my Indian friends and have had ever
increasing opportunities to see the rich mine of beauty
which these melodies contain.
I have said that there are scales of civilization among
the American Indian, precisely as among any other
races. There are good Indians, bad Indians, intelligent
Indians, ignorant Indians, skilled Indians, unskilled
Indians just as one might expect the same trace from
the Italian, Russian, English or Chinese. Some Indian
tribes are very much more musical than others as some
are much more artistic than others. Some are unques¬
tionably very savage when aroused, while others are, in
some ways, as peaceable as any of the other races of the
world.
Of course, there have been many efforts made to
show the connection between the Asiatic races and the
American Indian. It is, to my mind, a mistake to group
the Indian as either Mongolian or Malay. They have
been in America such an indisputably long time that
they are in every sense of the word “Americans.” If
they are not Americans how can we call ourselves
Americans? The arts and crafts of the Incas of
South America, the Aztecs of Mexico and Yucatan

reaching back one or two thousand years, .point to a
civilization which is still a source of astonishment to the
ethnologists and archaeologists.
Early Experiences
My father was a physician, a pioneer doctor.’ He
went out on the plains of Kansas at the time when the
buffalo was being driven -still farther west. I was born
March 21, 1880, but I still remember the wagon-trains
moving along the Arkansas river laden with buffalo
meat and hides. They passed our little sod house in
long persistent lines. As a child I helped tan and care
for the hides in order to prepare them for the wagon
trains.
_

Thurlow Lieurance '
We lived near the Pawnee Rock where Kit Carson
fought many a battle with the Indians. As a boy my
playmates and I spent many hours on this famous rock
“playing Indian” and even as a child I was attracted to
Indian music and songs. I was able to begin to collect
Indian themes and to color them with harmony. My
brother after his graduation from a medical college took
up practice among the Indians and married into the face.
I used to visit him at different times and once went on
the Crow Reservations. I met a German scientist who
pointed out to me that right here in this country there
was so much very new and original thematic material
for the composer. It was he who made me think that
some day our native Indian themes would form a part
of the warp and woof of American music, as old Hun¬
garian melodies have been woven into the texture of
musical Hungary. I have melodies and records of ma¬
terial to furnish hundreds of composers themes. And
it is my ambition to put this out in such a way that the
musician who will make the sacrifices at this time to
come here and harken to the real call of the wild will
have material to'give to posterity.

There is a term with the Indian—anything that is
“good medicine” is all right. The Indian seems to
credit me with the power to give “good medicine.” I
gained their confidence and this once gained opened the
flood gates of their melodies. Strange to say American
singers were a little slow to realize the beauties of this
material. When such an artist as Julia Culp came to
America, she saw at once the value of the genuine
Indian material when artistically arranged and placed
a group of three of my songs on her program.
The very fact that Indiafi music is of such spontan¬
eous, natural origin, that it is not a contraption or an
artificial invention, makes it the hardest folk music.
It comes right from the heart of nature and this gives
it a classical feature which likewise makes it enduring
in character and style. The Indian sings all his songs
entirely in unison, he has no harmony except occa¬
sionally accidental harmony.
In 1913 the following singers: Standing Buffalo,
Beaver, War Bonnet, Hand a Deer, Buckskin Star,
Mountain Arrow and Black Bird, sang for me the fol¬
lowing songs, in one single evening at the Pueblo near
Taos, N. M.: “Sundown Song,” “Buffalo Dance Song,”
“Deer Dance Song,” “Hand Game Song,” “Turtle Dance
Song,” “Visitors Returning to the Estufa,” “Willow
Dance Song,” and “Pueblo” Spring played on a flute.
These same singers sang songs they had heard from
the following tribes;
Ute, “Squaw Dance Song”; Arapahoe, “Owl Dance
Song”; Sioux, “War Song”; Navahoe, “Washing Scmg,”
and three personal Love Songs.
Interesting Legends
This shows the variety of just one group of songs in
one tribe. It also shows their liking for the songs of
other tribes. From the above it has been possible for
me to harmonize only five as I have not had time on
account of the vast amount of material I have from
other tribes. It is very easy to see how readily such
themes could be swept away by the course of civiliza¬
tion, in comparatively few years. They all would have
been gone were it not for the splendid efforts of such
people as Carlos Troyer, Alice Fletcher, Alice Densmore,
Natalie Curtis, La Hesche, and other fellow-investiga¬
tors and collectors who have saved many of them. The
Indians have legends about many of their songs. Here
is an interesting one told by Buckskin Star:
“A party of Arapahoe hunters were camped in the
Castillia canyon in northern New Mexico in the early
days when the Indian tribes were at war wit-i one
another. Nearby were camped a band of Utes. The
Arapahoes were aware of the war-like intentions of the
Utes and during the night built up a wall of rocks
around them for protection, working and singing at the
same time. During the night a party of Utes crept up
and learned their war song. The next day the fight
took place, the Arapahoes being, wiped out. In after
years the Utes visited tthe Pueblo Indians near Taos
and taught them their songs. Afterward the Arapahoes
made a visit to the Pueblos and they jieard their songs
and were very indignant and wanted to know how
they came to know them. Finally they discovered the
reason and made friends with them, and to-day when
tribes visit each other it is the custom for each to teach
the othe. their songs.”
I have often noticed this among tribes. For special
ceremonies there are special songs and special singers,
there are certain songs which other singers are not per¬
mitted to sing. There is no singing by all members of
the tribe like our congregational of community singing.
The Indians who have made records for me have been
selected by the leaders and these leaders have been very
particular in selecting their singing groups. I have
come to this conclusion—Indians either sing or they
do not sing. They seem to have singing cliques. Those
who do not belong to the clique do not participate. Of
course, individuals have their own songs and very often
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could be divided into the following groups: War Dance
Songs, Spiritual Songs, Society or Folk Songs of Clans,
Pleasure Dance Songs, Game and Gambling Songs, Flute
Melodies, Ceremonial Songs and Love SongsMarvelous Voices
While the Indians are divided into tribes and while
these tribes are often radically different, it is not gener¬
ally known they have a common means of communication—this is a sign language, by which an Indian from
the plains of North Dakota could communicate with an
Indian from the Everglades of Florida. The Indians
also have powerful voices. I have heard a group of
1« or 20 Crows singing in unison 8 or 10 miles away,
ihis was in a temperature of 20 degrees below zero,
when sounds are readily communicated. The Indian
very frequently sings his songs to syllables like vocalises
or nonsense rhymes. Rarely, except in his love songs,
does he use words. The song is dedicated to a certain
purpose and he sings these monosyllables with quite as
much enthusiasm as though they were real words.
Naturally the great interest now being taken in Indian
music is exceedingly gratifying to me. The many fine
composers such as MacDowell, Cadman, Arthur Nevin,
Can BuSC^rCrS‘ SklIton< Eastwood Lane. Arthur Farwell, H. W. Loomis, Homer Griin and others, who

Collectors of Native American Indian
Melodies
“My People Are All Civilized.
So We haven’t any Music.”

Watahwasso’s Art
.Watahwasso and Tsianina are remarkable Indian
singers who have had splendid success in various parts
of the country. Watahwasso has given so many pro¬
grams, of my own songs that I would feel a little deli¬
cate about speaking of her beautiful art and progress
in recent years. She is a real Penobscot, with a glori¬
ous voice and understanding of Indian life. Oyapela, a
Creek girl, is the foremost exponent of the myths and
legends of her tribe. Te Ata is a Chececha girl. She
is the Pavlova of the race, dancing the interpretative
and historical events of her people. Pejawah is a Miami
Indian and is the greatest violinist of the race. Willliam
Reddy is an Alaskan Indian and is their foremost
cellist. Paul Chilson is a Pawnee and has an excep¬
tional tenor voice. Robert Coon is a full-blooded Sioux
Indian and has pjayed the great Sousaphone for years
in the Sousa Band with fine artistic satisfaction to the
conductor. Sousa, by the way, is giving a great deal of
sprendid attention to Indian music during this past year
and has had upon a great number of his programs the
Indian Rhapsody, composed by Preston Ware Orem
upon the themes which I gave him. Edna Wooley was’
brought up among the Indians on their reservation and
has sung their songs from her infancy and now is inter¬
preting many of my own songs in concerts. She sings
in Sioux and has been coached by many Sioux singers
and musicians.
The voices of Indian men are remarkably developed.
They often start their songs as high as high C and end
two octaves below. Most of the voices are basso and
baritone in quality, the high notes are not falsetto
notes. They sing with pure open vowel syllables like
Hi-ya and hay-yah and Ho-ya-ho. Most Indian gongs j

IV. Sioux Love Songs.
10. By the Waters of Minnetonka.
11. Rose on an Indian Grave.
12. In Mirrored Waters.

Musical
Flashlights

—

sonal interest ,n the demands of the pupil. This^is
a common fault of age. The great men are those who
esTin Xrs “r ** FT and ever-increasing interT”of all in old age to be too intent upon our intents.”

Elgar’s Bream of Gcr- ontius, when first given in
England, is reported to
have been only a mild
cess. Two years later
was given at the Lower
Rhein festival in Diisseldorf and made such a
sation that the English be¬
gan to take notice of it.
“The prophet is not with¬
out honor,” etc., etc.
While we use a French
word, “Encore,” for our*
desire to have a number re¬
peated, the French them¬
selves use a Latin word
“bis.”
Moscheles
Chopin “crude,” played oc¬
taves with stiff wrists and
used the pedals only on rare
occasions.
He would
hardly make a Carnegie
Hall sensation to-day.
Mr. Lieurance at the Doob of an Indian Lodge
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This was the pathetic expression of a Creek Indian.
Civilization is supplanting the I/idian traits with those
of the white man and the Indian Race is vanishing
faster in that direction than by disease.
If it had not been for the activities and the sacrifices
of many enthusiastic men and women there would be no
question but that all' vestiges of the interesting lore might
have-disappeared in a few years.
First among these may be mentioned Miss Frances
Densmore, whose work among the Teton Sioux, the
Chippewas, the Northern Utes, the Pawnees and the
desert tribes in Arizona, has been of the greatest value.
She has collected and recorded over 900 melodies.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher, the distinguished ethnologist,
commenced her investigations with the Omaha, Win¬
nebago and Nez Perces tribes, and collected an amaz¬
ing amount of most excellent material.
Natalie Curtis, who was educated in music in France,
Mr. Lieurance Recording a Sioux Melody
and Germany, has also made exhaustive investigations
of the sources of American Indian music, comparing it
,Ve
attenti°n t0 Indian mus!c- hav<= accomplished
m time with her investigations of the music of the
splendid things; but, really, when one reviews the field,
an individual will have only one sone- anrl on-om t u
tribes of South Africa.
it is only to stand amazed at the extent of its possiint° a dozen rec°rds
Among the musicians who have made original inves¬
tigations Thurlow Lieurance has had, perhaps, the most
* 7-v ?
varied and penetrating experiences. Like Miss Dens
A
Lieurance
Program
Hnn "/v11!-!6 “Te'0dy and adapted this t0 a» condi¬
more, Miss Fletcher and Miss Curtis, Mr. Lieurance
tions of Ins life It seemed to be his spiritual medium
was employed by the Government to visit the tribes and
and expressed his whole life in one song.
Prepared by the Composer
make notation and phonograph records. This he did.
Certain of the native composers of the present time
until he had probably visited more tribes than any
I have inSre °>> °Z hy,mnS’ SUCh 38 “What a F™nd
other musician. Indeed, he is permanently crippled
The Etude asked Mr. Lieurance to send in a pro¬
DavlIV
,
adapt
k *°this
thehymn
Indianforfashi°n.
owing to the fact that he was nearly frozen to death
gram arrangement of his best-known works. He has
Davis,
a rJT;
Creek Indian,
once sang
me as
while
in the quest of certain important American Indian
sung in our churches and then sang it in Indian fashion.
2L wy fUI™h”F us w!th ‘he program he has
planned for use with his own company which will make . Musical Material. Mr. Lieurance is related by mar¬
num JreCTtTS k has been my PriviIe^e to have a
riages of relatives to the Indians and has had their
number of Indian protegees who have decided musical - a Sri t°U-i ”exTt.winter- The program also includes
intimate confidence for years, entering into their cere¬
solof
^ Mr' LleUranCe and appropriate Indian flute
gilts. 1 have given them opportunities to go on the
monials as few white men have ever done.
Chautauqua circuits and concert platforms to give pro¬
Carlos Troyer is probably the veteran of all living
I. Spirit Songs.
grams of their music. It is my missionary purpose
to make the art and music of the Indian understood by
1. Pueblo Spring Song.
DerbdfT/r He ^ among the India<« ‘or long
periods of time and has therefore employed the true
2. The Sprit of Wana.
the white people of America. I am interested in all
Indian material in the right way.
3. Wounded Fawn.
talented Indians and, in my limited way, will do all I
can to make them understood and at the same time helo
“ 'L Cadman ',las Spent much of h>s life in
II. Love Songs.
West and has made numerous visits to various
‘° CT0I"?ete wi‘h other races. I have known some
4. By Weeping Waters.
tribes,
employing themes inspired by their music in
very fine Indian musicians, but I have never encountered
5. Indian Spring Bird.
highly artistic way. His opera, “ShaLwis ’ on ndian
one that seemed to possess the qualities to do for his
6. Canoe Song.
race what Coleridge-Taylor did for the negro. Song
III. Dramatic and Ceremonial.
is a spiritual part of the Indian. They like modern
7. The Owl’s Bleak Cry.
music because it seems a kind of tonic for them and
8. Dying Moon Flower.
something to taste and use, but not as a necessary me¬
_n,T“E,mUsic teac(her in advancing years is sometimes
dium of life.
9. From an Indian Village.
apt to become self-centered and cease to take the per¬
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Keyboard Masters of Other Years
An Intimate Brief Review

By CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG
As in a theater the eyes of men.
After a well-graced actor leaves the stage,
Are idly bent on him that enters next.
Shakespeare (Richard II).
Taken in a general way, the foregoing quotations ex¬
press a somewhat melancholy truth; they state a rule
which is confirmed by the remarkable fewness of its
exceptions. And even in the few exceptions—such as
Kean, Booth and a few others—we find that their names
are not remembered for the acting per se but for the
advancement they gave to the histrionic art; by sub¬
duing the scanning' of meters, abolishing rant, reading
new and stronger meanings into the old lines and kindred
innovations and reforms. We enjoy the results of the
reforms, but scarcely remember the reformer, because—
alas!—“no laurels has posterity for him,” nor, for that
matter, for any interpretative artist who has not also
been creatively influential in his branch of art.
This includes, of course, also the pianist; but in his
case it must be taken into consideration that such pianists
as our present time would regard as “great” did not
exist until the later years of Beethoven’s life. There
have been musicians before then who played the piano
well; Beethoven, himself, is said to have played well,
but on what sort of piano? What could he do on an
instrument with a compass of five octaves only and a
mechanism so frail that the slightest excess over a forte
was punished by the breaking of hammers, strings and
by other mishaps.
Hummel the First Virtuoso
It is surely not the “pianist Beethoven” who is re¬
membered, and it is, therefore, quite just to say that
the first pianist to become famous through his playing
alone was Hummel (1778-1837). His compositions were
too light in ideas and workmanship to rescue their
author’s name from utter oblivion, but the bases of his
technic—some features of it, at least—have remained.
The next one who might be named, because it is said
that he could play very well (Moscheles told me so),
was Czerny (1791-1857) ; but he played in public a very
few times only. From his Studies and his Toccatta, how¬
ever, it is easy to infer how much he learned from
Hummel, with whom he studied. Yet Czerny is not re¬
membered as a player, and as for his writings, a large
number of them are losing their educational value because
of their musical barrenness. In fact, several of the best
pianists of the present have developed their skill without
resorting to him, and the same is true of Clementi and his
dry-as-dust Gradus, thank heaven!
The real heir of Hummel was Moscheles (1794-1870),
who quite equalled Hummel in technic and completely
overshadowed him as a musician. Moscheles was what
Wagner calls “a backward looking prophet;” his method
of playing was correct, exact and even expressive but
also forestalling any changes which might be suggested
by the rapidly succeeding improvements of the piano as
an instrument. He played with stiff wrists, absolutely
still standing hands, making them subject to the test of
putting a glass of water on them while playing, etc. This
tallied perfectly with his musical views in which he
strongly disapproved of Chopin and only “toler¬
ated” Schumann. Having, however, enjoyed the friend¬
ship and influence of Beethoven, Clementi and many
of their contemporaries his ultra-classic tendency was but
natural.
Let it be well understood, however,'that he was a con¬
summate master musician, and that, despite his super¬
annuated style of technic, he played so well as to win
the highest respect of Liszt and Rubinstein, who often
stayed at his house when concertizing in Leipzig. I have
heard Moscheles play in his lessons, at his home, and
once in public when he was nearly seventy, and I have
fully understood and shared the admiration which the two
giants just mentioned showed him. What Mendelssohn,
who studied the piano with Moscheles, thought of him is
best proven by the fact that he collaborated with him
in a set of variations for two pianos and orchestra; there
can be no better evidence of • Moscheles’ high artistic
standing in his day; and his Etudes, Op. 70, are still liv¬
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The actor lives but for his own time;
Ng hurels has posterity for him.

ing because they combine great musical merit with their
technical value.
Pianistic Limitations
The players named so far may be called “musicianly”
pianists, players who did full justice to every detail in the
pieces they played, brought out the themes clearly, em¬
phasized (usually too much) their developments, marking
every imitation or other polyphonic device as if it were
a purpose in itself instead of a mere “filling,” and they
even revealed—on somewhat general lines—a little of
the emotional course of the pieces, as far as the instrument
of their time permitted, which, as mentioned before, was
not very much. The ever present danger of breaking
hammers, strings, or both, constituted a natural limita¬
tion ; so did the narrow compass, and also the fact that
each hammer struck but two strings, instead of three, as
it does now. The upright piano, after numberless earlier
experiments, did not come into general private use until
the early sixties of the last century. Up to that time its
present place was held by the square piano, a contrivance
(still more frail than the grand piano) in which the soften¬
ing of tone was effected by the insertion of a strip of felt
between the strings and hammer, producing a tone some¬
what between a zither and a not very good guitar.
The square piano is mentioned here because many a
concert or recital had to be played on square pianos,
since in many a city no grand piano was available, and
as for the pianist carrying his piano with him, it was
out of question in those times when all railroading was
in its infancy.
The grand pianos were sturdier than the squares, but
not so much sturdier as to offer anything like the present
dynamic range. Above all, they lacked that persuasive
tone quality which now has such a stimulating effect upon
the player. In short, the material side of piano music—
tone qualities and varieties—was not yet developed, the
piano “charm” (without which a piece by Chopin can be
scarcely imagined) was missing, and this is an ample
explanation and justification of the playing that was done
by the pianists so far mentioned.
When Hummel was in the third decade of his life,
however, there were born four boy babies who were
p- edestined to change the art of piano playing com¬
pletely, to induce many improvements to the instrument
and to raise technic to a height where Josef Hofmann
and Godowski come near lamenting with Alexander the
Great that there are “no new worlds to conquer”—though
they seem to have been victorious over quite a number of
hitherto unconquered technical mountain ranges. The
four babies were Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg and, but little
later, Rubinstein.
Thalberg and His Singing Tone
When ten years old I was taken to a concert to hear
Thalberg (1812-1871) and though I never heard him
again, the enchanting effect of his tone and touch is still
living in my memory. Of his qualities as a musician I
could at that time not judge, of course, but I know that
I never heard such “singing” on the piano again until it
came from the finger tips of Henselt and—better still—
of Rubinstein. With this statement, however, the account
of Thalberg’s virtues as a pianist is complete and nothing
further is to be added. Scales, like strings of pearls, im¬
maculate arpeggios, nice distinction between melody and
by-work, a few effects, such as making the shallow orna¬
mental by-work going across the melody to both sides,
and the aforesaid singing melody touch—et voila tout!
The pendulum of piano playing had, before him, swung so
high to the purely “musical” side of tone and touch as to
make it but natural that with Thalberg it swung just as
high to the other side and compensated the audiences for
the absence of musical merit by a sensuous delight—
a practice not yet forgotten by some of our present-day
vocalists. Feeling, probably, that he had no musical mes¬
sage to deliver, he resorted to paraphrasing popular oper¬
atic melodies, which, of course, assured him of a friendly

welcome. Liszt, too, has done some of this, but, oh—
the difference!
Piano students, however, should learn a lesson from
Thalberg—to wit: that the purely tonal side of piano
playing ought to be a matter of very serious considera¬
tion; for not only was it able to make Thalberg—for
a while—a strong rival of Liszt (think of it!) but, since
the modern piano admits of so much tonal beauty, it con¬
stitutes now that important element in piano music which
carries dignified musical thoughts, past hearing and intel¬
lect, into the hearts of auditors who, without this element,
would remain inaccessible to them. Admiration cannot be
coerced; it must ever be coaxed out of an audience, and
it is the tone and touch which do the coaxing and which
persuade and accustom the erstwhile unwilling auditor to
listen with attention to worthy musical messages.
And now we come to the two bright luminaries in
the pianistic firmament: Liszt (1811-1886) and Rubinstein
(1829-1894) ; to the two men who wrought the prophe¬
cies of Bach, Beethoven and Chopin into ravishingly beau¬
tiful realities. It would be impossible to find in all human
history two other men who had so much in common and
were nevertheless so totally different from each other as
these two heroic figures. Though almost absurd to speak
of it in connection with their names, it may be mentioned
for completeness’ sake that their technic was, of course,
equal to many—even to the enormous self-created—de¬
mands. In tonal beauty and in musicianly qualities they
were equal, too, though by no means alike; but the great
trait in their playing, the trait which made them tower
high above all contemporaries was—personality! It was
this that impressed their audiences so powerfully and per¬
haps the more so since the two personalities differed so
widely from each other in everything but the innate
power of impressiveness.
Liszt and Rubinstein
To give the reader an idea of the difference between
the two it will be best to place them in juxtaposition and
thus to show how their views varied on the same points.
Both were firm believers in subjective conception; that
is, they both thought that the artist cannot interpret
an art work but in the way it impresses him, but with
Liszt this freedom extended no further than to apply
the resources of the modern piano to the thoughts of
composers to whom the modern pianistic vocabulary
was not known. Here and there, where a climax seemed
inadequately stated, Liszt would add octaves toward
the end, or he would play what we call “blind double¬
octaves” instead of merely broken octaves; figures which
the old-time composers had to cripple on account of
the short compass of their instruments—Liszt would
reconstruct them in accordance with parallel places (he
was, by the way, the first to do this) ; in short, he would
stop at nothing to bring out the composer’s idea. Rubin¬
stein, on the other hand, was a great stickler for the
printed notes and annotations—but he was so only in
his teaching, not in his playing. When he played, he
played “Rubinstein,” whether the piece was by Bach,
Beethoven or Chopin; his intense personality broke
through all barriers of indicative annotations. Though
everything sounded as if it were composed by himself,
no one could retain control over one’s cool, critical
faculties because—no matter what he played—he al¬
ways delivered a consummate work of art, for there
was so much of impressive beauty in his style of play¬
ing as to make even the most critical auditor forget all
about “the composer’s style,” or the “code of art,” or
the much spoken of but never established “eternal laws
of aesthetics” and to lose himself in a sea of beauty
both sensuous and emotional.
With Liszt the freedom was of different kind. When
he played Beethoven, it was “Beethoven” as Beethoven
would have written if he had known the tonal and
mechanical perfection of the modern piano. Whether
it was Bach or Beethoven, Liszt’s conception remained
true to the composers’ time and style, plus all the newer
means of extolling their thoughts.
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Another pair of pianists must be mentioned here, al¬
though I do make the anti-climax with natural reluc¬
tance. One of them was Billow (1830-1894), that bundle
of vitriolic sarcasm. He was originally a jurist and,
orht,S lrdT£££
therefore, a worshiper of the “letter” (the veriest an¬
tithesis of Liszt and Rubinstein). He was a “peda¬
was merely a freedom of execution.
gogic” player. His recitals were “piano lessons,” show¬
ing how absolutely correct things can be done and
* iro?r10 r'f" “ »>' p»»<
unconsciously demonstrating at the same time that all
calhnl
„ y?Ung glrls should r<=frain from
the correctness in the world can never be a substitute
Ph Z F
?Pnn ) because he- °f
players sine”
for inspiration. He had a phenomenal memory and,
of course, all the technic which his repertory required,
but no surplus of it to which to resort in case he had
must~have
^ ^ beaUty and originality”^
been granted that mysterious “something” which is
nf «!• I ■
great pianist> indeed, be’ the frailness
known as “the divine spark;” that spark which was also
skiH whthMqUe PreVemed th3t P0werful d-Piay of h
missing m Tausig (1841-1871), whose enormous technic
was, after all, insufficient to p'focure for him a large following among those who were not technic-mad.
the divine spark! How weak a word for that which
full measure of succ^s^wh ch^ ^ "T achieved that
it means to convey 1 The French call it “the holy fire”
( e feu sacre), which expresses it much better and
comes much nearer suggesting to the mind the resplendeut heavenward blazing, illuming flame of genius
which was the all-explaining, all-justifying gift of
heaven to Liszt and Rubinstein.
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By T. L. Rickaby
A letter just received contains the following r
quest: “Tell me how to acquire a lightness of touch
in the least possible time.” This is typically American!
Why is it that so many young people are so eager to
find “royal roads” and “short cuts” in their vari0
undertakings? It is all the more surprising when it •
remembered that philosophers and teachers of all aEe1S
have emphasized the fact that in art and literature, and
in all other worth-while things, patient labor (intelli¬
gently directed, of course,) is the consideration of th*
greatest weight.
Lightness of touch is inborn with some people; others
may acquire it, but in such cases it will be more’or les
artificial. On the other hand, many never acquire it
Loud-talking, boisterous people will, in all likelihood
play loudly. Coarse-grained, brusque people (if anv’
such play the piano at all) will not be apt to play lightly
and delicately. One could scarcely imagine a young man
who wore a green hat, purple necktie and a pink shirt
producing ideal tones from a piano. So after all it is
largely a matter of mentality and spiritual make-up But
it is also a matter of finger and muscular control which
may be secured by judiciously chosen and intr!|jgentlv
used exercises and the best are those crys.alhzed by
Dr Mason in his work Touch ami Technic.
V
Paradoxical as it may seem, lightness of touch is ’
the offspring of strength and power-hut strength and
power under proper control. The immense Xasmvth
hammer that flattens out a (on-weight mass „f 3
can be so controlled that it can lie made to crack l
mmet’hUt 7,f,7Ut ^caking the kernel. Finger strength
mus be developed to the utmost, but in addition ft
to nrod6
C,0mplc,e subjection to the mind, so as

I wish the readers of The Etude would start a cam

anthem to
many of which are frankly “suggesti^and 2“£S
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The American Indian’s Music Idealized
Prepared Expressly for The Etude

By CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN
[Editor’s Note.—Charles Wakefield Cadman was born at
Johnstcwn, Pa., In 1881. He studied with private teachers
in Pittsburgh, including Emil Pauer. After a career as
an organist and as a music critic in his native city, he
commenced a series of lecture recitals together with the
American Indian Princess Tsianina Redfeather, the Indian
soprano. In this capacity he met with great success in

London and Paris. He became greatly interested in Indian
music and visited several tribes, notably the Omaha Res¬
ervation, in company with the son of the chief, Francis La
Flesehe. Although he is best known for his Indian works,
he has written voluminously in other styles and has pro¬
duced some very charming songs such as Lilacs, In the
Moon of Falling Leaves, In the Land, of Sky Blue Water,

The Shrine, To-morrow, and many fascinating piano pieces
such as In the Pavillion, Dance of the Midgets, Indian Love
Song, etc., Mr. Cadman has written a cantata and three
operas, including the opera Shanewis, produced for two sea¬
sons at the Metropolitan Opera House and said to be the
most succesful American opera yet written.]

Since the days when Edward MacDowell In his superb
Indian Suite reflected the spirit of the American abor¬
igine, interest in the folk-lore and folk-song of “Poor
Lo” has grown, so that, in spite of the intense and un¬
reasonable criticism in some quarters against using, both
Indian and Negro themes for “color,” the collecting,
cataloging, analyzing and finally incorporating such
themes in American creative work has advanced immeas¬
urably. From such sterling pioneers as Alice C. Fletcher
and Francis La Flesehe, Frederick Burton, Natalie Curtis
and Carlos Troyer, to the present-day, investigators, like
Frances Densmore and Thurlow Lieurance, the govern¬
ment archives and private library records have been en¬
riched, so that there is little trouble on the part of any
composer in the selection of themes of varying moods.
Splendid work has been done in the collection of AfroAmerican folk-song, with Henry E. Krehbiel in the van,
and the public has come to know the rare beauty and
value of the music of our transplanted African slaves,
which, through admixture and influence with the white
man’s music, is, perhaps, less indigenous to our soil than
that of the American Indian.
It is true, as I have pointed out in times past, that the
brief span of years so far allotted our nation, with the
struggle for survival and physical development, has not
permitted any sudden outburst of folk-song that would
embody the sorrows and joys of ouF national life. Cen¬
turies upon centuries of suffering and happiness are
necessary for that.

The Unconquerable Spirit of the Redman
If the old life and unconquerable spirit of the Redman
were not wrapped up in the history of this continent,
how strange it would be! One cannot live in the great
West without sensing it and thinking how it should sound
(if that were possible) in terms of rhythm and melody.
The composer feels the very pulse of it in his contact
with the awesome canyons, the majestic snow-capped
peaks and the voiceless and beautiful solitudes of the
desert. And if the composer from his dream-height
seems to feel these things calling to him, calling in
plaintive cadences, in dynamic energy of his great land—
he may be forgiven for attempting to put it all into tone.

things, strange as it may seem. And if any are pleased
to hold a brief for this theory, why not go just a step
further and maintain that the American Indian tunes
have also this element developed to the ’steenth degree?
Just examine them and see the wealth of throbbing
syncopation found in their outlines! It is true that the
future American music may not contain these elements,
but I cannot think that it will be devoid of the romance
of its open spaces and the historical episodes of Ameri¬
can founding. Nor can one imagine that it will utterly
disregard the legendary lore and primitive, though emo¬
tionally true, utterance of its original inhabitants, even
though they are not ethnologically connected with us.
Archeologically- and nationally they are very much a

From American Soil
However, the folk-song we have attempted to idealize
has sprung into existence on American soil! Do not
overlook this fact when you are prone to criticize the
composer who dares to use either Negro (Afro-Ameri¬
can) or Indian tunes on his composition palette. Indian
themes, at least, are as much the heritage of America
and Americans and the musicians of America,, as the
music of the barbaric hordes of Russia is the heritage of
cultured Russians and Russian composers. Perhaps the
blood of those earlier creators of the wild songs to the
dawn and the stars may be found in the veins of a few
of the Russian composers; and, again, it is absent. But
there are many composers in Russia to-day who are
absolutely unrelated, ethnologically, to the first singers
of those plaintive folk-tunes, who yet largely make use
of such themes as a means to an end—and a search for
color. I have never heard the charge of artistic incon¬
sistency laid at their doors because of it! But certain
critics in America, and, indeed, well-known orchestral
conductors, have an inborn prejudice against recognizing
American works which contain even a small amount of
Indian coloring. If it is said the composer becomes
“less of a creator” jusf because he depends upon a given
theme for his inspiration, and, as a consequence, its art
value it depreciated, even though but once he may use
but a fragment of an Indian tune, how then explain a
more extended employment of a more developed AfroAmerican tune or a European folk-song, such as the
great masters so often used? If that argument about
'the use of folk-themes damming the flow of inspiration
be carried out, is not the chance of more art and less
imitation in favor of the “user” of the brief Indian mel¬
ody over the “user” of the Negro spiritual? I am cer¬
tain the demand for imagination and original creative
effort seems to rest just a trifle more with the composer
using the more subjective themes of our American In¬
dians. I am not discussing their relative value, but
rather the philosophy of their use. At any rate, it is
an interesting point for discussion, and the length of
this article does not permit a further enjoyment, of the
argument.

The matter of the Indian’s non-harmonic concept of
his musical utterance has been a bone to chew on with
most “conscientious objectors.” It is but a step forward
from the rather subjective but potentially harmonic
primitive utterance to the matter of objectifying the
theme for ears accustomed to hear in terms of harmony
plus melody. We take up the process (of course, in
imagination) where the Indian has dropped it, and by
this action the composer follows the line of least resist¬
ance. We do it just as any European composer, upon
hearing a Scandinavian or a Neapolitan folk-song
whistled or sung in the provinces, without accompani¬
ment, would take down his tune and afterward use it or
objectify and idealize it for some orchestral or choral
work, chamber piece or short song. And let it he said
again this action on the part of the composer with a
simple and direct folk-tune enters the realm of art im¬
pulse, because it calls for more actual “creation” than
if the tune were already invested with a lovely harmonic
background.

Charles Wakefield Cadman

It is interesting to know a few have tried to catch these
things, either with the use of Indian themes or without
them. To have experimented shows at least an honest
beginning, though this work be scornfully rejected by
the greater writers who will surely come a hundred years
On the other hand, if one finds aught of romance, of
singularly primitive appeal and of mysticism in the music
of those one-time enslaved yet jubilant people of the
Southland, why deny him, for art reasons, the right to
idealize it? And why deny him the right to employ less
developed though as strongly characteristic Indian tunes ?
Why kill out every germ of even "near National” expres¬
sion? Before we run, we must creep.
Some enthusiasts have declared that the only thing we
have in any of our so-called American music is the
originality of our rag-time or highly syncopated rhythms.
And some have seen in those an analogy with the rest¬
less, dynamic energy of the American people. Stripped
of its vulgar garments, this music is indeed akin to those

MacDowell’s Indian Suite
The “idealizer,” of course, in treating these folk-songs
in terms of modern musical thought consonant with the
present musical system, should exercise intimate sym¬
pathy and understanding—in other words, should put
himself en rapport with the native mind—knowing
something of his environment, characteristics, hates and
loves and joys and sorrows. Although Edward Mac¬
Dowell in his Indian Suite used his original motives
without having seen an Indian, other composers (I plead
guilty myself) wrote quite a few works based on Indian
themes before making a more extended and personal
study of Indian life and folk-song, so that it is not
actually necessary for any composer to “live” in the
atmosphere of his subject in an intimate way in order
to reflect the needed color. But it does help one. And
in the creation of a large and important work one should,
if possible, be in touch with the Indian’s legends, his
stories and his music if one should have an insight into
the Indian’s emotional life concomitant with' his naive
and charming art-creations. But kindly note this fact—
that if the composer has not something to express mu¬
sically, aside from the thematic material he employs, if
he cannot achieve a composition that is aurally pleasing
and attractive and with value as music, and good music,
it is better that he abstain from the use of all folk-song
for even a basis. Music, interesting music and wellwritten music, should come first, and color afterwards,
should be the watchword of those who experiment with
folk-themes. Taking an Indian tune and pasting some
chords to it and calling it by a Hiawathian title never
made art!
When is a folk-theme well idealized and when is it
poorly idealized, has often been asked. This is danger¬
ous ground, and very few workers will agree. One
mistake, however, in idealizing the themes is to lose
sight of the original meaning. A war-song should not
be treated like a love song, and vice versa. The com-
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poser must study the related words, if there are any
and if possible the song’s connection with any particular
phase of Indian life from which the song itself has
grown. Indian music is essentially vocal, and its ideali¬
zation in that form seems more natural than in an in¬
strumental form. But ihe themes do not lend themselves
so well to piano music save in some instances, and little
success has been achieved in that direction. Such at¬
tempts savor of salon music or are uninteresting. The
best results are obtained vocally and through an orches¬
tral medium, and after that the choral treatment. It
may be that the native quality, the mood or picture con¬
veyed in subjective musical expression of the Indian is
~ y tranSTed Who knows? The best results,
t seems to us, in the matter of Russian folk-songs, have
been obtained with the grand orchestra and in Opera
- A n®tlve tuile/ails to show a semblance of its aborigThlttemsTk-l^u10 SimP'e f0Ur-part harm°nyI Prefer T nit' 1 ® 6 mbld °f the trained musician.
-trongly reflected mood of the original.

I regard the
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the out-of-doors is to be found in its lovely measures.
Is it any less the art work because of that? Then why
the present prejudice against the use of Indian themes?
In the MacDowell and other works it shows that it is
possible to write good music and also music that reflects
the oddities and unmistakable characteristics of Indian
rhythm and melody, and at the same time create some¬
thing that may be analyzed as music. Just about onefifth of the Indian thematic material is valuable in the
hands of the composer; that is, suitable for harmonic
investiture. It sometimes becomes necessary to choose an
Indian chant or song that is attractive in its simplicity,
one that will stand alone by virtue of its heavy melodic
line, and is fairly good in symmetry; otherwise the idealizer is confronted with a formidable problem. When
found, these themes are pure gold. But they exist, cer¬
tain critics to the contrary.
In my opera, Shanewis, I used, perhaps, twenty or
more original Indian themes, some taken from the col¬
lection of Miss Fletcher and Mr. La Flesche, some from
Burton and some from Miss Densmore, and others I obteined myself in 1909 on the Omaha reservation. I used,
in the ‘pow wow” scene, an Indian ceremonial song, just
as it came from the reservation in Oklahoma. This
theme, given me by my friend La Flesche, is heard in
the opera unaccompanied and with gourd rattle, and
sung in the original vocables of the Osages It was
singled out by the critics as a distinctive feature of this

act, and with the regret that we had not used more 0f
that sort of thing; which shows that all music reviewer
are not prejudiced against the use of Indian tunes in
American composition. At other places, particularly
the Robin Woman’s Song, Mrs. Eberhart, my librettist”
and I found a Cheyenne tune that fitted the song Verv’
well. The voice part of the Canoe Song, in fir>t act •
unchanged from the version used by Frederic Burton j
added what I thought a more appropriate piano part to it
Instead of dying out, the matter of Indian folk-themes
and their incorporation into American music seems to
be growing. Criticism and prejudice cannot kill it. Qf
course, any sensible person will not be guilty of the state¬
ment that it is ‘‘American music,” any more than the
use of Negro spirituals is American music: nor do I 1
think that it will be THE American music of the future
I do say it is better and more American to make use of
these indigenous themes in the composition, when the
subject calls for it, than it is to add to the already large
number of European works with folk-themes from the
soil of Europe. Like the romance and poetry of May.
flower days, like the romance and history of Jamestown'
or of the Western argonauts and Golden California—the
Sout^, with its slave song, and the West, with its nextto-nature, care-free aboriginal chanting to the stars and
the Four Winds, will surely be a part, at least of the
future American music, whether it dominates it or not i
Ethnologically considered, it does not seem that it is to
dominate it—poetically, yes.
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“Places That Don’t Sound Right”
and What to Do with Them
By EDWIN HALL PIERCE
,

“Find out the cause of this effect;
Or rather, say, the cause of this defect;
For this effect defective, comes by cause."—Shakespeare.

The most frequent and commonplace cause of badsounding places in the performance of music is that of
careless and inaccurate reading of the notes. There is
an old country riddle (which exists in several variants)
in which one is asked to explain certain remarkable and
contradictory statements made by a boy in regard to the
relationship existing between several members of his
family. The answer is very simple: "the boy lied.”
Applied to. music, the moral is this: before jumping to
the. conclusion that the composer has introduced a badsounding puzzle into his piece, be very sure that your
performance is telling the truth about what he actually
wrote.
While the variety of errors possible through incor¬
rect reading is unlimited, still most of them fall into
one or another of certain well-defined classes. By being
forewarned of these you may save yourself from many
blunders and much perplexity. We may enumerate them
as follows:
Unmarked Accidentals
1. Unmarked accidentals: Failing to remember that
the effect of an accidental sharp, flat or natural persists
through a measure unless contradicted sooner. Remedy:
Look back through the measure and see if there is any
accidental applying to the same line or space on the
staff.
2. Applying an accidental to the wrong note of a
close chord. This often happens when one or more of
the noteheads lie on the other side of the stem.

Abbott. S"* Yco /»,*
ytfat/, /’Mo.
Remedy: Observe carefully on what level each acci¬
dental is printed. An accidental applies to a notehead on the same level, not necessarily to one on the
nearest side of the stem.
3. Mistaking the number of leger lines, either above
or below the staff. This is particularly common. A
young pianist who never mistook G, third leger line
above the bass staff, for E, would be as rare a speci¬
men as a white crow. In regard to low bass notes
below the staff, no one is entirely exempt from the
possibility of error, but girls are worse offenders than
boys, because their ear is less sensitive to the exact
pitch of very low notes. Often they not only make
very ill-sounding blunders in that region of the key¬
board, but even seem unaware of them. High treble
notes are less often wrongly read, because more famil¬
iar by use, but where the number of leger lines is
excessive, even experienced players need to be on their
guard. In the absence of a teacher’s warning the fol¬
lowing passage from Fiorillo’s Violin Etudes (No. XX)
is almost invariably wrongly rendered, as if these two
measures were exactly alike, whereas the high notes
in the second measure of this example are C, those in
the first measure A. Skips of this kind are rare in
piano music, but where they do occur one should ex¬
ercise particular care.

Remedy: Where leger lines are numerous, count up
or down the scale to any extreme note, and make per¬
fectly sure what letter it represents instead of guessing
4. Forgetting what flats or sharps belong to the sig¬
nature, especially in extreme keys.
Remedy: Review the scale and broken chords (ar¬
peggios) belonging to the key in question.
5. Confusion arising from the flags of the notes be¬
ing printed in such a way as to obliterate either the
upper or lower lines of the staff. This sometimes makes
reading difficult even for experienced players.

Remedy: If the lower part of the staff is obscured,
keep your eye on the upper line of the staff as a guide
to the position of the notes. If the upper lines are
obscured, do the reverse.

In general: Try to see whatever is on the printed
page, and to let your eye tell your mind the truth
about what is there. Don’t be satisfied with guess¬
work. Members of Theodore Thomas’ Orchestra used
to have a saying that if there was a new fly-speck on
the score, “the old man,” as they called him, would
put on his glasses to examine it before fie ventured to
conduct the number. This was, of course, a humorous
exaggeration, but founded on a characteristic which
was one real element of his success—the tireless patience
in minute perfection.
Errors in Tempo, Rhythm or Nuances
Before a piece can sound right it must go at the
proper speed. The writer once heard a singer (whose
experience had been largely in the line of sacred music)
render Nevin’s Doris at a tempo which would have been
just right for “He Shall Feed His Flock” from The
Messiah. Her tone was admirable, but listeners were
inexpressibly bored before she got through. The piece
demanded a lighter, more cheerful style of rendering.
Slow practice, especially of rapid pieces, is absolutely
essential, and often the best of teachers will, for good
reasons, permit you to drop one piece and take up
another before you have reached the point where you
have mastered the full proper speed. After your technic
has matured with further experience you may return
to it and work it “up to time,” with less danger of
error and discouragement. Some pieces which sound
flabby and thin at a moderate tempo become exceedingly
brilliant at the proper speed; also, some passages which
sound harsh if the notes are dwelt on individually are
not in the least offensive when played glibly and flowingly.
The opposite error is just as common. Often the
very slowest practice tempo is approximately the right
one for an Andante or Adagio, but the player will un¬
consciously quicken it as he gains familiarity, until the
true character is entirely lost. In the case of Adagios
in which one portion is simple, another highly orna¬
mented and broken into running passages, be particular
to play the simpler places with full, rich, expressive
tone, and the florid places lightly and at the proper
speed. To play the easy places fast and the hard places
slow is the most besetting sin of amateurs. Neverthe¬
less, there is one case in which it may be allowable:
a passage in which the harmony is rich and changes
several times in a measure often sounds better taken at
a somewhat slower tempo.
Mistakes in the inner rhythm of the measure often
spoil the proper effect of a piece, entirely altering the
character. The following passage from Carmen, deli¬
cately coquettish and elusive, is sometimes degenerated
to a vulgar rag-time in the hands of an inexperienced
player:

4
s
pm i to s i m

s

On the other hand, the crisp march or schottische
rhythm
p

Chofus'of The CruiskeenLawn •

loses all its snap by being lazily changed to

Arpeggioed chords, indicated by a wavy vertical line,
are very commonly broken too slowly for their best
effect; they should be executed with a quick elastic
grasp, passing from the lower note to the upper one
so promptly that the tones are heard almost simulta¬
neously. \yhere a really slow arpeggio is intended, it
is usually found written out in small notes. That is
not saying, however, that all arpeggios written in small
notes are slow—one must judge by the general character
of the music.
One should learn to distinguish the character of the
various ornaments, such as the turn, mordent, etc. ’
The mordent is, a spirited ornament; the quicker and
snappier it is executed, the better. The turn, on the
contrary, is a graceful ornament; one should not hurry
it unduly, unless obliged by the shortness of the note.
The trill should, of course, be reasonably rapid, but
it is even more important that it should be regular and
should end neatly at exactly the proper time. It is a
great help to decide exactly how many notes you are
going to put in any given trill, and then stick to it.
(Most good modern editions of the classics save you
the trouble by having the trills written out, either in
the text or in footnotes.) Remember that the trill in
early music began with the auxiliary note; that in
modern music begins with the principal note, unless
otherwise indicated. Hummell, a pupil of Mozart, was.
the first pianist and composer of note who made trills
begin with the principal note, in modern fashion, so
refer to your Musical History and find whether the
work you are studying came before or after Hummel.
. A very common fault is (after executing a mordent,
turn, or other ornament correctly) to lose for the time
being the general sense of rhythm and play the remainder
of the measure in a clumsy, stumbling manner. Remedy:
Play the whole phrase without ornaments, then after¬
ward with, and make sure that your rhythm is equally
good in both cases.
Bring Out the Melody
Inexperienced players, or those lacking musicianship,
often fail to bring out the principal melody of a piece,
not to mention the occasional little subordinate bits of
melody.. In order to sound well, three things are
necessary: first, the accompaniment must be softer than
the melody; second, the melody must be kept legato or
properly phrased; third, the melody must be delivered
with the same good expression as if sung by a good
singer. Remedy: Make sure you understand just which
line of notes if the melody. Practice it by itself, making
it sing. If you feel an impulse to sing, hum or whistle
it, it is a good sign, as it shows you are beginning, to
feel it in the right way. Now put the parts together
and keep everything else a little softer than the melody.
One difficulty that a beginner meets with is some¬
times not duly appreciated by a teacher who happens
to be instinctively musical as well as musically educated:
the young player actually cannot tell which is the melody,
or where it lies. Most commonly, of course, the melody
is the uppermost line of notes, but exceptions are exceedingly common, thus, in the first and last parts of
Schumann’s Happy Farmer, the melody is in the bass;
in Rubinstein’s well-known Melody in F (the original,
not the simplified edition) it lies between the two hands,
and is mostly played by the thumbs in alternation.
Other Causes
Space will not permit us to do more than enumerate
several other causes of unsatisfactory effect. Their
remedy lies in the special study of the particular detail
in question. Abuse of the pedal is one—holding it
down while chords mutually inharmonious blur with
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ones playing dry and uninteresting.
cial vyi7dar
inSUffident Crispness °f -ceent, espe¬
cially ax dance-movements, is another, but the opposite
s0Xr "ep,c~un.d”e exaggeration of accent, especial?? in
song-l,ke melodies is equally to be avoided.
The secret of the whole matter is to learn to listen
to yourself and never be satisfied until you have made
£e effect that you really think is intended Do not
nb t"mere'y Wi‘h,Ja literal Peeformance of the
’ f COmpOSer could possibly indicate every little
nuance of express,on-he trusts you to create after him
it witfVm?
u aSt advice’ however, we must couple
L ll wlefy Waming: do not Me liberties with
the text. We have seen a few pupils who, when a chord

sounded strange to them, would immediately begin to
experiment on their own responsibility, changing the
notes until the harmony assumed a more famil¬
iar and commonplace form, like the school-boy who,
meeting with the word “patriarchs” for the first time,
obstinately insisted on pronouncing it “partridges,”
until the teacher rebuked him for making game of his
forefathers! To attempt to make the works of the
great composers conform to your present rather limited
range of musical experience is the height of narrow
self-conceit; rather, endeavor to enlarge your own
knowledge of harmonic devices by assimilating and
learning to understand even that which at first seems
strange to you. In this connection you may be inter¬
ested to know that the great composers of every age
have always been a little in advance of the comprehen¬

sion of the average musician—including even profes¬
sional musicians—of their time. Even Mozart, whose
works now seem so crystal-clear and obvious to us
was accused in his own day of being over-elaborate
and unintelligible at times—for instance, in his Quar.
tet in C Major (one of the six dedicated to Joseph
Haydn), the opening of which contains some very
poignant changes of harmony.
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Impressions of Indian Music as Heard in the Woods,
Prairies, Mountains and Wigwams
A Sketch of the Ceremonial Songs of the Blackfeet Indians

By ARTHUR NEVIN

Shall I Take Up Music as a Profession?

Course A.
The boy or girl went out to look for a tot, -n.
Job was found and if the wages and hours were sltisfactory, the career was launched. There w7s no !on
^deration as to the fitness of the individual for the
job. Sometimes the beginner went on to a L„v
existence crowned with success. More often he drifted
'into something for which he had no real inclination
and gently subsided down to a plane of failure.
Course B.
The child slipped into the commercial or professional
shoes of the parent, whether the shoes fitted o? no?"ntiheSl^r" ',r‘n" f,0PP'd *roUnd hop''“s|r
Course C.
An adviser was consulted. Frequently this was a

meSriwho tte r °ften ^ -t Zic!
medicine, art or a clerical career for one who m,Vht
cw“c““My “™d * *•* wZ
outUwhneZ;hreV!rueVery eff°rt is being
to find
whether the student is really naturally gifted to
take up music as a life work. The Etude has received
hundreds and hundreds of letters asking for S

rifr-. v.’ r'd ,a”,o

we
out
ing
his

^

cannot. It ,s literally impossible to do this with¬
seeing the pupil, questioning him in person studv
his past life and inclinations, estimating his talent
propensities for work, etc. Dr. Carl A

careful
l0Wa’ g°eS further and makes a’
ihsaH the ?
°bserVa,,0n of every student, employD e Dr V rS Of modern laboratory psyclJogy.
iJoes Dr Seashore really know then? Is it not all a
matter of guess-the outcome of this duel with destiny
that every young man and woman must fight to rea?h
»ucha

reYahkaenVter ^

^ there 2^*3
of the

c.^Es„arcf £kTstra;dd“"s* H°f

before thp u t v

.

.

*

^ address made

.
What kind and degree of talents should I show to
JU?«i *“y!5elf in specializing as a music teacher?
2. ’What kind and amount of training should I get
to Pr,ePare me for the kind of teaching I wish to do?
.• w"at kind of institutions and teachers can best
train my talents?
i What kind of a position shall I be able to fill after
finishing my education?
The entire first topic deals with the natural but un¬
usual qualifications that every teacher should have, and
givjes the student the opportunity to see how closely he
caif approximate what seems to be the minimum require¬
ments of a successful teacher.
The questions covering this topic are under four
mal.n heads- the first two of which deal with the period
offtnfancy, the third, childhood, arid the fourth, youth,
buch questions as these describe the environment.
1. Were your parents musical?
2. What was the evidence of it in your home life?
i How were you included in the musical activities of
/our home r
influenre?y°U traC6 ^ mUSical ta,ent t0 th!s home
wS'(Ifrl°Ur home influence was unfavorable, what set
you to liking music ?
,

Your Inclinations

usS>lemly indiCati°nS °f the Presence of more than

ilnfSlrs. ” “y Mp — *> L L«r
°j high sch001 a«e who is looking about
trstint

afirmof

and with this end in view he ente’rs up"! hf prep^
™ /or hlS carueer- But of the musicians who are
mg in any such capacity only a very few are able to
ss

ZZZZs stjs

rffi’pLrjf&r* 5-j
to do, and who undertake such work without the
teacher'^P3^100 Whl'Ch shoukl * ™Q«Sd ofZ

S'-5
oped under four main topics:

deve1'

Academic Students
“ advanced academic training should include a
thorough working knowledge of English and also
modern languages, general history, and science
Then
^ “me t0 tbe topic-What kind of institutions and
teachers can best train my talents? If the student
thehfoIlo enter 3 mUSiC conservatory ^ should consider

1. Can you recall any time when you tried to sing
tunes ?after hearing them or tried to find them on 7h!
2. Did you ever try to sing or play original melodies?
tone such as T!“embe^
Particularly sensitive to
a
major and niinor m contrast’
rhythm^ ^ UnUSUa"y affected by
studyDmus?cT

fair mT™1"
S

“d «»•
!“d"'K
“d

musical

of

»d «- ".H.™
««

^ y°U might «* aII°^d to

v^want'^^di^Ss^th^'^^"8 t°fSttraI®!lt™"^therledo
indications for determining
eTe^SU?
l'Ve tfaC,her of mu.sic should have shown something
we? IS MarragC m th6Se qualifications which, more!
over should have appeared very early.
tie, fell 'I gr0Up0f questions on childhood, or activi-

f Jie Student

Granting these qualifications there is still something
to be done in training these talents for effective service.
The training of the teacher should receive more con¬
sideration than it has in the past when the emphasis
was placed on the training of the technician, the
ability to sing or play. The basis or starting p,,j„t 0f
the academic training should be a high school education
and to do this the student should add as many years of
college or normal school as is possible, for they’ will be
an asset to him in his work.
Next, is his professional music training including his
technical work and intensive studies in theory !' >tory
and appreciation? This music training should he sup¬
plemented by a second type of professional training that
of the teacher. Certainly, courses in general methods
of teaching are not too much to ask of a music v .cher
as well as courses in child-study, history of education
psychology, sociology, esthetics, acoustics, a knowledge
of other instruments than his own, and practice teach¬
ing m piano, voice, or whatever branch he has chosen.

fX2g7mg UP

mUSiC StUdy Wi" 156 s!milar to ^e

2 Wt,7ihat age,d‘d y.OU ^“'to study music?
2. What immediate influence caused that beginning?
4 S T take." t0.°pera or other concert!?
g’
pleasure?
m“SIC ^ y°U any special sense of
. S\ Were you exceptional in that you were ahlo to w
\Sm^gJhe a,t° °r °tber inside ErtTn sch“??
6. Did the teacher ever call on you as suT! leader?

6. Size of the endowment if there is one
vanced academic training.8

umvcrsity for the ad-

s the goal of becoming a successf^ttS ^ t0™d

Be Generous with Praise
By Arthur Schuckai

Of the qualifications that should be present stated^
terms of what actually can be done’
ed m

asked herCamoethSme“Did?ttar*o “that's the matter?”
Did the teacher scold you ?M> n ^ ? g0od lesson?
No-o,” she sobbed “Well
i D° y sbook her head-

looking? at 7he SteS &\ &
b™y ^
2. Do you sing at sight readily?
ri. Vo you memorize easily?
4. Can you write a simple melody from memory?

si"p"

-SU,

JOZm m play an accomKnimo, of moderate di«-

'.fass,o ~ifi“—

On the third day of the Sun Dance the Indians have
completed the monument to Natosi, their sun god. It
is an octangular structure of newly hewed saplings,
measuring about fifteen feet in length, which are stuck
into the ground at regular intervals. Just before the
finishing touch of this monument takes place from
twelve to fifteen hundred men and women form a circle
around it, the diameter of this circle measuring over an
eighth of a mile. At a given signal one of the most
significant bits of music begins. Its construction con¬
sists of the most clever rhythmic uses of the interval of
a fourth, reiterating this interval again and again. It
has some passing thirds, but the theme is so invented
that it forms the basis of a canon, which, owing to the
great distance covered by the singers, takes on such a
rendering. It is called “Ceremonial Song.”
For this occasion the, singers dress in the most
gorgeous of their clothing. Buckskin shirts thickly em¬
broidered with the most brilliantly colored beads.
Trousers heavy with the weight of thousands of beads,
while the moccasin decoration is in keeping with the
sumptuousness of the other garments. The sun’s rays
strike forth continual flashes of marvelous prismatic
flares, glittering and gleaming with the rhythm of the
song until one almost believes the sun is actually send¬
ing fantastic satellites with response to the praise these
subjects are offering. During the singing of this
Ceremonial Song, the singers, in stilted dignity of step,
converge with the monument as the meeting point.
Reaching the monument they utter loud cries, which are
almost war-like. Blankets, head dressings, belts and
other personal belongings are placed on this religious
edifice as sacrifices to their deity. With the completion
of this service the village takes on an entirely new
phase. The dancing begins. The social entertainments
take place. Wolf songs, Beaver songs and Buffalo
songs are heard throughout the camp and tremendous
action bursts forth among the people.
War Songs

Laments and Dirges
kind of teaching^ h^wis'hw to ^ deC'ded Uf>°n the
come to him during 7' , - 0 d0, opportunities which
to make a choice for
Pen°d will allow him
pared. But always the Dr^V^11 M esPeciall-v Prein mind some definite aim
teacher should keep

Special Qualifications

crsts sf,boM

To have the real awakenings that Indian music is
capable of producing one should actually live with and
cake part in the every day life of these interesting
people. There should be experienced the hidden strata¬
gem of the prairie and its lure of flowering growth, so.
brilliant in its colorings, its subtle perfumes which drift
with the soft breezes and spread a fragrance of. a
delicacy which the memory will never cease to hold.
There, where the winds keep secret the force of their
magic spell through which they grasp the song of a
singer and rising, waft it with delight to the blue of
the sky as distance lends to distance a passage for its
echoing flight.
The song of a traveler, the chant of a “medicine¬
man,” or a hymn to the sun, goes hand in hand with
surrounding charms that play over the vast expanse
reaching out to the touch of the heavens at the horizon’s
meeting place. In that land, hear the songs of the
Indians 1
There is a diversity of moods in the music of the
Blackfeet tribe (whose reservation lies in the north¬
western corner of Montana), moods of stress and sor¬
row, to the wistful songs of love and romance. In
these songs, the Indians show a keen power of melodic
structure. Religious music has hut little variety. To the
unaccustomed ear, one dirge following ariother, seems
but a repetition of the former. At a service of a relig¬
ious society (the ceremony of the “Beaver Bundle”),
from eight in the morning to five in the evening, with
a pause of less than an hour for the mid-day meal, I
sat with the members, during which time over two
hundred dirges were sung, either as solos or ensembles. .
Each dirge was a musical supplication to an article taken
from the bundle, which contained symbols of talismanic
value. So similar were these vocal offerings I could
not distinguish one from the other. To the Indian all
these dirges have individual characteristics which are,
to them, quite distinct. The proof of this highly cul¬
tivated discernment lies in the fact that the ear is un¬
aided, through the lack of words. There are no texts to
the real, traditional Blackfeet songs. Inflections give
the sentiments. I recall but one bit of a song that had
words. That was sung by children as they played a
game similar to our “catch.” To the child that was to
do the catching, words to the effect of, “you're a little
pole cat and you can’t catch me,” were set to a tune.

haps this is^ot fct bv A »Ch'-d "eeds Praise- Per‘
but it is a very real one 6 Thl^* °f human character,
praise, but few take “praise” ‘t i[e 3re many so"gs of
should do so, for nothing if ^ 38 ‘heir theme- They
praise.
g ls more praiseworthy than
Praise to a child
m.
Every effort of a child should
a thirsl>' P'ant.
Uld ** noted and appreciated.

When the Wild West shows were traveling over the
country, Indians visited before and after the perform¬
ance, when asked to sing, persistently sang laments,
chants or dirges which spread the impression that
melody did not exist in the music of the red man. There
are possibly two reasons for the constant use of this
monotone, religious rendering. First, it is rather awe
inspiring and suggests a more uncivilized race of people,
which an enterprising manager might not only request
but demand that they sing. Second, the Indian is of the
deepest emotional nature. No mortal can suffer more
acutely from nostalgia. New ways, new days were con¬
stantly coming to these members of the traveling show.
Depression would fall upon them through the actual
seeing of sights unbelievable, casting them, through sen¬
sitive superstition, into the fear of a witchery land, the
wonders of which were beyond their comprehension, and
they naturally turned to the all wise protection of their
Considering the hundreds of thousands who visited
these performances, it stands without argument that the
Indian had no sense of melody. Only the few who knew
Alice Fletcher’s admirable collection of aboriginal music
were of a different opinion. Then, through the unique
dressing of melodies found by Cadman, Lieurance,
Skilton and others, the world has come to acknowledge
the lyric charm these songs possess.
The melodic flow that is found in the “Night Songs,”
need never fear for romantic appeal. This style of
song is equivalent to our “serenade.” During the four

Arthur Nevin
days of the Sun Dance, these melodies are quite in
vogue. At the evening hour, when twilight turns to
dusk, I would steal away to the top of a roll of the
prairie, overlooking the hundreds of wigwams illu¬
minated by the fires within, and, throwing myself flat on
the ground, would hope for some lover to chance my
way and sing his night song. There are many minstrels
and my waitings were seldom left to disappointment.
That the maiden being sung to should have no doubt
as to the personality of the singer, the lover would place
a word of sentiment that she would recognize, upon one
tone of the deep, trembling vibration of his song. Pres¬
ently, from within the wigwam, aglow with its evening
fire, there would be seen a figure of an Indian girl steal
out into the open; then softly move around.the wigwam,
where she would crouch and listen. The lover, seeing
the maid, would lower his voice info wistful tones, im¬
parting his message in this manner with greater expres¬
sion than words could have spoken. At the end of his
song, he would stand with his’arms folded, gazing with
fixed attention upon the girl he loved. And when she
was sure of the serenade’s end, slowly and noiselessly
she would creep back into the midst of her people. The
brave, seeing her enter her wigwam, would draw his
blanket about him, then saunter off into the shadows of
the night. But the beauty of the scene and the soft ap¬
peal of the Night Song lingered and the meaning of
“all the world loves a lover” could be understood.

The war songs are the thrilling songs. These stirring
melodies, interrupted by deep, gutteral utterances, make
one realize the potent stimulation for combat they must
have awakened in the breast of warriors during the
days of warfare that kept driving these unfortunate
people farther into the West. These songs are sung by
a group of chiefs, famed through daring adventures of
their youth. This group is a society called, “Mad
Dogs,” and they entertain the many visitors of other
tribes, who travel miles and miles to give the “hand
of good-will" to the hosts who in the past were their
enemies. These guests represent the Sioux, Crow, Flathead, Snake and other tribes of the plains, all of whom
were at one time or another at war with the Blackfeet.
The tomahawk is now buried and in its place these men
meet and .reminisce over battles long past.
A chief may arise from the seated group and, naming
a chief among the visitors, relate an encounter that took
place between them. The one reciting the episode is
always the victor, the other admitting having been
vanquished. But when it comes the. vanquished one’s
turn to speak, he is most likely to tell of another combat
with the above-mentioned victor, when it was his for¬
tune to win. And the former conqueror will then admit
his defeat. The telling of these stones is called,
“Counting Coos,” and at the conclusion of each recita¬
tion a war song is sung. This music starts off in a low,
heavy tone, with foreboding significance, which gradu¬
ally grows into the savage, short cry of war, which
seems a part of the rhythm of the song. The chiefs
have formed a circle and in keeping with the beginning
of tbe theme, they move in a slow dance of rigid motion.
About every four bars the singing becomes more agi¬
tated, both in spirit and movement of the dancers. Con¬
tinually growing toward the fury of its completion, the
song changes more rapidly to greater savagery, each
dancer now choosing his individual steps and attitudes.
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Now one chief will cry out above the voices of the
fast'fallenS
f,oll°wcd h>’ another chief, who is
ia‘ a”'ng lnt° the clutch of turbulent excitement that
waxes more and more intense. More frequent now be¬
come the interposing of the war cries. They no longer
‘he S0Hg’ hot burst from upraised or
owered head and drive sharp, cutting chills into the
“g-beat ,of the listener’s pulse that m<Sves on

thatinaretheir
fastened
peiow the knee of the 7ne'
dancer The
seembells
to rage
rinourf’e T" themseKes t0 a higher pitch in effort to
u ge their wearers on to greater indulgences. The war
heivenbeglh ^ 7** the air 1 thc>' strike up into the
havens where they tremblingly hesitate for a moment

and the perspiration glistening on their bared bodies
Nois Hke the fascination of a ghost
Story, told in a group of friends by the glow of a log

man. He realizes the hopelessness of their conditions
and that a mightier race, not understanding, gives them
little thought and seldom a thought that could be called
serious.
After dropping the habit of comparison, forgetting
the conventions of my own people and living only in the
life and laws of the Indians, I found a new realm, all
its own, where romance, idealism and glorious flights
of imagination were the chief factors of its domain.
To-day I have a real affection for these aborigines and
I know of no friendship so unselfish, so real and sincere
as they give when once convinced of faithful recipro¬
cation. When a man tells me he knows the Indians and
follows the statement by condemning them, I have never
failed to find that he knows them only from the outer
edge of their lives. Several years ago I met a young
man in. Berlin, Germany. At the time preparations
were going on for the production of my Indian Opera,
Poia. This young man, in almost startling tones, said
to me, “I know the Indians. Why, I once worked in a
store near a camp and one day I sold a baby-carriage
to a squaw.” I went my way, silent, but in deep indigIndian ^ W*th 3 higher resPect for the American

Sweat Lodge Song
shdther£siafnrCai! thdr YigWams !odges- In fact, all
Sweat 7nHo-f
0r. beast> take that name. The
thrTurkShatfia'Ttnng
Which 3 bath, similar to
me lurkish bath is taken, and it has been a practice as
o d as their traditional history. They are built hvthl
Placing of one hundred willows (Sly placed in l
fhaoedisthM bCnt °7r, 3nd inter,ock«l at the top.

The

mS with* andg’StfCic"^ wTdSoXe^L^htwo

r™» ‘he

“* «“«*•. WhL

but contagious diseases caused the death of several
members of his company and he was ruined financially
He next appeared in the role of an explorer, pene_
trating the Amazonian forests and making notation
records of the bird songs and the tribal songs of the
natives. Among other things he reported that the howling of the red-faced monkeys had a definite melodic
line and was not unlike the music of adjacent tribes of
natives. In his account of his adventures he tells of
being captured by a savage tribe of Incas who were
about to kill him, when he played to them on the violin
and exhibited an air gun which so interested them that
his life was spared.
Upon his return to Rio Janiero the Emperor, Dom
Pedro, who formed an attachment for Troyer, ordered
that all of the musician’s records of tribal melodies
should be arranged musically and set to Portuguese
words. This work was just about completed when
Dom Pedro himself lost his throne.
In the sixties he returned to New York again and
became successful as a teacher. About 1870 he re¬
moved to San Francisco. In that city he became the
librarian of the California Academy of Sciences and
engaged in explorations of the southern part of Cali¬
fornia. Because of this one of the highest and richest
mountains discovered is now charted on the maps as
“Mount Troyer.”
In 1888 he made a special trip to the Zuni (Thoonyee) tribe of Indians, believed by many to In- tin- most
highly developed and at the same time the oldest tribe
in the United States. After long residence among these
remarkable Indians, Troyer made records of must of
their principal songs, which are now published
Tra¬
ditional Songs of the Zunis. These, in Trover'. ar
rangements with English words, were so beautiful that
great artists like Schumann-Hcink and David Ih.pham
immediately adopted them in their recital work
The
most successful of these is the Invocation to
v,m '
;, ’ Zhe Festive Sun Dmcc- Also the Kiowa I cache
known0”"’ Wh'Ch hC arrangcd for ,he P'ano, is well
Realizing tjiat with approaching old age lie umild
not have an opportunity to carry out his desire
lec¬
ture extenswely upon the subject of the Zunis ] , dc.
cided to put his lecture in print with an appropriate

15

anefart,W°rks
arrangcd
for givi
concert performance Th's tIecture
ls now
pu|)lished
WllIu|cr_
ful historical outline of the Cliff Dwellers of the South-

^^y^Mountains”* ™“ d~"

§mm%-z££i

Interesting Facts About the Indians

nrJssion T<T* t0,.thosc who read, a humorous imEnTaflt, I*" respect ^e very £r{
ceremonies and hold a^igh esteem fnr^P6’- reh.glous
which they perform tWr'dtfES stv£ "wT who

s ssrss srer retpe\r -v"
customs.

For instance, the “cow-boy.”

I do no't /P

£r^l^/p“r””Sh:,s
the resting herd and sing “cow lullabys.”

AndT h

fuchrasto^uthC
was
such as to quiet them into6ffeCt
reposeUpon
and these
sleep?animals
The cow
them fiT S°ngS’ “doggie songs” a"d the use of
them,
mght, was as needful as the lasso during the
I have attempted to give here only the most imposing
use of music as rendered by the Blackfeet tribT TW

upon
mnre highly
lV M1110^
deVOted
more
dependent
upon and
and more
valuing
music.to> To
fully
realize
shn!Md/V0tl0nu°uth,S art and its emotional appeal one
shouldI for with them-live in their wigwams, travel day
after day with them and be in constant touch whh them
-should poetically forget one’s origin and become an
visits to theniPln^ 3 ^ ,.agenGy * anc* merely making
th.e"V g>ves anything but a real understanding
and appreciation, The Indian is stoic before the white

The Passing of Carlos Troyer, Musician
and Explorer
Famous Friend of the Indians and the Notable Work
He Accomplished
ciJjU^5j
The Etude was going to press for this spe¬
cial Indian number the news of the death of one of the
greatest workers in this field came to us
Garbs
Troyer died m the city of San Francisco, July 26t“
This famous investigator was born in Mainz, in 1837.
Holland!. f rVen
,toured Germany, Austria and
Holland as a violin prodigy. Jenny Lind took a great
interest in the little fellow and advised him to study
Henselt
LathSFdld
^
A‘°yS
Schmidtin and
Henselt. Later
FranzW't*
Liszt
took
an interest
him with
and
he became one of the lesser known satellites of the
E 7Fra kfeftUSinH 3 Pr°feSsorshiP at conservahecol", a
°rt and,m Stuttgardt- he decided to
become an American and arrived in New York Citv
where his excellent letters of introduction soon enabled
him to secure a fine clientele of pupils and musical
received
a i!
^ lessons
^ from
7* Theodore
Roosevelt
received a
few piano
Troyer
™“’st '°ve for travel and excitement conp'7f , hiT u
’,efore long’ on the advice of L. M
FrenchhalnHhrgathered together a company of Italian,
French and German opera singers and toured South
America. At first the venture was a great success,

simmon, Raccoon, Skunk Sauas*lf,T,nP’ .Pem,can- Per'
Tuxedo.
’ CUas i’ terrapin, Tomahawk,
rZSlZ&r*** ““ in America arc ot
cruc

GeneraTlw

CmU‘' A"™>» Indian, dci.ed clab-

‘’S: - Su*

-

,h''™rw -"“•'“S.”' ,n'Iia'“

i-wSwSivr"*
1 “'*•«'
C
or ha'e a" admixtur

of Indian blood

->« cultivated i
we are indebted to them for IhJ by !,hc Indians- an
mg the world an annual „ * C products now bring
of millions: Potatoes E
”0 C°lmtcd in thoosand
(sweet and field ?orn tomaT°n a"d SWeet>’ maiz'
beans, squash, pumpkin
°es’ coc°a’ vanilla, kidnei
sugar, tobacco, quinine etc ^ tS’ P,neapples, maph
^ i^>000°000 ^w^tes*'0^CWO ^Y) 'l^mcrica was estihalfbreeds, and 9 000 000 Tnd •
°°° ncgro«, 6,000,00(
vealed that in the UnSL tT’ ,Thc ,ast census rewhites, 7,777,077 ne^roc fSofiJ** ^ere 81-731,957
Indians and 146,863 of other Ses 8^ mulatto«, 265,683
continent for. at ^east^SOOO5 eX1Sted on the American
200,000 years. Take ^^0^ and n0t m°re than
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Indian Musicians in the Modern World
“ Red Cloud,” Famous Indian Performer on the Sousaphone, Tells of One of the Most Remarkable Careers in All Musica/1 History
[Editor's Note.—The following story is given direct to The Etude from “Red
in the heart of a Sioux Reservation, and is now acknowledged one of the very finest
facturer in honor of the inventor, Mr. Sousa, and is now used in bands in all parts of
Sousa puts it, that its tones arc not heard a half mile down the street before the band
ifi concert bands.]

Cloud”—Mr. John Koon—the giant Sousaphone player of the Sousa Band who was bSm
living performers upon his instrument. The Sousaphone was named thus by the 'manu¬
the world. It is a form of the large bass helicon tuba (bombardon) so adjusted, as Mr.
comes in sight. It affords also a wonderful refinement of the effects of its predecessor

Story of Princess Watahwasso and Others
“When my mother
carried me around on
her back as a little
papoose, probably the
very last thing that my
tribesmen ever dreamed
of was that some day I
should play in the great¬
est of modern bandsr.
Certainly, there was
nothing in my childhood
surroundings that sug¬
gested it. I was born on
the Fort Peck Reserva¬
tion. There were 32,000
Sioux on the reservation
then and 9,000 head of
.cattle, at Poplar, Mon¬
tana. My earliest recol¬
lection of hearing music
Princess Tsianin
's hear'
mother sing. She sang
at alf times, especially when she was working, and
I loved to listen to her and to the other women singing
the old, old songs of my tribe, Many of the songs had
probably gone back for centuries, and, although they had
been carried down without any means of notation, it is
hardly likely that they ever varied very much in any
tribe. The Indian has a respect for music that in some
instances rises to a superstition. I doubt whether any of
the white races have art understanding of what this deepseated love really is. The instruments are virtually lim¬
ited to drums, flutes and rattles, therefore, most of the
music is singing, largely without words but to special
syllables.
“Can any one realize the^ spirit of independence of the
Indian and why for so many years he looked upon the
Indian Bureau, at Washington, often represented by old
worn out, good for nothing political henchmen, as a
curse to the race? Many of these men kept their posi¬
tions by causing strife and the Indian naturally detested
them. The interminable blunders in trying to curb the
race instead of permitting it to develop along natural
lines in the rightful way can never be forgiven. Now,
they realize (at least some of them do) that the Indian
has within his own people men capable of managing
affairs; but none of these men, owing to political in¬
trigue, has ever been permitted to participate to the ex¬
tent that the Indian is relieved of the idea that he is a
subject or a ward. It relieves me to say this, as I have
wanted ‘to get it out of my system’ for a long while.
“When I was a child the Government realized that
certain dances and ceremonial songs might incite the
tribes to warfare and therefore prohibited them. For
this reason I never took part in a War Dance, although
when I was a very little boy I remember two battles
with the soldiers. It seems a kind of a dream now. My
mother took me out on a butte where we could overlook
the field and yet not be seen. I saw the braves go forth
on horseback with their brilliant costumes and their war¬
paint and I saw in the far distance the Government
troops come out in their dark blue uniforms. Then the
firing commenced and I saw the braves topple off their
horses and knew that marly of them would never come
back. It appears that our tribe was to be unjustly dis¬
ciplined for horse stealing for which'it was not respon¬
sible.
“The Indian, when he has the fair balance of power,
will not sit down before injustice and he becomes a
terrible fighter. This time, for once, the Indians were
victorious and the soldiers had to retreat. The Indian
does not want to be made to do things. For instance he
.does not want to be made to cut his long, shiny, black

braids of hair because he thinks they are much more
beautiful than short hair. Again the ceremony of cut¬
ting the hair is one associated with death, mourning and
humiliation. Cutting his hair breaks his spirit. The
Government knew this and forced him to cut it as it
forced him to live in log houses instead of tepees and
wear clothes often entirely unsuited to his life. Conse¬
quently tuberculosis stepped in and the American Indian
died by the thousands. Do you wonder that he fought
superior numbers against such wicked stupidity?
“The process of ‘civilization’ with the Indians must of
necessity be a gradual one. When I was a' little boy I
was sent to. Fort Shaw to be educated, then I went to the
Haskell Institute where I studied modern music, later
I went to Carlisle where L was the so-called star FullBack on the famous Carlisle foot-ball team for three
years. Meanwhile I had always been interested in music
and as my instrument was the tuba, I played it when¬
ever I had a chance. At that_ time Buffalo Bill (Col.
Wm. E. Cody), who understood Indians and treated
them right, engaged me as a Broncho-Buster with his
great show. I toured with this show through Europe,
giving the crowned heads and the citizens an idea of
Indian strength and endurance in what is really a very
dangerous business even when one is supposed to ‘know
how.’ We were kept on the go so much that I heard
very little good music except that played by our own
band, which was a very good one.
“When I came back to America I- became more and
more interested in music and for a time played in the
Dennison Wheelock Indian Band and finally achieved my
great ambition to play in the Sousa Band. Mr. Sousa
must have an inborn feeling for the Indian because in his
famous suite Dwellers in the Western World he has

Red Cloud—“Sousa’s Sioux”

which, although com¬
posed of themes which
are entirely original with
him; have all the char¬
acteristics
of
Indian
music quite as though
some departed Indian
spirit had inspired him.
Of course, the piece is a
great hit every time we
play it.
Lieut. Sousa
has an uncanny way of
seeing through things
and getting others to
understand and execute
the effects he wants.
There has never been a
bandmaster like him in
going so far out of the
way to discover hidden
Princess Watahwasso
effects.
“The new interest in Indian music does not surprise
me. To me, its charm has been known for years. What
could be more romantic than to see on horseback a brave
silhouetted against the sinking sun singing a love song
to some sweetheart hiding behind the door of a tepee.
Once I went out on my horse and I heard an inde¬
scribably beautiful melody played upon the Indian flute.
Few people know that horses are very sensitive to music.
They will bear it in the far distance and seem to be
fascinated by it. My horse stopped and I went to in¬
vestigate. There, high up in a cottonwood tree was a
brave playing a love song to his departed love. The
music seemed to reach far over the valley and it was
difficult to tell whence it came. I listened for a long
while as he played on and on. The name of the song
was Cante-ma-cija and it meant “My heart is sad and
sore for longing.” It was a picture there in the solitude
that few could forget.
“Many composers have caught the Indian idea in
modern music by the utilization of real Indian themes.
When I hear such music and know that it is real and not
a parody, all of the old fire comes back in me. It is
the “call of the wild.” When we play such a piece as
the American Indian Rhapsody by Preston Ware Orem,
founded on real Indian themes, given him by Thurlow
Lieurance, a piece that has been one of the big numbers
with the band for a year, I feel as though I could jump
right up and “holler.” I heard some of those same
themes when I was a little papoose and they are in my
blood and always will be in the blood of my children as
long as the race lasts.”
Princess Watahwasso and Others
The interest taken in the American Indian upon the
concert stage of to-day is very gratifying to those who
have so long been concerned for the welfare of the race.
The Princess Watahwasso, who, during recent years,
has been attracting wide attention, vindicated the prophe¬
cies of her admirers by the immense success of her first
large New York recital at ^Eolian Hall last year. It
has been our pleasure to have heard Watahwasso for
many years, and the development of her naturally beau¬
tiful and powerful voice has been a great inspiration.
She was born the daughter of Joseph Nicola, a Penob¬
scot chieftain, on an island near Bangor, Maine. Her
fathe.r was an educated man, and Watahwasso accom¬
panied him as a child when he lectured upon the In¬
dians, interpreting the Indian dances and songs. She
was then taken to Cambridge. Massachusetts, to be edu¬
cated. Later, she studied with Sandor Radanovits, of
Chicago and with William Thorner, of New York.
For some years she was the soprano in one of the
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Saving Indian Music and Legend from Annihilation
By Natalie Curtis

LienrarT'
With grCat success ‘he songs of
Readers of T
P
50 ““Singly popular.
Readers of The Etude will find it a real privilege to
attend a Watahwasso recital. Her appearance at the
PhdlT T- °/ the MuSic SuPe^^isors’ Conference, at
Phladelph.a last spring, was a rea, triumph_ w^“
^asso is Indian for Bright Star. Her husband is CapSJsSS S“".G<,rd°”’

‘he Forty-Second

souLptaSepi,“;dw/.ohh"s 0.7;,^'

Sio“

ofD~ W* pr°ved an excellent band leader
A J?dlaUT band’ Is dld ^vid Hill. William Reddy
Chibon k" Indlafi HaS beC°me a fine ’ceI,ist’ and Paul
who ha k V6ry ?1C ten0r’ 0yapela is a Creek maiden,
who has become known for her telling of the myths
and legends of her tribe. Pajawa, a Miami Indimfis
*
R,
Se,“0,,‘’,he *rM Ch'rok“.
Tsianma the noted Indian soprano, is of Creek and
Cherokee blood She was born at the Mission Sch™l
a* Dufaula, Ok:la. After finishing school, she went to
shidy with J W. Wilcox, who has been her only teacher
fill r Tmade n.uraerous appearances with Charles Wakeoir!l af ^an;iSlngl,ng h’S songs in most of the principal
of the United States. She volunteered for service
during the war and appeared for eight months in France
singing to the men in the camps with great success
Dr. Charles A. Eastman is generally admitted to be
the f0rem0st representative Indian to-day. He °s a
Sioux. His wife, Elaine Goodale Eastman, is a well
kirnwn poetess and author. Their daughter, Irene Eastf ^f jta WaS general,y recognized as one of the

sats*-

- «- s s

A Matter of Circulation
By Fran

WhCn 1 PraCtice that 1 hardly

to"Io!f m“scl.es. have their Power restored (according

",,e “d ™-de
MulT, p'obmht Lffoidlt th/end
<?°Pin
and fingers are exceedingly tired, I am playing with
‘eTS,S?oruehaveUafit v
“That is intere:
resting. I never thought of it in th
way. How theni can I ever hope to play a piece like tl
Military Polonaise?”
“By following the obvious procesi s of nature.
little child cannot lift a twenty-pound
Canj 7hat ™an was a little child once; but, by "the
lent of h'S
his powers
of IiftinS.
lifting, adding
^stdaaiitdre0PmenthOf
P°W-rs -of
adding
each day and doing it so that his m„s
ained, his power increased. You Zst
“How can I bring circulation to mv aid ?”
“In the first case vour blood itself m A u
,
this means right attention to eating drink-in k g°?d—
and general exercise.”
drinking, breathing
as productiv^as1 / shoud^k

of the Indian and of what he has ^conlributeto^the
civilization that absorbs him? If We have in this coun¬
worthy °f
of the
the t,0Uch
touch of
of a
a Longfellow,
Longfellow,
(v the ImlTf
‘ved that
rv are entitled ^Jlbway peopIe who conceived
with the
the
white marf h°Ur- ”
’ S'de by S'de W'th
.. T„
.
- t*le‘r
- i_egends
legends >n
[ish verse Tf
t in this land of ours are folk songs
irry off to their archives as worthy of
should not be i n Tf™

Wh° composed them

neHormh)nade'Phia’ * -Sh°rt time ago> 1 heard the first
the world’. V" Amenca of a new composition by one of
It ZlPIamStS’ the great ItaIia»- Busoni.
Symphony"ch-chestra uXThe Tat™ ‘^7 Phi,a,d,e,Phia
kowski, who declared th-,t th;
‘
°* Leopold Stothe most importa
/ • ™ new work was possibly
Debussy first began to breakT^h' d^el0pment 7”“
harmonic relations
ThiscommonY“2
with great success h EuZZ*if Zn
Y^i P'ayed
American Indian melodie -nl; L
\
-e'y Upon
of the composer h t
•
t ir?aglnatlve inventions
authenticity I can vouchYTr
S°llgS f°r whoSe
from the line of th r -v
1 myself wrote them down

ncoln

“What does practice do?”
“It makes the hands strong and supple.”
ies, but how does it do it?”
“By causing the muscles to function through the direction of the nerves activated by the intellect.”
Is that all?”
“No, when a muscle has expended its force If
recuperate.”
ust
That’s just what I wanted to know-how does it
recuperate?”
lc
knowywtntdtogdo.”°

the thanks of the American people; but I know of no
re orm more popular with public opinion at large than
e expressed desire of the present Secretary of the In¬
terior to encourage native art. Our best known American
epic Poem translated into nearly every European tongue
<(jt. aa? „in P - *c schools abroad as well as here, is
wa a ; and yet the legend which underlies the
poem is only one of the many hundreds of Indian enics

my practice is not

ar, looklng. for to° immediate results. When
preparing tor practice, take care to exercise your
and shoulders in such a way that the circulation "is
promoted. Soaking the hands in warm water massag
SSL* 0f an e,e,c.tl:ical vibrator will often put you
vou wouldayhpg 7" •ltj°n.at11tbe e"d
five minutes than
nractiT t„ ’ Pbys,?,0g,,ca''y' after 0I1C full hour’s
and exercises Y 6 ll' t "dl.ct ler 7°" are p,aying scales
part from beginning'to end/’
drCuIation pIays its

very songs which th^T' r
pub,lc aPP,a«d those
been afraid to teach me drTlans themselves at first had
Indian music s
t
^°r Whe" 1 ,)ega" my study of
own race towar^theTr/and* ag°-’ tb£ prej tlclice °f our
sS£ng1orhmeIndSt tfeTel ^'7.i^'^^^helrd
BPS of the Indian, were ap^ud^ to
C" ,thC
played on the piano bv a white
1 7"
.
when
ous irony that runs through our deaiin^lvith
Indian tipi because of its plrfert VentilaW but° wl^rt
was last in Oklahoma many of the India
m cast-off army tents of the old type. Son
ern educators in New York and Chicago a
children to school in the open air on roof
Hh?g °Ur
as a health measure; but all over the semi t
. ;omes
rainless Southwest, the naturallv n trl
' r°pical and
taught, for the most part, within four Zls Oul'ch'?
dren in the summer, at the seashore or in the mountlLt

the hot, sandy deserts o

v Mexico and Arizona.

Putting Ourselves in the Red Man’s Place
It is difficult for us to put ourselves in the place oi
another man, especially a man of primitive, alien race
it requires peculiar sympathy and imagination to see life
from the standpoint of the Indian; yet that is what we
must do if we would understand what song means in th
life of our native people. We have all read of
present effort to secure funds for more bands in th
English army, for the author has the insight, >> innathv
and imagination to realize the enormous psychologies
-effect of music on the m
morale of the troops—not forcj (
music> but English mu<isic, home tunes, carrying will
them home-associations. Indian music has just
™
effect on the morale of the Indians. It is associat 1
with everything that the Indian holds dear and sacred jt
is intertwined with every act of his life, it is l« und’
with all his ties of fireside and home; and we ! u u tha!
on the integrity of the family life, which is the unit lving
at the base of all civilization, depends the sound moral
advance of any people.
With all races music helps the memory, and 1 versi
sung ,s less easily forgotten than the spoke, word
Therefore, in ritual of poetry and song has !,,, ,, „rc

%:1iX^?2the

Whoe l'rC,,Cr,Ual a"'1 ■"i'"al
people The nrl t;
7
h,<Ta,,lr'' <'< ' ’ "'ire
wrSg-Ie
rCd 'T 7,S ...
of
* g’ ,e ,ad 1,0 mcans 0,ber than traditional chant
and ceremonies to record his worship hi l.i
,
deeds of his heroes, and the counsel of hi
'' ' "
Let us try to imagine ourselves in the nl iee of ii'' 1 'i"'"
Suppose that a stronger conquering peoplg were
M V'ly

whaTduf1

ru;: imdSy

vC°.nlUCr0rS dccretd -and a» in a forme,,
gu g . Yet this, to a certain degree at least
,
e ave done to the Indian, although well m> mir
wnen we have deprived him of his songs and ccn
,
As the young Indian becomes educated he will 1,
barbarous customs Miind him of !„> own free
1
& tadpole which sheds its tail, as former T„ r
'
sioner Lcupp expressed it. But to the „m"i
transition, the sudden annihilation of all (, r
' '‘l"
life has brought discouragement and 1
tion; his hopelessness and bewilderment 1
',7
hun psychologically even as th
ht " ,
undermined him nhvsieallv
1
•
man s '’ ,lave
himself to fc JW’ .
h« druggie ... adapt
fighting on alien m .be is like the English -oldier
old home tunes played’bv0"1 Re.hear‘tni,'« cheer of the
that for the Indian’^ 7 ?ntlsh l‘a,ul W, U lieve
needs, as well as in the W
7 7* ,ogiti'natc human
and music, Indian sones
°f Amcrican literature
an songs should be encouraged.

Concerning “Contests”
By May Hamilton Helm
Teachers recognizing
natural
rivalry offer scale conte
such schemes as helpful
of
pr'
y the
— opinion that
mat private
lessons are -on
.~
CU,t- One of the judg«'wa™hJ mCm°rizi,,g v
the undoubted value of class
•
necessary,
another the mother oftL.i
COmposer
"
-s trait
trait of
of human
h
this
natur^-thc desire to
'V
^ principal of the
, 7 °f ,bc word*,
After the fa
school pi„. Uter I ng1 ^ Th<' prize w
tried the
experiment of
witl, similar Z
prcsemcd each
the
same day. announcing ;
expected to play it, for
irWlcC W'^nS't^ °
The judges were not
as the great differences
-■ . atlllg t0 some. The pupil who
unconsciously hav
ins the"
" 'n notcs—sI>eed,

1

, ,

Fugitive Musical Notes

was regarded asao,7tCf iVcJonica) who « her time
sex She
Qt the foremost musicians of her

authority that the melod.

several ZoZtL*
two «f»«*rtos and
PPr 1 • • 7
1
d
116 WaS Clanchettini.
Pergoles, ,s best known to the general public hy a
mellody known as Mina (Tre giorni son che
Fate’s little joke is that it is now believed upon good

Z’°SeoinCCnZrf
Ciampi>
ocotson Clark,
the lo
a
Churrh Z 7gan atld f
Cl0fi._Eng,and-

: hundred
■st of the

hy far into his advanced veTrc3^'’!3"!'’’11,is t'-chnical ahilThefirm that he founded lived
'
,bc agc of eighty.
ea tornearly one hundred years.
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Arthur I*. Schmidt Co.

1>IAN0-

J“°rUthrpTa8no).In<51nn Life
Mofcrejs, John.
An Indian Idyll.
From a Tama Bow-wow
Old Chief Metaatakwa.

Arranged

White-Smith Co.
SONGS.
Cadmnn, Charles Wake man.
From the Laud of the Skv-Blue Water
He Who Moves in the Dew
Her Shadow, Canoe Sane (Shnnpwis!'
I Found Him in the Mesa
''
lreiDgol°Snk1n0fBiahnek?t0bin W°man («»anewis).
SONG CYCLES.
adman, Charles Wakefield.
Four American Indian Songs.
From Wigwam and Tepee.
VOCAL DUET.
The Warrior Departs (soprano and baritone).
FOUR-PART SONGS—OCTAVO
Four American Indian Songs (men's voices!
Four American Indian Songs (women’s voices).
GRAND OPERA.
Shanewis.
PIANO SOLOS.
Intermezzo (Shanewis).
Prelude (Shanewis).
Wah-Wah-Tay-Sce (Little Fire-fly).

In no otlier point in music is there such a widespread
lack of understanding as in the matter of time. How
few pupils, when called upon to count a passage, can
promptly and accurately do so. In a general sense this
arises from a lack of knowledge of general principles.
But m a -specific examination it has two causes.
The first of these is a hazy and confused idea of the
ume-Signature, and its meaning. How very few grasp
the fact that it is the lower figure of the Time-Signa¬
ture that is all-important. It is what might be termed
the 'Commercial” indicator in music. In commerce,
wood is sold by the cord, coal by the ton, cloth by the
yard and meat by the pound. A clerk, till he knows
tie ptice of one cord, ton, yard or pound, cannot sell
live or ten Two things that the clerk must know are
the standard selling price of the goods and the value
ot every com presented to him. Otherwise he is very
apt to cheat either his employer or his customer if thev
do not watch, him.

Cndmau-Edd,.
°RGAN’
From the Land of the Sky-Blue Water.
VIOLIN AND PIANO.
r"’iman, Charles Wakefield.
Wah-Wah-Tay-See (Little^ Fire-Fly).
Cai
Fron
e Land of the Sky-Blue Watt
'CELLO AND PIANO.
Ca dam n -Ha m bon rg.
From the Land of the Sky-Blue Water.

Th|oprano3 AHodand (3gS8American Cantata for Chorus,
T1Operetta) ,°f th6 R<d Corn (An A“eriean Indian
introduced*Native Indian Themes™**8 tte C°mpoSer has
available talking machine records of
INDIAN MUSIC.

pupils commit the following rule to memory; “Each
note in each part lasts till the next note comes in the
same part." You cannot count a note in one part |,y a
note in another part. Not only in the counting of the
parts does confusion arise, but also through the sym¬
pathy of the fingers with each other in the playing '!
Because a note is released in one part, a finger, holding
a note in another part, is very apt to conic up, too i
though the time of that note is not completed It
just a matter of finger sympathy. This L difficult i
to overcome, but must be done.
An illustration will make the matter of individuality I
of parts clear.

vahS

| j j j j

Or supposing the lower figure to be g, then

comn/'f f W,t„the steras dowAwards also
m a
complete bar. Hence we have two parts on .
siaft
proceeding sinmltaneousb-. An important point , or the
student to remember is that in pianoforte
• ,V the
number of parts may chauge at any time. For i- Jce

Iccent
accent.

thrS in
treble> for ,he first ‘wo counts. 11 - ,e are
three parts moving together, but on the th 1 they

ltfs ,‘lme USed and its consequent rule of
It is more important for a clerk to know the

same measure on the' first” two'founts ‘there” a o dtrJe

Two or More Parts
But while this is the foundation of all time in music

These records have been issued by the Victor Talking
Machine Company, under the direction of Mrs Frances E
Clark, head of the Educational Department
'

hern,!n,’,an0?br ^ imp°rtant Acuity in the path of
the pupil. This occurs where there are two or more
parts moving together on the same staff. The first

ORIGINAL—SUNG BY INDIANS.
Gambler's Song—Glacier Park Indians (Blackfeet Tribe!
<Rment)6).
a!aJO ln<U<*n S°"”S (Tom'-To^^omp^l
Medicine Song—Glacier Park Indians (Iilackfeet Tribe?

Mrtf there
' A ^
*S t0 find oat how many
h?, -,fe„aild tben be sure t0 c°unt the different
parts individually and collectively. I make all of my

"¥sr,u.':> ssaaffigsm <=~ “ Jssa

Penobscot Tribal Songs (Traditional). .Prince** Watohwaao
ADAPTATIONS OP INDIAN THEMES
By the Weeping Waters (Thnrlow Meurance)

lo- H&fite

By the Waters of Minnetonka (Thnrlow lienrance)
(Reverse) Sioux Serenade (Thnrlow
(") Hiawatha’s Childhood—Ewa-vea ' m* wlfh

sss mhm^ tssrs&a BSSdfF

ami flmf) ll0W’BesSle M’ Whiteiey) (with piano, Utiin
.Grccn-Wheeler-I)unlap
IDEALIZATION OF INDIAN THEMES
F™v“l)In'lian L°dge (from “Woodland Sketches” of MacInriian Lament' (DvoMk-Kreisler j.Soa*“£ Band
Largo (fun, “The New World” Symphony)' (DvofAkf *^

Kr^s'DSter* • ■
Natoma-Spring Song (Herbert)

Speed in Practice
Generally speaking, the more slowly an idea is presented to the mind the tetter it will be grasped, for
it \fVetS m°rrdr? t0 observe and inwardly digest
t. Most people dont practice nearly slowly enough
especially when trying to cure mistakes. Suppose, {or
example, you have a pupil who has always stuck the
fifth finger in the air while playing scales. Make him
play slowly, note by note, lowering the finger whenever
it seems disposed to jump up. After a certain time a
new habit of keeping the finger down will be formed
naturally, but, if instead, he goes on practicing rapidly
the mind never has a chance to make this new habit and
the gramophone” part of it will throw the finger up¬
wards in the same old way every time
As you practice observe the sizes, shapes and patterns
of intervals, chords and runs. If an artist does .not ob¬
serve what a thing is like, he cannot hope to draw it
correctly; nor can you play a thing correctly until you
understand what the notes are and in what order
they come; what curve, line or mass they make upon

Minor Scales

A.
The above excerpts are taken from the
forte
arrangement of Wagner’s overture to Tom,/,.,user
The piece is written in kj time.
In measures 2 and 4 it would seem as though there
were six counts’ in the measure. But you e- u,t eet
six counts in a three-count bar. On closer examination
it will lx; seen that the octaves with the stem . „mv-irds
count a complete measure, whilst the inner qumi.-r and

T,ll
« r WlI1,b? read iu a simi,ar manner.
TiH this is fully grasped there are sure to be mistakes
The number of counts in a bar, as indicated by the
upper figure ,s of minor importance, save in knowing

X £,
°f 5“ «”» >»
how
thln tif
the plece- He cannot sell more yards
mo a fhr1516'6 ?Uta”1S' Y°U Cann0t put four q^rts
z tS
meaSUre’ n°r Can y0U ®et four counts
L V,H CC0U
fleaSUre‘ S°’ as aIready stated, it is
the lower figure that measures and is all-important.

Conducted by N. J. COREY
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to "How to Teach,” “What to Teach,” etc., and not technical problems
pertaining to Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department.
Full name and address must 'accompany all inquiries.

With young pupils little can be done in explaining the
theoretical construction of scales. Simply the arbitrary
manner of their building up, with as much additional in¬
formation as you think test from time to time, as they
become advanced enough to understand it. You have
doubtless taught the construction of the major scales by
steps and half-steps. It is a good plan to have them
sing the eight degrees until they know them thoroughly
and can feel the leaning of the seventh step to the eighth
or tonic. Playing the three common chords, tonic, domi¬
nant and subdominant, will make them feel the inter¬
relationship of the various degrees. The following
cadence of A is a good one to adopt for this purpose:

f°rC St0rting’ 8TaSP the foII°wing relative

a t i i

The Teachers’ Round Table

“Can you give me an easy method for explain¬
ing the minor scales, melodic and harmonic, to a
pupil who has great difficulty in understanding
them.”—T. E. L.

T?e ”USiC StU.deilV™st know wha‘ ^ the standard
. , . a c°ant and also the kind and value of the
“VeIS lookmS at’ Now, it is just this lower figure
of the Time-Signature that shows the standard price
ot a count. Till the pupil knows what kind of a note
°"e count> >'ow can he know what kind would get
’ „rce or i°l,r counts? If the lower figure is 2
4 or 8, it show? that a half, quarter or eighth note
2 V,1 gets one count. Having found out that, he
should, lie fore starting to count a passage, have a
clear conception of the relative values of ail other
,
|bus’ supposing the lower figure to be 4, he

PIANO CYCLES.
Idealized Indian Themes.
Thunderbird, The.

iFlisP*®!
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By Chas. Johnstone, Mus. Bac.

PIANO.
Grant-Scliaeft’er, G. A.
“Tales of the Red-Man.”
HowtReJtabbit Lost His Tail.
Little6 Papoose.
Old Indian’s Lament. The
Puk-Wudjies Dance.
Wooing.Miller, Horace A.
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How Many Parts are There ?

Metcalf, J„h„ w.
V°CAL’
Jibiwanisi (low or high voice).

b.

Minor

Teach your pupil to play this, commit to memory and
transpose it into other keys. This you will find a very
simple matter, after it is once committed. Now take
the tonic chord (using G major at first, of course), and
show that lowering the third degree of the scale makes
the chord minor. Practice her in this until she feels the
difference. There are some pupils who at first cannot tell
any difference. Then show her that in the sub-dominant
chord, lowering the sixth degree of the scale makes it
minor also. Play the two chords in alternation until
the. effect is realized, alternating frequently with the
major. Then the whole cadence as at B. Now show
that in building the minor scale the E and A will be onehalf step lower than in major. After she has learned
it, tell her that its name is harmonic minor, because de¬
rived from the three harmonies in the cadence.
Next tell her that in melody playing the leap from B
to A flat, and vice versa, was found to be a little awk¬
ward. Therefore when the melody ascended the A flat
was cancelled, the scale then being just as in major at
that point. When the melody descended a different com¬
promise was made. A flat was left, and as upward lean
of the leading tone was not needed, B was lowered to
B flat, or one half step. I think this will provide all
the information necessary, and it is simple. Personally,
I postpone the scale practice of the melodic minor scales
to a future date, confining the practice to the harmonic
minors.
Anatomy of Hand

the keyboard. NEVER “rt t .c™ .
PASSAGE; Uf^DERSTANi it
* DIFFICULT
remember it and reproduce it JT'
you wdl soon
forms. If at first it
'* as ea5>ly as the simpler
remember the law of S’oJth^d0^1’1.0 \° ‘he handS'
or despairing. All that l X!,! ! - don! ljc impatient
and in due course the
S needed ,s patient repetition,
will come
6 thC neCessary muscular development

dull, and when later nn

Major

V*

>C s,“Sgish .and the tone

gers’ will retel against fhe
‘° P'ay faSt’ the fi"THINK as long Is yo„ hleendeaV°; f° hurry them'
make the corrert movement ihei
‘l*3* yOU ,nay
quickly, immediately placin '
thc rnovcm"nt
whatever comes afterwards^! r " d m I)os,tlOM for
this means when you desire to Y &S *S possible- By
idly the quick, necessary m™ * P ay y°llr Passage rapficulty.—E. DouGLAS TA^R t c wiH prcsent nodifR. in Successful Practice.

know If*study *o-__ „
„
much help in selecting the right kind
the different needs of my pupils ? If
I get the works to study from ?”■—B. J
The study of hand anatomy will help you to the same
extent as any topic by means of which you increase your
store of general knowledge, and add authority to your
efficiency. I know of no book aside from any first-class
anatomy and physiology. Specifically it will be of no
direct assistance to you in selecting your etudes. Your
greatest help in this will lie in a close watching of your
pupils’ hands and fingers, a shrewd determination of
their exact condition and any deviation from correct and
supple action. The proper handling of this, however,
will pertain more to special technical exercises for given
conditions than for any book of etudes, even though oc¬
casionally an etude will be needed for covering certain
defects. Some pupils will be interested in the names of
muscles, such as extensor and flexor, others not. They
all need to be apprized more as to conditions than
names. As a general practice it is tetter to let the pupil

become thoroughly acquainted with the thing, or condi¬
tion, before learning the name.' All revision in piano
teaching methods tends in this direction. Meanwhile, as
a progressive teacher there will never be any danger of
your adding too much to your store of knowledge, and
oftentimes you will find use for isolated facts at the
most unexpected moments.

the Little Preludes in the fourth. Pupils with little tal¬
ent and little interest will be repelled by these.
2. Speed may be developed by the practice of scales
and arpeggios, and velocity studies such as are found in
Czerny-Liebling. It is a good plan to take a specially
excellent velocity study and keep it going for many
weeks.

A National Compendium

3; Scales should be started as soon as the pupil is
fairly under way, with a feeling for right hand and
finger conditions.

American, English, Russian, Italian, ___
French, Belgian, Austrian, Irish and Yiddish?
Contemporary composers and their best composi¬
tions and where they can be secured?”—R. M.
To name you the test compositions of these composers
would run far beyond any space that we have at com¬
mand. Furthermore, many of the compositions are op¬
eratic or orchestral, which is probably foreign to your
desires. .If you will send the list of names to the pub¬
lisher, he will doubtless send you examples of piano com¬
positions and, perhaps, arrangements for piano. I am
afraid I should get into trouble if I should try to tell
you who might be the leading American composers, there
are so many of them. We really have a very imposing
list of fine composers. MacDowell, of course, holds the
lead; but, as you know, he is dead. In the public eye
now are Henry Hadley, Charles Wakefield Cadman,
Frederick Converse, Edgar Stillman Kelley, Thurlow
Lieurauce in the field of orchestra and opera. The piano
composers are legion. If you will read The Etude
steadily and carefully you will gradually become posted
as to who they are, for they receive frequent mention
from time to time. English: Sir Edward W. Elgar,
Granville Bantock, Frederick Delius, Cyril Scott. Rus¬
sian : Igor Stravinsky, Sergei Rachmaninoff, IppolitoffIvanoff. Italian: Giocomo Puccini, Enrico Bossi, Al¬
fredo Casella, Giovanni Sgambati, Pietro Mascagni.
Spanish: Enriques Granados, who lost his life in the
Lusitania disaster. French: Camille Saint-Saens, Vin¬
cent d’lndy, Maurice Ravel, C. M. Widor, Gabriel Pieme.
Belgian: Jan Blockx, Edgar Tinel. Austrian: Arnold
Schonberg, Erich Korngold. Irish: C. Villiers Stan¬
ford. Yiddish is not a race but a composite language,
spoken originally by the foreign Jews in London and
afterwards in New York. Yiddish plays have attracted
a great deal of attention and teen brought into great
artistic prominence during the past winter. Prominent
Jewish composers are Leo Ornstein and Ossip Gabrilowitsch. This is by no means a complete list of even the
conspicuous composers in these countries.
Working Material
“1. What studies a
...th the Sta ’ ’ ’
III and IV?
“2. What exereise books should on<
o develop speed?
"1. When would you
... begin
...... the
,.... praeti
--of scales?
Some teachers . .
them at once, others never. I
have several pupi_____
in the second and third grades
who have come from other teachers, and who have
never had a scale.
“4. Please suggest some books of classical, and
semi-classical pieces for the first four grades.”—
1. With the first grade you will need a little in the way
of etudes. If you use the Beginner's Book and the
Student’s Book, or the First Steps in Piano Playing, you
will have technical grounds amply covered. At the sec¬
ond grade you may begin the Czerny-Liebling Selected
Studies, in some cases omitting some of the earliest num¬
bers, which will have teen already covered. In the
third grade the second book of Czerny-Liebling will be
in order, and also Heller’s Opus 47. In fourth grade
finish Book II of Czerny-Liebling and take up Heller,
Opus 46 and 45. There are some in all the Heller books
that may be wisely omitted. With musicianly pupils the
First Study of Bach may be taken in the third grade, and

4. There is little line of demarcation between classic
and semi-classic in first grade.. Standard Compositions,
and also Standard First and Second Grade Pieces, by
Mathews, will please you for first grade. Standard Com¬
positions may be had for Graces I, II, III, IV and V.
It contains both classic and semi-classic selections. First
Recital Pieces in Grade II is excellent. In Grade III
you can use Landon’s First Studies in the Classics, the
word studies not being used in the sense of etude in this
case. In the fourth grade you have Mathew’s Standard
Compositions, and you will enjoy the Modern Student.
The publisher’s list of albums for those who prefer to
get their music in this way is a large and growing one,
and by the “on sale” plan you can inform yourself of
other books you may need.
Making a Beginning
“I have just started to teach, and would be glad
if you would answer the following questions:
,,
have a pupil whom I have started with
the Standard Graded Course. Are there other
studies that I should be using with these?
“2. When should he begin scales?
“3. How long should he study the first book be¬
fore going to the next?
rectlyr^W*!)1110 SeCFet °f teachinS technic cor1. With small children you would better begin with
Beginner’s Book, following with the Student’s Book.
These also work well with older pupils. First Steps in
Piano. Playing is used a good deal with older students,
especially those who have already had a few badly given
lessons and need a new beginning. The first book of
the Standard Graded Course may be begun after the
pupil is fairly under way, and when using these in con¬
junction, experience will show you what omissions may
be made under given conditions. When you reach the
second book of the Standard Graded Course you may
also use Czerny-Liebling Selected Studies. Study the
back numbers of the Round Table. Study everything in
every Etude that pertains to your work as diligently as
though it were a lesson for which you had paid ten dol¬
lars. A recent article in Round Table entitled “Step
Next,” will give you information. There are many
repetitions in questions to Etude, but we are patient
with them because we realize that there are thousands
of new subscribers every year who have no access to
back files. Every beginning teacher encounters the
same difficulties. The first and most difficult is acquir¬
ing experience.
2. The scales may be begun as soon as the pupil has
learned to shape and use hands and fingers correctly in
proportion to the amount of study he has done. First
give the thumb-crossing exercises. Then follow with
scales in one octave. Learn first the major scales, play¬
ing in two octaves as soon as they are learned in one.
The minor scales should not be introduced too soon, as
they tend to confuse. Here again you need experience
to determine by the amount of talent in student what
next step should be. 1
3. Until it is finished properly. The time depends on
ability and amount of daily practice.
4. Thoroughly understanding it yourself in its minutest
detail, and having the ability to communicate knowledge
to others, and also to know when they have learned one
■ step properly so as to be ready for the next.
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HE development of many sciences is
vals 16 per cent, of the number of progresdependent, .to some extent, on the
sions.
_JsZ_cB
development of the instruments
Continuing this analysis, the entire num¬
used in making their observations. On
ber of intervals was expressed in terms of
the accuracy of these instruments de¬
a semitone by multiplying the number 0f
pends the accuracy of the science, though
occurrences of each interval by the num
mechanical means are aided by the experi¬
ence and intelligence of the observer.
her of semitones it contains and combin'
ing the result. From this total (48,805
The first method of studying Indian
semitones) the average interval was com.
songs consisted in writing them down by
car. Indian songs were thus preserved
puted and found to contain 3.02 semi¬
by Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Dr. Hoffman,
tones. As a minor third contains three
Dr. Boas, and Mr. Mooney, while Dr
semitones, it is seen that the average inStump f and Dr. Theodor Baker repre¬
terval in these songs is approximately that
sented the foreign investigators in the field.
interval. From these observations it ap¬
By FRANCES DENSMORE
But the invention of the phonographic
pears probable that the “minor sound” of
recording apparatus marked an epoch in
Indian songs is due to the prominence of
the work. It then became possible to hear
the interval of a minor third.
The following article is published from the proceedings of the
a song over and over, and to compare
We will now proceed to a third pecu¬
A enneenth International Congress of Americanists
renditions of a song by several singers
liarity
of Indian music as shown by the
of IVashington
Miss Fletcher at once availed herself of
analysis of six hundred Chippewa and
this aid and used the phonograph in re¬
Sioux songs. This peculiarity is rhythmic
cording Indian songs during the latter part
and consists of a short unit of rhythm!
of the eighties, and Dr. Fewkes- demon¬
stesr
repetitions of which occur in the song’
“ar¬
strated its use on Indian songs at a meet¬
these repetitions, frequently int, . -persed
ing of the National Academy of Sciences
with other phrases, give a rhythmic coinat Boston, in 1891. Since that time a very In demonstrating this we will proceed
^ !‘"T Cent
large number of Indian songs have been from the familiar to the unfamiliar and dominant may be placed the third of the
1 , .songs. under ana,vsi" '
un „lle
recorded on the phonograph, and it has briefly note the structure of the musical scale, and it is interesting to note that 12
per cent, of the
™
rhythmic unit, and from two to five
become customary for ethnologists to make system of the white race, with which we per cent, of the songs begin
rhythmic units occur in slightly more than
val,
which
is
called
the
tenth
i:i
songs
phonographic records of the
songs which
..... —are
to compare the music of the Indian
7
per
cent,
of
the
songs.
In
many
in¬
occur in the myths or ceremonies
under The group of Indian songs to be used iii having a compass of ten tones above the stances the rhythmic divisions of the first
,
, , kc>'note> and the third in songs of smaller
study. This preserves the sdngs for future this comparison mmnricoc
—--•
hundret compass. These percentages, as well as unit are reversed in the second, and in
examination and has be6ome an important songs collected ai
nong the Chippewa and those of songs beginning on other inter¬ songs containing two or more rhythmic
phase of the study of Indian music.
Sioux.
vals, are shown in the accompanying Dia¬ units there is usually a similarity bitween
Since the introduction of the phonograph
In the musical system of the white race gram 1:
all or a portion of them, though ach re¬
its mechanism has been steadily improved
the principal intervals are the octave and
individuality < '
but the transcription of the songs must still
On examining these songs to determine ITT ” wwu, .'.“
be done by ear. Looking forward to the
e frethe final tone, iris noted that 61 per cent
y S""m l)l,a.«ram 3
further development of this study, it seems
of the songs end on the keynote It is
WUh which filmic
in Indian songs under analysis.
further noted that 25 per cent, have a com
probable that the next epoch-marking in¬
vention will lie that of a device for tran¬
pass of twelve tones, beginning on the rae?odic"Ki
scribing the songs. Such a device would
dominant in the upper octave and ending Chippewa
eliminate the personal equation and show
on the keynote. These melodic peculiari- mnll/nmo
™ppe.
us mechanically the number of vibrations
ties suggest a feeling for the keynote and s,""ln"‘r ■> f mb'.'
its three principal overtones.
J
to“‘ "
m each tone produced by the Indian; it
would prove or disprove much that is now
The second melodic peculiarity to be 1 ,';aLof
a matter of speculation and might justify
considered is the prominence of the minor i
the use of special notation, or a minutely
third. It is a familiar saying that “Indian 1
graded scale, for the graphic representa¬
tiling f.
music is in minor keys,” or that “Indian 1
tion of Indian singing. For several years
music has a weird, minor sound.” This is :
this problem has received the attention of
a popular impression, and as it is held by t
many people we may be permitted to use 1 teller1 In "j;
solution’ 3nd 14 SCemS t0
aPProachinS
it as a starting point, and to make a care- r nbniitted t,
The work of the writer consists in the
ful examination of our group of six hun- «'
recording, transcription and analysis of
iX Being f„||
dred songs m order to determine whether ii
Indian songs, five tribes having already rhythmic units. Black area (33 ner cent lo¬ the impression is founded on fact.
«
B reply was
sings
containing
no
rhythmic
units.
been studied. The method of the work is
After deciding on the keynotes of the »
as follows: A phonograph is taken to the the dominant. These intervals are not several songs, the writer divided them S
arbitrary, but had their
i the laws
Indian reservation and songs are there of acoustics.
Tt minor tonality 8
recorded by the Indians. The next step mental were The overtones" o“f a“fundan a majority oi
is the transcription of the songs in ordi¬
• reduced. Many
ago, and the fifst three overtones
.
, ,
"
lcauiL oi tnis ropjios were
■
“rr
nary musical notation, the pitch of each
it was found that 50 per cent, of the
vibr«**<
octave, twelfth, and fifth: the twelfth be¬
tone being indicated as nearly as possible
avhiR an interval of
ing the the dominant in "
However, tin lowest
on the lines and spaces of the musical
fifth in the lower, octave. The work of
staff. The only special signs used are a
was —
as -^
follows:• The
keynote
j-iic zvcyuuie
plus or a minus sign, placed above a note comparison
A table v
to indicate a considerable deviation from Of each of the Indian songs under analysis the songs
bv the test of the ear;'the
s
. table ' s then prepared
was determined by
pitch.
songs were then examined to determine showing all the intervals occurring fiTtlm
The method used in these tests was that,
Having recorded and transcribed the
the relation of the first tone to the kev- songs. These numbered more than 16000
songs, the next step in the work consists note (tnt-iJf'')
°f P!°f f ■ E- Seashore, of the State Uni1
J
(tonic). T*
aii-fcS
m their analysis by a system that the
r^S’^ °! I°'Va' who kind'y examined the
writer line
_
writer has deeped d^ r^
oTthe fifth, most frequent interval, except the major record of the tests and expressed the opinand observations of about one thousand
second, which was often used as a passing mn that the abilities shown by the Indians
the latter class comprising songs having
songs. This system of analysis reveals
were about as good as would be found
tone having slight melodic importance.
compass of fewer than twelve tones. ]
many peculiarities of the songs, but only
aVT?e An«rican whites under
The frequency of occurrence of the
similar conditions.
three will be considered here. The first
of the songs begin on the keynote; thus P™iP.I intervals h ta
peculiarity to be shown is melodic in char¬
n
Diagram
2,
the
minor
second
comprisThis '? a subject for further investigaacter and suggests a feeling for a funda¬ 73 per cent, of the six hundred songs begin mg 3 per cent., the major second 41 ner
~
and ~ls one of the many ^_
questions
on the keynote and its first three overtones
mental tone and its principal overtones
Cent ,m“or third 30 Per cent., the
S t T" Iarge aild Ml of interest to
X * imP°n““ » * «« ““ ttrajor third 10 per "cent,"and larger' nter
Student of India” music .-Bureau of'
Ethnology, Washington, D. C.

Recent Developments
in the Study of
Indian Music

iff:

Percentages
Interval of nFourteenth
Fifth .
Fourth
Major third
Minor third
Major Second..
Minor second ..
Diagram 1,-First note ef song-its relation to keynote
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esc/ ri/!/ x* T J i e m el o d vi^t h o
/o *i !f i '* h' *
,h*ee pief S 1,1
^y1*- T<J be played brusquely and with fire,
melodymtheTrw is based upon that form of the Minor known as the Hungarian Scale. Grade 4

in

the manner of a Hungarian
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DANCE OF THE TOYS
A taking little Air de ballet, with three well-contrasted themes. AH the phrasing and dynamic signs should
I’lay with lightness and delicacy. Grade III
LEONORE
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WHISPERS OP LOVE
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A'L0UIS SCARMOUn .
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A WINTER FROLIC
faster, might be turned into a galop. Grade

MRS. R. R. FORMAN
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Young Folks’ Musical

V!

Pago 6S3.

MONEY! MONEY!! MONEY!!!

Composition
PRIZE CONTEST
T°tHensubjeaofmusfcTcU"

Sara?

E¥

ETUDE

Yourfg Folks under the age of
The competitors will be divided
into two classes—
Class I. Young Folks under
the age of Twelve Years.
Class II. Young Folks from
Twelve to Sixteen Years.
Three prizes will be awarded in
each class to the winning com-

't'cLi'demcraL. tortoJuBy.

v"e„

bel!"ed

'« *::pm

antee by the composer s teacher, par-

successful men used, a principle which.
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PLAYING A BRUNSWICK RECORJO P

Tomorrow’s Phonograph
Today

time handicaps. You will be delighted
and thrilled. And, with the thousands
of others, you will not be content
until you possess this wonderful in¬
strument.

Don’t make a choice, don’t delay

N°”eed t0 Wah for the
you've always longed for in
a phonograph. The Brunswick has brought the ultimate.

S

INCE the phonograph was in¬

vented, critics have waited for
those final betterments which would
end old-time defects.
Someone had to succeed—and that
achievement has come to the House
of Brunswick.

Phonographs look alike.

We combine these fea¬
tures in the Brunswick

Many

sound alike.

But The Brunswick is

distinctive.
different.

Its tone is entirely

longer.

A Brunswick Dealer will be

delighted to demonstrate this super¬
instrument.

Method of Reproduc¬

We do not ask you to accept these

Ask also to hear Brunswick

tion. They all affect tone.

statements without question, because

Records, which can be played

we know the disappointments of the

on any phonograph with
steel or fibre needles.

There is only one way

past. But proof is so easy

for you to become ac¬

and so simple that we ask

quainted with this newIn the Brunswick Phonograph we
have brought to musical America
those inventions which have long
been awaited.

won its high place solely by critical
comparisons. People have preferred
it because it is better. Their reasons
for choosing it are your reasons.

you to pass judgment on

day instrument, and that is to visit a
Brunswick Dealer and hear it.

The Brunswick.

anxious to abide by your

Your ear will quick]y d
superiorities.

We are

decision.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKECOLLENDER COMPANY
General Offices: 623-633 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago
Branch Houses in Principal Cities of United States,
Mexico and Canada

You will
•
,
e
*°u will miss the old¬

The

Brunswick has

Canadian Distributors:
Musical Merchandise Sales Co., 79Wellington St.,West, Toronto, Ont.

JBrunawick
■
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THE AMBITIOUS PIANIST
JESSICA MOORE

(SILVERY WAVES)

GEO. L. SPAULDING

One of the set of Musical Burlesques, introducing Silverj/ Waves, probably the most popular of the old-time American drawing-room pieces Grade. 3

SONGS
CLARKE, KA THLEEN BLAIR
My Heart’s Country. High. 60c net. Fanchonette. Medium. 60c. net
CURRAN, PEARL G.
Rain. High, 60c net.
HAG EM AN, RICHARD
At the Well. Two keys. 75c net.
HUGHES, RUPERT
Five Homely Songs. High or medium.
The Son. 60c net.
Gone. 60c net.
The Roustabout. 60c net.
The Fog-Horn. 60c net.
Amy Wentworth. 60c net.
(Published complete, $2.50 net.) •
POWELL, JOHN
'
'
Heartsease. Op. 8, No. 1. High. 60c net
A Birthday Roundel. Op. 8, No. 2. Medium
60c net.
SPEAKS, OLEY
Reveries. Two keys. 60c net.

PIANO SOLOS
CADJi!iZAS TO CLASSICAL PIANO CONChRTOS. Edited by Edwin Hughes.
Beethoven, L. von
C<iTcer„t.? “ C maj°r- Op. 15. (Reinecke,
Op. 87, Nos. 6 and 7.) First and Last
Movements. 75c.
Concerto ip C minor. Op. 37. (Reinecke,
Op. 87, No. 3,) First Movement. 90c.
Concerto in G major. Op. 58. (SaintSaens.) First and Last Movements. 60c.
Mozart. IV. A.
Concerto No. 20, in D minor. (Kochel, 466.)
(Kcmecke. Op. 87, Nos. 16 and 17.) First
and Last Movements. 90c.
Concerto No. 23, in A major. (Kochel. 488.)
(Reinecke, Op. 87, No. 11.) First Move¬
ment. 50c.
Concerto No. 24, in C minor. (Kochel 491 )
meit^So’ °P‘ 8?’ 'Nr°' 2°') F'rSt 'Movc'
Concerto No. 26, in D major. (Kochel, 537 )
Reinecke, Op. 87, No. 2.) First Movement.
F.R/ML, RUDOLF
Amour Coquet. 60c net.
Tarantella. 60c net.
Impetuoso. 60c net.
GODOWSKY, LEOPOLD
Triakontameron. Thirty Moods and Scenes in
rriple. Measure. Published in separate sheet
form, 60c net, each; and in six volumes, $2.50
net, each. (Send for complete descriptive and
thematic booklet.)

KROGMANN, C. W.
Echoes From Toneland. Opus 130.
Birds and Butterflies. 40c net.
Princess Violette. 35c net.
Fairy Court Gavotte. 35c net.
Puss-in-Boots. 40c net.
The Moonbeam’s Lullaby. 40c
Dragonflies. .40c net.
Sleepy Time. 35c net.
Arpeggio Waltz. 40c net.’
MASTER SERIES FOR THE YOUNG. Edited
by Edwin Hughes.
12 volumes, containing the technically easiest
compositions of the masters.
Vol. 1, Bach; Vol. 2, Handel; Vol. 3, Haydn;
Vol. 4, Mozart; Vol. 5, Beethoven; Vol. 6,
Schubert; Vol. 7, Weber; Vol. 8, Mendels¬
sohn; Vol. 9, Schumann; Vol. 10, Chopin;
Vol. 11, Grieg; Vol. 12, Tschaikowsky.
Each, 75c net.
PROKOFIEFF, SERGE
Prelude in C Major. Op. 12, No. 27. GOc net.
Marche. Op. 12, No. 3. 50c net.
Gavotte in G minor. Op. 12. No. 2; 60c net.
Etude in C minor. Op. 2, No. 4. 60c net
Vision Fugitive. Op. 22, No. 16. 50c net.
Sarcasme. Op. 17, No. 3. 60c net.
SPEAKS. OLEY
Three Fancies.
Wood Nymphs. 50c net.
Song Without Words. 50c net.
Dancing Fauns. 50c net.

PIANO, FOUR HANDS
BEETHOVEN, L. VAN
Gavotte in F major. (Not published hitherto.)
Concert Version for two hands, by Harold
Bauer. 60c net.
Easy Version for two hands, by Carl Deis
40c n-‘

VIOLIN AND PIANO
BURLEIGH, CECIL
Four Concert Pieces.
By the Wayside. Op. 38, No. 1. 50c n
Fairies Dancing. Op. 38, No. 2. 60c
Tints. Op. 38, No. 3. 50c net.
Spray. Op. 38, No. 4. 60c net.
POWELL, JOHN
Sonata Virginianesque. Op. 7. $3.00 r

Communion. 60c net.
Melodie. 60c net.
Caprice. 60c net.
Sortie. 60c net:
Pastorale. 60c net.
Festal March. 75c net.
MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST. 12 Tran
scriptions by Firmeti Swinncn, Organist of
Rivoli Theatre, New York, in separate short
form.
1. Baron, M. An Indian Legend. 60<- m i
2.
“
In Sight of the Oasis. 60c not.
3. Barthelemy, R, Caressing Butterfly. 60c
4. Cesek, H. A. Twilight. 50c net.
5. Chaminade, C. Serenade. 50c net.
6. Coleridge-Taylor, S. Scenes from an
Imaginary Ballet. No. 1. 60c net.
7. Cui, C. Onentale. 50c net.
8. Dvorak, A. Indian Wail. 50c net.
9. Friml, R. Melodie. 60c net.
10. Lubomirsky, G. Danse Orientale. 50c not
11. Rubinstein, A. Romance. 50c net.
12.
“
Serenade. 90c net.

SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY
BRUCH, MAX
Scotch Phantasy. Op. 46. Violin and Piano.
Edited by Efram Zimbalist (Vol. 1398.) $1.50.
GRIEG, E.
Concerto. Piano, 2d piano in score. Edited by
Percy Grainger. (Vol. 1399.) $2.50.
SAINT-SAENS, C. _
Second Concerto, in G minor. Piano, 2d piano
in score. Edited by Edwin Hughes. (Vol.
1405.) $2.50.

SCHIRMER’S SCHOLASTIC SERIES
KINSCELLA, HAZEL GERTRUDE
Second Steps for the Young Pianist. (Vol.
84.) $1.00 net.
STOEVING. PAUL
The Systematic Development of the BowArm. Progressive Studies for the violin. In
two books (Vols. 81 and 82.) Each, $1.00 net.

MUSICAL LITERATURE
MILLIGAN. HAROLD VINCENT
Stephen Collins Foster, A Biography.

$2.50

STERNBERG, CONSTANTIN VON
Tempo Rubato and other essays. $2.50 net.
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R. SCHUMANN, Op.l 5,No.2
nW(M( ,Nos.a and 5 are among the most anneal-
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_Til! fJerce ft ghting. This is a characteristic provincial dance. Grade 3 a.
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FROM THE YELLOW STONE
Mr. Lieurance’s most recent contribution to Indian music, full of the spirit of all out-doors.

Moderato con moto

toco rail.

THURLOW LIEORANcj

INVOCATION TOJfflBSEOOB_^
«+inn to the Sun-god and other starry Rods is to as=k tneir epe
Tie
over the chUd while asleep, as the mother thinks that
rcftoiu the
protection
no power to protect. Thee luiub
Zunis regard
tJenher earing
earthly Yv7ro7the ^other
mother - o‘f-life,
oPf-life, and consider the moon
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|1V
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of all
all the
the good
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]Un ^in sTarf
the celegtial
celestial abode
souls that have
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0r recitecl Wholly or in part. A comical characterization of the sporadic rebellion of youth apain>t
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A Possible Remedy for Some Musicians’ Nervous Troubles
By Dr. L. K. Hirschberg, A.B., M.A., M.D.
(Johns Hopkins University)
Only the hard-working musician can are found in different forms in fresh vege¬
realize what a drain upon the vitality and tables, milk, cream and butter. But one
strain upon the nervous system is a form- is conspicuously evident, in yeast.
This is also true of enzymes and other
season of concerts, teaching and study
Kew other workers are held at such a tugh important ingredients in yeast which it is
tension and the fact is that the average believed by scientists now may prove a
music teacher after a few years of close very effective agent to turn the blue, mel¬
Application usually shows very clearly m ancholy, depressed, unpleasant emotions to
his countenance the marks of the ex¬ optimistic, cheerful, calm, conciliatory,
tremely exacting work m which he has glad and pleasant ones.
The amount taken of the ordinary cake
been engaged.
One of the more or less recent discov¬ of yeast, which may be bought at most
eries of science may prove a boon to grocers, depends upon the individual.
the nerve-tired, hrain-worn, patience-ex¬ Some have found that it is better to take
hausted musician,'by effecting a physiolog¬ the yeast a little while before meals on an
ical change in his body. The noted scien- empty stomach. If too much is taken at a
sts Prof. Casimer Funk, Dr. Philip I. .time the stomach may be deranged. In
Hawk and Dr. Olaf Bergheim, after some of the scientific experiments con¬
lengthy investigations, attest that a cake ducted the yeast was taken three times a
of fresh yeast taken in proportions to day with meals; and the Spirits of the sub¬
jects were greatly improved, their general
suit the individual two or three times a
health benefited, their cheeks became rosier
day will have a vitalizing effect which
and chubbier, laughter took the place
may readily lead to improved skill, the
of self-pity and supersensitiveness and
calming of irritated nerves and the general
chronic resentment changed to -complac¬
stimulation of the entire system.
The real reason why musicians are ency and the willingness to go half way
in most matters. But what is of greatest
“nervous” (and by the way, nervousness
interest to the executive musician is that in
is a wrong name for emotional irritability)
the experiments noted the agility and
is to be found in the fact that they con¬
adeptness of the fingers, lips and throat,
centrate mentally with great intensity and
as well as the muscles generally were evi¬
at the same time must control their mus¬
dently improved to a marked degree. If
cular technic with instantaneous prompt¬
yeast were what is commonly known as a
ness and precision. The music teacher
drug it would not be safe to take it ex¬
combines this with a self-centered, indoor,
cept under the supervision, of a physician,
sedentary life, with little relaxation or
but, on the other hand, it is a highly con¬
time for the frivolous pleasures which les¬
centrated food with a peculiar kind of
sens the strain. They are also notoriously
nourishment which musicians and people
careless about obtaining the right foods
with nervous temperaments may take to
containing ample vitamines, enzymes, etc ,
Vitamines as yet chemically unidentified, advantage.

Giving the Left Hand a Chance

Any girl cun lmvc the char 111
of “A skin you love to touch”

By L. E. Eubanks
ginning is a mistake, as it tends to em¬
barrass the smaller ones upon whose good
work accuracy and control depend.
Gradually you can make the work
harder—always remembering that control
is worth more than mere muscular bulk.
In carrying things, like a suit case or a
bucket of water, give your left hand a
little more than half the work. As a
rule, if you are right-handed, the biceps
of your left arm will be better developed
than its triceps. To remedy this, lie
facing the floor and press the body up to
straight arm position (dipping, in gymna¬
sium parlance). From day to day throw
more weight on the left arm until you can
do the stunt with it alone.
Practice throwing a ball or stones with
your inferior arm. Also, have two balls
thrown to you simultaneously and try to
catch one in each hand. Make it a rule
to try to do with one hand whatever you
can do with the other. If you have a pet
athletic sport—and everyone should have
—make it a means of strengthening your
weaker side. Some games are ideal for
Anyone can bring up the “secondary this; boxing, wrestling and rowing will
hand,” whichever one it happens, to
give you “two hands.” Such one-hand
Let your left hand “boss things for a games as tennis and fencing can be made
while; giving it the little things at hrst. just as helpful to one hand as to the
Wind your watch with it, sharpen pen > other. And you will lose nothing by the
etc. Practice at driving nails with
plan of exercising the left hand. When
hammer is fine. Reverse the usual position your right takes hack the racket or foil,
of your hands on such tools as a broom, after an hour’s left-hand work, it will
shovel and axe. Turn your parasol or possess added cleverness; because to use
walking stick over to the left hand, an
the left hand even fairly well you have had
all means do a little writing wit 1
to give the “form” particular attention.
- every opportunity.
.
. <
There is a bit of psychology involved
Such light work will develop control, here, but without going into details, I can
and give the smaller muscles a c ance
assure you that it will work every time,
start. Developing the large muscles ot in any one-hand game of art.
the arm with very heavy work at the be¬

Tni: player of musical instruments, if
anvone should be ambidextrous. The be¬
ginner ’on violin or piano often feels that
he could use half a dozen hands to advan¬
tage ! A left-handed pupil can use a
“left-handed” instrument, and should; but
my argument is that all players should
seek to have just as good a left hand-or
right, in the case of left-handedness-as
possible. Every teacher must have ob¬
served that the pupil who naturally, or
from training, has two capable hands in
stead of one, makes better progress by
reason of this advantage.
Admittedly, the best training for any
work is the repeated performance (prac¬
tice) of that work. But nearly always
there are other helps, what we migh
term collateral training; and this is valu¬
able in that it provides for more work, to
the same end without the satiety resulting
from over-application on.direct lines. And
in this case, left-hand culture, the mus¬
cles will possess decidedly more specific
strength and control for being generally

Copyright 19*0 by Theo.Presser.Co.
International Copyright secured

charm of a fresh, attractive complexion.

i;:; io“de,MyTtsqown vital power will help you to overcome
its defects.

,
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lovely complexion.
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Two Vocal Questions Answered

Career Etchings of Great
Singers

By H. W. Greene

Department for Voice and Vocal Teachers
Edited by Eminent Voice Specialists in Music Centers All Over the Musical World
“Thank

You

for

Your

Most

Sweet

Voices M —SHAKESPEARE

To the Vocal Editor of The Etude :
_
cTK_Whv is it that writers on
vo£Atopics hold such widely different
^rLve'read^recently two so-called au...
n voice One repudiates the idea
^registers entirely; the other goes to
ot leneths to make the reader under¬
bid

Some Principles of Scientific Voice Training
By Wm. C. Armstrong
Why is it that intelligent people, living
with health-giving oxygen, and which eject which govern the contraction of the vocal
Now, here is an instance wherein a well•t an age wherein science is king, refuse
health-destroying carbonic gas, knows that cords, do not contract sufficiently to assist meaning, thoroughly conscientious teacher
to accept that same science as being ap¬
a patient so afflicted will be anemic. The in the process of resistance. The vocal was led astray through accepting what he
plicable to voice training?
boddy functions will be sluggish in action, cords and their supporting muscles thus heard, without asking "why.” His initial
Why is it that people who are neither
and the general muscular system relaxed, are completely and continuously at the mistake was in not exercising his observa¬
singers nor teachers and who, therefore,
the condition as a whole being one of las- mercy of unnatural breath force. The tion before deciding upon tlu- character of
cannot possibly offer an intelligent expla¬
outcome is that the poorly supported vocal the voice about to bo trained. Had he
nation of the why and wherefore of their
Now, the vocal effort is a gathering to¬ cords become inflamed and thickened. This done so, he would have been led to question
counter claims, will insist upon advising
gether, through muscular contraction, of thickening causes the fine knife-like vi¬ why a person having so little resonating
vocal students to steer clear of teachers
the forces to resist something, and that brating edges of the vocal cords to become space, as signified by the extremely small
who base their modes of teaching on
something is breath pressure; and the rounded, and their vibrating life impaired. features, and so delicately formed vocal
scientific principles, when those teachers
organ, all of which bespoke soprano,
have arrived at their conclusions through nature of the contraction of the muscles The result is that the pearly brilliance of
should have low tones resembling those of
a lifetime’s study of all phases bearing on will be m accordance with the nature of the voice gives place to a hazy, reedy a contralto.
a single subject, and who have proved their nerve impulse which actuates and controls quality.
But, someone argues, 1 know many
them.
If
the
nerves
act
in
a
half-hearted
conclusions through years of practical
A Practical Illustration
contraltos
who have small features. You
sort of way, the muscles will act likewise
application ?
To illustrate the approximation of the mean you know of many small-featured
Why? There can be but one answer- and their resistance will be weak, whereas vocal cords let the reader note the V-shaped people who sing, or try to sing, contralto.
spontaneous
nerve
action
brings
the
ignorance of the fundamental principles
space between the separated first and sec¬ But they are not, nor can they lie, true
of a subject, which has resulted in hap¬ muscles into action quickly and thoroughly,
ond fingers. The tips of the fingers repre¬ contraltos; and they arc depreciating, if
hazard conclusions and unsound advice. thereby increasing greatly their powers of
sent the back and movable ends of the not ruining, their voices through working
resistance.
That student minds may be purged of the
in opposition to nature’s laws.
The reader may, by noting the compara¬ vocal cords, and the membrane which con¬
influence of incompetent advisers, we cite,
Contraltos? Any one would think that
nects the fingers forward of the knuckle
as an explanation of the part science plays tive lowness of his voice upon rising in
joints, the front immovable ends. The contraltos were as common as sopranos,
the
morning,
and
its
gradual
rising
in
pitch
in voice training, one of the many interest¬
separated fingers represent the position of when, in reality, they are more scarce than
's cases coming within our personal ex¬ as the day wears on, gain some idea of the
tenors.
Oh Contralto 1 What swindles
the 'cords during silent breathing. Now,
perience. Miss X had been taking vocal effect of bodily relaxation on the normal
while holding the fingers separated, silently are committed in thy name. Am old kind
lessons for about a year, when, for some pitch of the voice. The reason for this is,
of a low note, let the sound lx- ever so
form “e” and bring the finger tips to¬
that
during
natural
sleep
the
vital
forces
reason or other into which it is not our
sepulchral, raucous, or catarrhal, a low
gether; this gives us the action of the
habit to inquire, she decided to change are at rest, the nervous organism which
vocal cords, preparatory to sound utter¬ lmf’ a'Kl ,0W notes sPel1 “contralto.”
Why? Because of the insane desire of
teachers, and, acting upon the advice of a actuate the muscular system during the
ance, and forms the gathering together of people to acquire the uncommon, plus in¬
professional singer, came to study with hours of wakeful activity are in a state of
the muscular forces to resist that which is capability on the part of other people who
the writer. Her voice had been trained as repose, hence the muscular system is re¬
laxed.
to realize the silently formed “e”—the profess to teach singing, to discriminate
contralto, which was, according to ob¬
breath.
between forced low notes and contralto
How Pitch is Altered
servation. the opposite to what it should
When the breath forces its way between quality. Or it may lie downright char¬
be; hut in spite of observation, the heavy
The muscles of the vocal organs which
the approximated vocal cords, the back latanism on the part of others who will
low notes were in evidence.
alter the pitch of the voice through gen¬
not
only train a voice upside-down to please
ends
of
the
cords
hug
closely
to
each
other
These heavy tones, starting on low “A,” eral muscular relaxation, are those which
changed to a lighter quality at the first form a part of the bodies of the vocal and the greater the force to be resisted’ a student and increase his own hank ac¬
“C” above, and again at the upper “Eb,”
the greater is their effort to hold together’ count, but will keep the shekels flowing by
cords, and govern their contraction and
all notes above the “Eb” being of the qual¬
Herein lies the reason for the breaking painting enchanting pictures of New York,
relaxation (Thyro-Arytenoids), and those
ity of the true soprano, which, but for
down of the muscles which hold the cords its concert platforms and operatic stage.
The victim swallows the bait, frames the
what one might call a disfiguring haziness which draw the cords together to resist together against continued unnatural force
breath
pressure,
and
create
vibration
or ruddiness, had all the essentials of a
Their not holding together throws the pictures in purple and gold, dreams of
superior high soprano. This last was quite (Arytenoid and lateral Crico-Arytenoids). strain upon the Thyro-Arytenoid muscles, tumultuous applause and a golden harvest,
and later, awakens to find the rosiness of
in keeping with the narrow face, corre¬ If the former are in a state of semi-relax¬ which are less able to withstand the force
her picture turned to a dismal grev.
sponding smallness of cheek-bones, the ation the vibrating edges of the vocal cords Hence they become inflamed and thickened
small nose-bridge, short neck, small vocal are affected likewise, causing an effect with the result above described.
Correcting Mediums
organ, a hand wearing a five and a half similar to the loosening of a string on a
Staccato singing as a means to correctglove, and a foot a “3-A” shoe, all of violin, when the vibrations of the string mg faulty voice preparation is most useful
But to proceed with the correcting me¬
which being intensely feminine, was in di- become slower, and pitch relatively lower
Lightly sung staccato notes are most diums adopted in the present case. At the
rect opposition to anything suggesting If the latter (Arytenoid and lateral Crico- adaptable to a vocal diagnosis. None other
InH tt th[ee. montlls’ rest from singing,
masculinity. And yet there remained the Arytenoids) be in a lax condition, they do approach the intrinsic worth of staccato and the substitution of systematic physical
not approximate sufficiently the vocal
heavy masculine-like low tones.
raining, conditions improved to a degree
smgmg, for the reason that it reduces
cords, and as there is a certain degree of
forced production to a minimum.
a warranted the resumption of study.
tension excited in the cords from such ap¬
Strengthening Pulmonary Organs
The result of the application of this All notes below soprano low “D” were,
proximation. the lazy action of these
Now, either all deductions from former
lor the time being, eliminated from con¬
muscles adds to the laxity already estab¬ medium to the voice under treatment was
sideration, and all attention given to
investigations were to be proved erroneous,
just
what
we
thought
it
would
be
The
lished by the laziness of their brother
or our diagnosis of the conditions facing
awakening the lofty notes of the true so¬
muscles, and the normal pitch of the voice low contralto-like tones became conspicuus was incomplete. And so it proved to
ous by their absence. The medium notes prano. Forcible attacks (Glottis stroke)
be. For upon further investigation we stringCCted aS
the C3Se °f the vioIin took on soprano quality. On approaching T1 at fir,st’ replaced by the persuasive
learned that the health of the student,
influence of a consonant. An exercise
We have spoken of a reedy quality the highest range, the clean-cut sound of
when lessons were commenced, was away
made up of the descending scales, sung on
which marred .the otherwise superior high the staccato was overcast by a blurring
below normal; that, in fact, vocal lessons
notes of the voice in question, and will now Mowing sound, which showed quite plainty the diphthong “eu,” prefixed by the conso¬
had been suggested by her physician as a explain the cause of this.
that the voice had been forced below its le, jl tormmg “deu,” as in the French
means to strengthening weakened pul¬
When a high voice has been mistaken haJso wmn ’ “d £* ^ f°rcing thereof inf6*1’ u35 emPl°>'ed to bring down and
monary organs.
for, and trained as one of a lower com¬ that- thHr "T* Cord-cIosin* muscles mtuse the entire range with the quality
Now, any one understanding the health
pass, the vocal cords are not drawn to¬ that their contractive powers had been ot the upper notes. Staccato singing was
undermining influence of weakness in the
gether sufficiently to resist the outgoing weakened, hence their failure to properi" then introduced to develop surety of ataction of organs which infuse the blood
c preserve soprano quality, and awaken
breath; and the above-mentioned muscles, close the space between the vocal cords
and the resultant blowing sound.
’

their

I,h>'siological

*****

V£While “E. L.’s” question may truthfully
he called threadbare, it could hardly be
“lre so than its answer, if correctly
“ated. Physiological facts are incontro¬
vertible and unchangeable.
We all remember the old fable of The
< Sion post,” toward which two riders were
approaching from opposite directions.
They stopped, each on the side of the
board which he was approaching, and
held converse. One of them remarked
ADELINA PATTI
how perfectly absurd it was for the town
authorities who erected the sign post to
Everyone has heard of Adelina Patti,
cover it with gold plate. Whereupon, the
the
wonderful
soprano, who entranced
other rider said; “I beg your pardon, sir,
three generations with the limpid quality
it is not gold plate; it’s silver patel
Which was the beginning of a hot dis¬ of her voice. She was boin February
cussion. climaxed by backing up their 10, 1843, at Madrid, Spain (the youngest
horses drawing their spears and charging daughter of Salvatore Patti, “ Italian
furiously, each at the other. Fortunately
singer), and died September 27, my, at
there was no damage done in this first Crag-y-nos, Wales. Her mother (Cateronslaught, and they were turning to re¬ ina Barili nee Chiesa) was also well known
new tlu battle when the traveler who was as a singer in Italy. So that, in Adelma
fighting for gold found himself facing
Patti's case, heredity must have been a
silver and his opponent in a similar pre¬
factor, both in throat structure and the
dicament The story has it that they dis¬
mounted and embraced each other, giving trend of the mind toward the art of sing¬
When but five years old little
assurance that they would never again ing
argue about a thing until they had taken Adelina sang, and her half-brother,
Ettore Barili, gave her lessons. At seven
the trouble to look at 1>oth sides of it.
The application to our question is al¬ years of age she sang at a concert under
most ton direct to invite further com¬ the direction of Max Maretzek. From
ment. The teacher who is so fortu¬ her eighth birthday to her eleventh she
nate as to have a voice sufficiently elastic sang at concerts under the direction of
to enable him in singing to pass from Maurice Strakosch, who was her brothertlu- control of one group of muscles to
th" control of another is approaching in-law through marriage to her eldest
the -gold side” of the “sign post,” and sister, a contralto singer.
After this Patti dropped concert work
will not be convinced that there are other
throats unlike hers, born with a different and gave herself over to serious study.
inheritance, where the changes from one Upon her reappearance, about 1838,
control to another are disagreeably accen¬ Patti’s life was one artistic triumph after
tuated, not only by a change in color and another. She sang in opera, her first part
quality, but by a significant effect often bring “Lucia.” Later she made her debut
alluded to as the “break.”
in England, and from this tlmeher
It might he said, m passing, that the
worldwide fame was established. Of all
people with “the break” are finite as torthe many operas in which she has starred
tunate as those without, for, while 1
quires careful study to so adjust and co - Patti was more closely identified with
trol the voice in passing from one registe , the part of “Rosina” in 11 Barbiere than
so-called, to another, this has its compen¬ any other. In fact, Rossini rearranged
sation in a much greater variety m quality much of the music to suit her particular
and beauty of tone. T.me spent m mak
stvle of voice.
ing “the break” an asset to the voice
Her voice, while not a powerful one
time well spent. Time spent in adding was distinguished by great suavity and
across the natural “break” not^ in s
clearness and her range reached easily F
a manner that a change in quality is not
in Alt. (F’").
discernible is time misspent.
In 1868 she married Henri, Marquis de
Everyone knows that the violin has four
strings, and all persons acquainted with Caux. equerry of Napoleon III, but later
strings realize, almost’unconsciously, by (in 1885) was divorced from him, alter
having been separated since 1877.
the quality of the string-tone, which i

An Indispensable Type
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ESPITE professional preference for the grand,
and popular favor shown the player, the
upright retains its place as the universally

useful piano.
Por years we are believed to have led in upright
production all makers whose product commands,
because of quality, an equal price.
In musical quality, design, case work, variety and
value, comparison will reveal the reason for this
established leadership.

1VERS& POND
PIANOS
are now used in over 500 leading American Wtutions and 65,000 discriminating homes.

Wheth

your need calls tor upright, grand or player piano,
there is an leers & Pond to fit it. Our policy of but
one quality-the best”-insures the purchaser the
utmost security in his in vestment in any Mrs
'
Leading dealers throughout theUmted State^display
and sell our product.

It none is convenient to you

We can arrange to ship from the
“ tTrtageous terms. For catalogue and valuable mfor
mation to buyers, write us today.

'w,"E,r,hMBsr„

In 1886 Patti again married, this time
a character of its own.
_._i
attempts neither to accentuate nor concrat the singer Nicolini, who died in 1898^ A
vear later she married the Baron Cederthe quality of each string, but s0
nates them as to compel those dtffer.ng strom, a Swede, and lived in a castle—
to round out the fairy-tale of her won¬
qualities to add to his effects.
derful life—in Wales, called Cratg-y-nos.
So with the singing voice and its wei
differentiated registers. The greater ,
artist the more beautiful the effec made
by employing and embellishing a
^
Mistakes in Public
qualities of which the voice
p ,.,,“If anyone makes a mistake he must
even those which are found mo t diffi
cult to develop at the beginning of study. never let on to the audience by any
wrinkling of the brows or shruggmg of
—H. W. Greene.
the shoulder, or any twitch of the head.
“F.rst say to^^lTwhat you would The audience is very quick to catch cn to
be; and then do what you have to ao.
that.”—David Bispham.
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the SINGER’S
Most Important

h-m Sing it softlyl one SSSTS many
times as he can. When he is able to sing
h s,x times, introduce the full descending
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PROBLEM

iT^omWrof5S. The form, the wood

Finally and Definitely
D. A. Clippinger

WALTER L. BOGERT

and the word Joy. A teache^who gives
‘his a fair trial with a pupil who fs in
earnest, will find that in a short time the
pupil will be singing it through seven
and eight times in one breath. I have
had pupils who were able to sing it six¬
teen times in one breath. Which vastly
exceeds the length of any phrase in opera

the principle are identical. And so the true mellow tonal
beauty of that wonderful instrument-the violin_fT'cxvP.HuxiF.Y’s musical quality.

SOLVED
The Singer's Greatest Handicap
Finally Overcome
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The great principle of automatic production
and automatic control is at last definitely
and practically formulated and on record
f„StIdi°nLalSrf0ry CTery Thursday from
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TEE etude
B and D, the feet can play A B C D kinds of group: the three group F to B,
°". the movement of walking; but the and the two group C to E. In playing
D C B A is not so natural— music, the ordinary pedal signs may be
clear enough; but they are not lucid. Per¬
d an be played more easily with the feet sonally, I do not like marks like the signs
slanted the other way. But the prefer- of the Zodiac mixed up with my music,
nce for natural movement is generally and I doubt whether they help anybody
lost by much organ practice. The pedal much, as each has his own way of pedal¬
notes may be regarded as made up of two ing.—From Musical Opinion, London.

Blend and Style in Choral Work
Edited by Expert Organists

The eloquent

organ

waits for the

master to

By Clifford Higgin

waken the spirit—DOLE

A Study of Organ Pedal Scales
By J. Swinburne
Almost every organ instruction book still exists. When a manual part in organ
contains scales with the pedaling marked, music, or any part including the bass in have left out some considerations and most to have two parts on one manual
when four parts arc sounding. When
and many sets have been published inde¬ other kinds, feels excited, it bursts into treated others with want of balance.
My object was to devise a set of scales the pedal part is silent, the pedals with no
pendently. The most remarkable feature rapid music, which is often scale work;
of pedal scales is that they differ so widely. but when the pedal part is obstreperous it which shall be the best compromise, not so 16-foot stops can have a manual coupled,
much
for
practicing
by
themselves
as
ex¬
They cannot all be equally good and they still breaks out into jiggle-joggle and not
so that the tenor is played with the feet,
ercises as for forming the basis of a sys¬ leaving a hand and a manual for each of
may not all be uniformly bad.
into scale passages. Scale passages are
Probably very few, even among first- therefore more common in arrangements. tem of actual pedaling. The scales should the other parts. In this case the high
rate players, have any clear system of I f a pedal passage is slow, there is never be as easy as possible to play, smoothly notes come in, and most of ihc work is
pedaling generally, though some may prac¬ any difficulty in playing it, as any awk¬ and accurately phrased in twos, threes, on the right hand part of the pedal board.
tice scales regularly. It may, therefore, ward position can be met by changing the fours and sixes; and they should he easy It is not worth while considering any
be argued that systematized pedaling for feet on the note. It is quite easy to to remember. They should be the same modification of pedaling designed to re¬
scales is of no value because the best or¬ change feet quickly and neatly, even on a ascending as descending. A given note lease one foot for the crcsc,u,l„ pedals.
and all its octaves should always be Rapid pedaling seldom occurs at times
ganists either use so many different sys¬ Sharp.
played by the same element of the same
tems or do without any at all. It may also
The idea that scales should be practiced foot. The feet should not tend to foul in when there is any need to alter the louvres.
be argued that scales occur so seldom on
by themselves as a staple exercise because crossing. All these requirements cannot Some day an alternative louvre control
the pedals that it is not worth practicing music is made up of bits of them is espe¬
may come in. A slat in front of the key
be
met; so the only course is tp make com¬ slip, moved right or left by the thumbs of
them separately, any more than it is worth cially absurd in the case of the pedals.
promises. The scales were devised for my
while practicing major thirds in arpeggio
The object of arranging this set of scales own use; but as they involved a great deal the hands playing on the manual above
as a staple exercise.
can
be arranged to work louvres or stops!
was not to enable them to be played easily
Scales have, however, three main uses : as an exercise but to find a system which of trouble their publication may save other
It is not practical to look at the feet
as foundation for general pedaling, many will apply so as to be generally useful in people avoidable work.
while playing. Some organists object to
If
the
pedal
board
has
thirty
notes
and
pedal passages consisting largely of bits of playing music. The few scales that do ocpneumatic manual-to-peda! couplers, as
scale with jumps between them, or re¬ cur in organ music do not necessarily be- the manuals fifty-six, the centre of the ffiey do not pull down the manual keys.
pedals is D* and of the manuals DS, so
versals of direction; and as securing sys¬
This looks as if they watch the manuals
gin and end on the tonic. There is, there¬
tematic pedaling of non-scale passages. fore, little use in practicing scales of a that if the console is built symmetrically to some extent to see that they pedal prop¬
Apart altogether from scales, it is impor¬ single octave, tonic to tonic. The only the centre is at Djf for pedals and tor erly. The only satisfactory wav is to
manuals. If the pedals have thirty-two
tant that the feet and fingers should always
FS and
sound principle seems to be to devise scales notes, the manuals are pretty certain to locate notes by touch or feel
play a given passage in the same way.
from top to bottom of the keyboard, have sixty-one; and the centres are then Bt> for one group and CJ and Fb for the
Getting up a piece consists in training the
other are landmarks. Bb and F.i going
which are not only easy to play as scales
muscles to perform a certain series of but which fit the generality of pedal parts E on the pedals and F# on the manuals, down are found by moving the right foot
actions subconsciously. It is economical to in conjunct movement. Thus, if a pedal again assuming that the console is sym¬ so that the toe catches. If the short note
metrical.
tram them to do one set only for each passage has a few notes of a scale, if these
has to be played, the foot is moved with
passage.
Practical Suggestions
the sole turned so that the inside is higher
notes are played as part of a scale, they
.should not only be easy in themselves but
Some half-a-dozen notes at each end of than the outside, and the corner of the
Jiggle-Joggle Passages
they should leave the feet in a position the pedal board are difficult to play be¬ short note is hit by the middle of the sole
Most organists recommend their pupils likely to enable them to play the next pas¬
at
the toe and put down. If E or D is to
cause they are not so well within reach
to practice both manual and pedal scales sage easily whatever it may be.
and because the feet are very oblique when be played going down, the foot is moved
assiduously, but whether they do so them¬
over them. The left foot does not readily on a lower level and further back till the
selves is another matter. I will assume,
Awkward Positions
edge of the toe hits the short note. The
go over parallel with the highest F nor does
however, that whether scales are practiced
In piano music, there are hosts of pas¬ the right with the lowest C, especially on toe is then over E and the heel over D.
to give fluency or are regarded as the sages that are difficult to play, even with
a non-radiating board. The normal board In going up, the left toe finds F: or «.
basis for ordinary pedaling, it is worth one hand alone. There are practically no
If necessary, the right toe can find its
may be regarded as stretching from (say)
while considering which are likely to be difficult pedal passages in that sense. Any 8 feet F to 2 feet C. The notes below low Place going up by feeling for F: or Of;
the best. Scales are naturally much rarer ordinary pedal passage is easy enough to F and above high C may be treated as but in an ascending scale it gets its posion the pedals than in the upper parts. play by itself; the whole difficulty is in special, as the feet naturally are so oblique
™ from the left foot, and in descending
Moreover, scales are altogether rarer in playing it while the hands are playing when playing them. Low C can always be the left foot gets its' position from the
organ than in piano music. Much organ other things. No system of pedal scales played with the left toe, as there can be right.
There are a number of small points
music is fugal, or at least contrapuntal, will overcome this. All that can be done nothing below it; just as the highest note
and long scales do not come naturally in is to arrange so that the feet do not get on the board can be played with the right worth attention before considering the
fugues. Bach hardly ever writes rapid into trouble through awkward positions. toe. The pedaling of the very low notes need pedaling of scales. In walking, the heel
scales in the pedal parts, and those that Even if it is right to practice manual not be as rapid and neat, because they do goes down before the toe, and it is there¬
not speak promptly enough. It is no use fore easier to play U A than A U. It is
occur are short. Unless a pedal passage
scales, it does not follow that pedal scales
has more than four or five notes per second,
pedaling so quickly that the 16-foot stops easier to slide the foot back on the ice
should be practiced too—at least by them¬
do not speak. The pedal pipes are now than on the heel, and to slide it forward
it can be played with almost any pedaling.’
selves ; for this does not deal with the real
generally worked by tubular pneumatics, on the heel. If the feet are put with heels
Most of Bach’s rapid pedal passages are difficulty of pedaling.
jiggle-joggle, probably intended to be
even when the manuals have tracker ac¬ together on, say, B and C and toes on A
Unfortunately,, the various organists
tion ; and they are therefore a little (and and D, they can play ABCDorDCB
played with the toes only. Mendelssohn
who have published scales either give no
sometimes a great deal) slower in coming
uses a chromatic scale in his First Son¬
A; but this ease is probably the result of
reasons at all or say so little that one can¬
on. And they go on sounding after the
ata and some diatonic scales at fairly high
not guess what their reasons were. I will,
organ practice. The untrained feet can
key is raised, so that a modern organ
speed in the Fifth. Short scales of seven
therefore, discuss the matter almost as if
wastes any attempt at good phrasing at the play BACDorCDBA more easily,
or eight notes are much more common
it were new, giving reasons as fully as I
left of the pedal board. The treble e„d as they correspond better with the move¬
than runs of over an octave.
Rheincan. But in many cases there are advan¬
berger, Merkel, Widor and Guilmant do
is not very much used. High F# and G are ment of walking. Similarly, with heels on
tages and drawbacks to each wav of pedal¬
not written in ordinary organ music In A and D and toes turned in on B and C.
note write fast scales. The influence of
ing, and it docs not in the least follow that
it is easy to play ABCDorDCBA:
playing
fugues, it is often practicable to
flic early short pedal and the use of the toe
the choices I make are the best. I may
give each part its own keyboard- or at but this may be the result of practice.
With the heels on A and C and the toes

tion of ensemble cantabile singing is often
not so easy as many imagine. When deal¬
ing with a large body of singers a great
number of difficulties arise. In a choir
of say eighty voices there is bound to be
a great variety of styles of production.
Some voices are deficient in sustaining
power; others have unequal vocal utter¬
ance; in another class you find the pro¬
nunciation very indistinct. All these faults
will require correcting, as well as many
more, before any real and distinct prog¬
ress can be made.
Begin with the one central idea of free¬
dom in delivery. There can be no sing¬
ing quality of style until the words are
sung out with freedom. To secure this
All statements appro'.zed by authorities
supple and unconscious delivery will re¬
quire some patience and hard work. It
Millions of germs breed in it. They,
may mean the calling of extra rehearsals
Try this new way of teeth cleaning.
with tartar, are the chief cause of
for pronunciation and enunciation alone, The test is free. It has brought to
pyorrhea.
,
and the explanation of each word in every millions whiter, safer teeth. Leading
Brushed in the usual way, much of
phrase. If it is necessary, it will have to
that film is left. And very few people
dentists everywhere advise it.
be done. Get home the idea that the in¬
have escaped the troubles that it
See the results, then learn what
side of the mouth must be kept as free
causes.
from interruption as possible, and that they mean to you.
when consonants have to be executed they
Now we combat it
Pure Blend
must be quickly, -yet articulately dis¬
What ruins teeth
Dental science has in late years
Pure blend is a very peculiar thing. At patched. All pure vowels or mixtures
found a way to fight film, day by_ day.
Teeth are ruined by a film. You
one rehearsal you feel sure that you have must be practiced at home until they can
High authorities have proved it by
obtained it perfectly, yet at the next prac¬ be sung with a consciousness that the can feel it—that viscous coat. It
many careful tests.
tice it has flown and you stand perplexed tone is flowing free and smooth. If the clings to teeth, gets between the teeth
Millions of people have adopted it,
and disappointed. Nothing in choral art chest is kept raised it will prove of the and stays. And most tooth troubles
largely by dental advice. To careftd
requires more skill and musical acumen greatest assistance to the voice and help are now traced to it.
people
it is bringing a new era in teetn
It is this film-coat that discolors—
than this great question of blend. Many considerably toward what you are trying
cleaning.
not the teeth. Film is the basis of
a conductor has been driven, almost to
to accomplish.
These new methods are all em¬
tartar. It holds food substance which
desperation by its will o’ the wisp antics.
bodied in a dentifrice called Pepso.
ferments and forms acid. It holds
Broad Singing Style
If you have ten first sopranos m your
dent. And you are urged to prove it
the acid in contact with the teeth to
choir that furnish-a perfect blend you may
by a pleasant ten-day test.
When blend is secured and a broad
discover that when there are only nine the cantabile style of singing is accomplished
cause decay.
blend has vanished even though all the great headway has been made, and both
voices are good. On casting your eyes choir and conductor will fully realize that
over the choir to discover who is absent the result has been worth working for
you may probably find it is the voice you One thing that the conductor shoffid insist
tooth pastes, which dentists now
Pepsodent has five effects all ot
thought the least about. Still the presence upon at all rehearsals is, the watching of
know were 'wrong.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
of that voice is absolutely essential to weld the baton by every individual member of them essential to cleaner, safer teeth.
One ingredient is pepsin. One multi¬
Note how clean the teeth feel after
the other nine together to give the neces¬ the choir. Good ensemble singing cannot plies the starch digestantinthe saliva
using. Mark the absence of the vis¬
sary color and warmth. It may be argued be secured unless the conductors move¬ to combat starch deposits that cling.
cous8 film. See how teeth whiten as
that the continual rehearsing of the nine ments are minutely watched by every one. One multiplies the alkalinity of the
the film-coat disappears.
together would bring blend. Mere again Ragged attack, missing of leads, erratic saliva to neutralize mouth acids.
Within a week you will know that
we are up against hard facts. In the par¬ time? shortening or prolonging of notes,
In two ways it attacks the films di¬
your teeth are protected as they never
ticular case under review I rehearsed the inartistic phrasing, etc., are all caused by rectly. Then it keeps the teeth so
were before. And y°u WI]1r
nine sopranos for three months, using all not keeping an eye upon the conductor. highly polished that film cannot easily
want your teeth to look and feel like
the skill that twelve years of competition He has to sway the whole choir by his
that. Cut out the coupon now.
Cl ItS differs vastly from the old-time
work had given me, but without resu
beats, gestures and looks; and how can
Eventually I had to secure the tenth voice he do this effectively if a certain percent¬
r—-..
when the blend was immediately restored age of the chorus are not giving him their
! 10-Day Tube Free
and my ladies’ choir in an exceedingly attention. The only way to secureabsokeen competition was triumphant.
lute discipline here, is to put down he
the pepsodent company,
REG. US. Shimhi imii ■ ■ ■ "«" "
11""
Having noted some difficulties experi¬ baton every time even one number°f A
Dept. 834, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
enced in securing a blend it will be neces
choir is guilty of inattention—to fail here
v
Chicago, Ill.
The New-Day Dentifrice
sary to give some consideration to
is vital.
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to
style of singing. The successful cu iva
A scientific film combatant com¬
bined with two other modern req¬
uisites. Now advised by leading
Consult the Dictionary
dentists everywhere and supplied
Only one tube to a family
By Marion Z. Cronyn
by all druggists in large tubes.

There is really only one way of learn¬
ing the art of choral training and that is
by practical experience. If the choir is
already formed and it has been deeded
to study for competition work the first
° rse to be pursued is for the conductor
m obtain a knowledge of the individual
;
This will necessitate a personal
bearing of each voice, which must be done.
No choir can stand even a slender chance
of success without blend. Even after the
conductor has satisfied himself as to the
quality of voice of each unit he may find
that the general combination leaves much
to be desired.
Here is a little warning to the conductor
on the selection of his voices. Never be
over-anxious to secure a solo voice unless
vou are perfectly convinced that it is under
perfect control. On the other hand do not
refuse a voice of medium quality unless
the timbre is in your opinion too hard to
make a blend. After you have exercised
your wisest judgment the combined result
may not satisfy you.

Now Brush Teeth
In the new way—Remove the film

Five important effects

Every music student should have a small
The dictionary is an open mine of in¬ dictionary at least. Dr. Clark’s dictionary
formation for all but the lazy person, tone
has served thousands and 1S.s 1 a
.
of the reasons why many music s“ „
useful work. Much of the misunderstand¬
do not forge ahead is that they are a
ing about musical matters arises from a
too lazy to take the necessary s eps.
lack of accurate definition. See that yo
a good dictionary—a Grove if you, ,.
afford it-and, when you have any doubt get the matter right in your own mindand the only way to do that is to consult
about anything, just delve down m >
musical mine and find out what is right an authority.
and what is wrong.
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The Pedal Piano as an Aid to Organ Students
By Edwin H. Pierce

The quality of its tone
enraptures the heart
as its beauty of con¬
struction delights the
eye-

The young organist who aspires to
anything like a leading rank in his pro¬
fession must, above all things, acquire a
masterly pedal technic. It is obvious that
this requires long and properly specialized
practice, and there are very few organ
students who have access to an organ reg¬
ularly for a sufficient number of hours
each day to accomplish the desired result.
Then, too, the very richness and variety
of tone color on the organ excites the
player and leads him to experiment with
stop-combinations and delight in the grati¬
fication of * the ear, tp the neglect of the
purely technical practice. The writer has
known several organists of the highest
standing who had constant access to splen¬
did large organs in well-heated churches,
who nevertheless chose to do the greater
part of their regular practice on pedal
pianos, for this very reason. In his own
case he has found it to be so, and during
the last thirty years has owned no less
than three different sets of organ pedals,
of various makes, and found them an in¬
dispensable help. At the time he bought
them they cost about fifty dollars a set,
including the labor of attaching: at the
present time the price has, of course,
like that of all other articles, and i

Schomacker Piano
Company

Splendid Christmas Gifts

STEGER

MyHair Was
Quite Gray'

Ihe Mia*/ valuablepiano m Uu> world'

\\7E enrich our lives with the
possession of exquisite things.
But compare the mute beauty of
a finely fashioned vase or colorful
canvas with the living, singing
tone of a Steger grand piano and
you will understand the bond of
friendship which exists between
legions ofSteger owners and the in¬
struments they have come to love.

-It was falling out, getting brit¬
tle and stringy. My scalp was filled

more dandruff. And-marvel of marvels
?t is now restored to its original colorJ, 9 „rfty hair shows anywhere!
n0tKa„l?rraiL i»"“‘^yan5'rentes orgtai
&Stoagray'ha"vanbdy & hai/and

ST EGER &. SONS
Piano Manufacturing Company
Founded by John V. Steger. 1879
Steger Buildinc, Chicago, Illinois
Factories at Steger, Illinois

The Simple Organ Voluntary

MS
Stores «ruy hair to its original coior.
hygienic laboratories
,334-3338 W«.t 38lh Strrel.

Amidst the wealth of organ music and
types of organ selections as voluntaries,
organ arrangements, the short and simple
and from the conviction as to their accept¬
selection has distinct claims to be recog¬
ableness to a considerable proportion of
nized. And a sufficiency of such material church goers.
is not far to seek. In addition to pub¬
Here is a suggested list of the sort of
lished collections of the more simple vol¬
thing advisable to fill in with at times. It
untaries, numerous other excerpts are to
is capable of many additions:
be found which may be rendered useful
Selections from collections of easy vol¬
with a little adaptation.
untaries for small organs (with or without
It is undeniable that a large proportion pedal).
of ordinary organ music, by reason of its
Useful material may be found also in
length and development requires abbrevia¬
reed organ collections.
tion—not to say mutilation, in order to
Excerpts from old Masses, especially
make it conform to the average length
those of Mozart and Haydn.
desirable for interludes.
Airs and short choruses from the lesser
Apart from this fact, a short and simple
voluntary, because of its straigthforward known works of Handel. Movements
utterance, exhales a certain calm and re¬ irom Handers chamber music. Airs by
Gluck, old Italian composers, etc
ligious atmosphere which appeals directly
,DPn:lu,des ir,om Rink’s Organ School
to those hearers who prefer simple melo¬
dic ideas, simply expressed. For this rea¬ (Book 1). Those m E minor F# minor,
E
major, and Bb major are to be specially
son (and it is an important one), the
recommended.
Some of the postludes
church organist should make a point of
using simple voluntaries occasionally, thus (Books 3 and 4) are useful. Note the
brilliant postlude in Ab (Book 4).
pleasing a diversity of tastes by means of
Short pieces by Batiste (Elevations
a judicious mingling of the more elaborate
Communions, etc.).
and the simpler styles. A little thought
Some short pieces by Hesse.
and research will assist him in discovering
Mendelssohn’s
Christmas Pieces in Eb
many desirable and little-known selections G and D.
which, as a whole, arc now unperformed.
Themes from slow movements of stand¬
Many such are suitable for church use,
cither on ordinary or special occasions' ard orchestral and chamber music, adapted
and accommodated.
Although the short voluntary is mainly
Incidentally, the short voluntary may
•serviceable as an interlude, it can some¬
furnish the organist with simple themes
times find a place as either prelude or
for purposes of improvisation, at the same
postlude. Also, it is particularly appro¬
priate when it immediately succeeds a de¬ time affording models for succinct statevotional hymn, often more so than is an
elaborate ’number, no matter how well
played.
The writer, in thus advocating the
claims of the simple voluntary, speaks
from a long experience in the use of all

not available, it may be ordered on apIn the great mass pf musical literature
there are special things that a teacher finds
P The list may now be classified into tech¬
most useful for the needs of his particu¬
nical exercises, etudes or studies, study
lar students. He. retains the names and
arid recital pieces, and ensemble music.
numbers of many of the pieces and uses
This then, can easily be divided into
them repeatedly. But there are many
grades and listed either under names of
more things that he must “thujnb the
compositions or of the composers m your
catalogs" to find.
own catalog. Those things which one
By far the most efficient way is to make
uses constantly need only, be listed with
one’s own catalog. It is not an arduous name, number, composer and publisher.
undertaking and is a great saving of time
But the more unfamiliar ones should have
■ in the future. It can be added to con¬
brief notes that will bring their outstand¬
stantly, and new things listed (with shorting features at once before you+name of
description in some instances) until the
composer and work, editor style, time,
catalog becomes a valuable work for ref¬
special technical demands, length, form,
erence.
key, publisher and catalog number For
The most natural divisions for teaching
example: J. Jones, “Impromptu (edited
are, of course, the various grades of diffi¬
by Smith), brilliant, colorful recital numculty; that is, classification according to
ber—% time-octaves, staccato, and rapid
style of playing or technical demands.
passages—3 pages—3-part song form For the teacher of average students of
many grades, the first method is suitable; flat. Published by-, No. 3621.
Much space should be left for the list¬
while the second is preferable for the
ing of new works—a little time given to
teacher of students of all one grade—say,
this at regular intervals keeps the teacher
all beginners, or all advanced.
conversant with the new and attractive
Before starting to make the catalog it
material that is constantly placed at ms
is advisable to study thoroughly the pub¬
disposal by the enterprising publishers.
lications and lists of the large music pub¬
Your publisher will supply you at very
lishing houses and make notes of all
slight cost with an appropriate book in
the numbers one can use. Special care
which special entries may be made. Ask
should be taken to study new or unfamiliar
works. If the music one wishes to see is for the Teacher’s Hand Book.

Musical Doctors

New!

By William Reed

ESTABLISHED 1838

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

unsettled to name an exact figure here, but
if they cost a hundred or more, they would
be well worth it to the organ student.
Any one of the better makes may be
attached to and detached from an upright
piano without in any way marring it or
detracting from its future value. If the
maker is within convenient distance he will
generally be willing to attach them with¬
out extra charge; otherwise the piano
must be sent to him for the purpose, or
some competent person engaged to do the
work. There are three classes of persons
who can do this—a piano tuner who is
also a good mechanic; a carpenter or
cabinet maker who understands enough of
music to know the notes on a piano; an
organ builder. The first attaching of the
pedals takes about one day’s work, but
afterward they may be taken off or put on
in half an hour's time. The maker fur¬
nishes full directions.
The pedal piano is, of course, designed
primarily for the use of organ students,
but it is really quite an attractive instru¬
ment for its own sake. Schumann realized
this and wrote three Sketches for the
Pedal Piano. A pedal piano (square),
formerly used by Mendelssohn, is still
preserved in the Leipsic Conservatory.

Edward MacDowell
REMINISCENCES and ROMANCE
By NATALIE ALDEN PUTNAM

The Guilmant
Organ School
WILLIAM C. CARL. Director
Hundreds of students now holding
positions. Students aided in secur¬
ing positions. Practice facilities.
22J Year October 12ttr—Catalog
| 17 E. Eleventh St., New York City

600 So. Rampart, Los Angeles, California
°a S‘m“ lPuataam.MPrlcet$l.OTr TOm
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Walter Pickenhahn

MUSIC ENGRAVING
and PRINTING
ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY

Enthusiastic Letters from Etude Readers

theArets

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.
165 Woodland St.

Hartford, Conn.

THE “ORGOBLO’

It must be added that the old-fashioned
simple voluntary may possess, for the or¬
ganist a certain charm; appearing as a
sort of old comrade, and reviving pleasant
associations of his early days of appren-

SBfgfcg

S a* wort, w! ehMrfulIy recommend ^t
iUYdue?Se-ELasfE0BBluoHT Mus. B„ Pa.

[AUSTIN ORGANS]
A steady increase through the years
or contracts secured without solicitation,
and because of the reputation achieved
by organs already in use.
Special problems of meeting con¬
ditions of placement and voicing a
specialty of Austin builders.
Unvarying and high reputation for
responsibility and solid enduring work¬
manship. Austin organs stand all tests. L_

pire and the United States, musicians dis¬
The degree of Doctor of Music, Bache¬
tinguished academically for their accom¬
lor of Music and Master of Music seems
to be a peculiarly Anglo-Saxon distinction. plishments have usually received such de¬
It is hardly known outside of the British grees as Doctor of Philosophy. This was
Empire and the United States. At one the degree bestowed upon Brahms, Schu¬
time the degree was given with far too mann and Mendelssohn by German univer¬
unfortunate liberality here in America but sities. Columbia University confers the
in recent years it has been restricted by degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Ph. D.)
better institutions, so that it really does in music instead of the former degree of
stand for a degree of attainment suggested Doctor of Music (Mus. Doc.)
by the degree. Outside of the British Em¬

For a few^y

ATLANTIC

Atlantic City is I jL
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Self-Suggestion
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ce—E. L. Hubbard, in The Diapason
TEase mention T.HE ETTJDE when addressing
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bo?T’H Prelude is worth the price of
f^Took -^-’c^A. COOPER, Minn.

Look for the Oblong Rubber But¬
ton-the Button that Prevents r
Slipping and Ruthless Ripping.
GEORGE FROSTCOMPANY, M AKERS, BOSTON

Those to the manor born sense
Qual¬
ity appeal of Lablache-the powder si
preme. Like old friends, it weai
is closely clinging. A dainty
toiletrequisitef or dainty^
women who really ^
care for their
complexions.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers, Dept.
125 Kingston St.. Boston,

Kill The Hair Root
album of Celebrated
ost Interesting and
Bispham’s explanator^remarks^are qufte muZinaTing an*df
•translations
■. • ■— of -f
+he teits —
s
.jJ.I—George Harold Miller,

great stimulus to students ana me yuui.se,
nrnfessionals Both Bispham and the Presser
(Jo deserve the hearty thanks of all teachers
of the voice.—Herbert Stavely Sammo^d,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Marshall, Washington, D. L.
The Twenty-five Melodiettfor Eve, Ear
and Hand Training, by Mathilde Bilbro, are
splendid. I intend using them with my
Ml-. Bispham, I came
wit. Mother music class and feel sure they will be very
helpful.—Mrs. W. M. Hutson.
FSihould beaddeA-S. CamilloEngIl,
Much pleased
Four Hand EMbiHon
Pieces for Piano. Was delighted to nna
Calif.
such fine selections in duet form.—Mrs. W.
Frh ibition Four Hand Pieces is surely a
most valuable contribution to this kind ot M. Hutson.
bOoks.-EbWARD Mayerhofer, N. Y.
the most satisfactory books of little studi
Received the Recital Song Booh
that has come to hand. I shall use
,
. am
nm vej.v
very much pleased
with it.
3ispham,
Wanderer,
is during the coming season.—Helen G. Hay
^I'compWeiydeacribed byU,

f

HOSE SUPPORTERS

Ke0woX8’a?eUspl»adM8’ ^have orde

i Jfi kave.usedtte differ;

800n
toil vnu of what wonderful suc.tebeen°Uhaving with ^new
v-—
~
tf he
helps
the readers
dullest
Beginner’s
Book
It
P evenndid
" m!lemeffo?t.-MRS. Myrtle Ware

The unique feature of the
“Sew-Ons ” is the all-rubber
Oblong Button same as found
on all genuine

_Miss Cecils Robert, Switzerland.

Handl? wasTwelcI1ome TnS^We Hope that

'HALFONTE

VELVET GRIP “Sew-Ons”
V can be attached to any
corset—the easiest thing in the
world to do. It is always well
to have a set handy to replace
the inferior hose supporters
found on so many good corsets.

Carl Venth’s Musical Theory and Writing
Booh will prove of. great assistance to the
earnest teacher, indispensable to the student
on/i n npooaaitv to many who pass__ as

My method Is the on
^ayi™,C750-X? mS P&lTKovIdence.
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Violin Superstitions
<|

Department for Violinists
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
“If All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together

Facial Expression in Violin Playing

-R. SCHUMANN

The Proper Violin Position

Violin students and violinists should not formance was a “scream,” for he not only
By W. A. Henderson
fad to cultivate a pleasing facial expres- uncorked all his old “faces” and contorStand erect, with weight on the left
After you get the knack of keeping the.
sion while playing, especially when play- tions, but invented an entirely new series
mg m public. A young lady writes to on the spur of the moment. The audience foot, which should be forward. The violin bow straight, try to do it with your eyesi
The Etude on this subject as follows: indulged in spasms of mirth, and the vio- should lie gently between the chin and shut—by the “feel” of it. Then open your '
shoulder,
held
lightly
by
the
thumb
and
eyes and see how nearly right you are.i
“I am just a beginner on the violin, and Hoist retired in the middle .of his solo and
therefore have many faults to correct be- never afterwards mustered up courage to the index finger at the point where it joins Try it again with your eyes open, then
fore they become permanent. One of P,ay aeain in public. His trouble came the palnj
. . of the hand. Never let it sink with them shut, until the movement is;
made accurately, without the assistance of ’
my most annoying faults is that, on ren- largely from the fact that he played every- down into the flex between,
dering a difficult passage, or in a place thin£ too fast, and insisted on trying to
Do n°t let the violin droop. Keep the the eye.
where I press hard with the bow, my nos- play music which was to° difficult for him. scroll level with the line of the floor. This
Salient Points
.
The cause of all this trouble is that the gives a grateful and comfortable position,
trils automatically
enlarge. -If- I count
To sum up, there are six things to look
time out loud, I am not bothered in the performer is trying to do what is beyond and makes for fluent playing later,
Tilt the belly of the violin inward to- out for in holding the violin
least. I am asking this strange question him, with the result that his nervous sysLeft foot,
because the expanded nostrils are notice“ key"d up *° to° hif a te,nsi«- The ward you so that the G string is easily
Chin and shoulder.
able, and
and they
thev give
give me
me a
a rather
rather ‘distorted’
MfstorW’ f^hIfte ™alk,ng slowly along the road has accessible to the bow.
able,
Neck of violin,
Practice a few minutes at a time—just
facial expression. Now, please, what is his usual expression. Let him run at the
Tilt
of belly,
top of his speed in a race, and he will in- the holding of the violin. Rest. Then
the cause, and how can it be overcome ?”
Scroll held up,
dulge iu all sorts of painful facial expres- carefully get into proper position again,
In playing the violin, or, for that mat¬ sions and contortions. In a similar man- While you r£st, study your notes. Look
Elbow under violin;
ter, any other instrument, the player whose ner, if the violin student is playing some- at them and name them till they grow as and five things to look out
n holding
nervous
is keyed
up
~ system
r
* too strongly - thing which is easy for him, and well familiar to you as the streets you walk the bow:
the effort to master the technical difficulties within his powers, the chances are that he along every day; as familiar as the friends
Finger-hold on the frog,
of the music, .s very liable to make all will have a calm and natural expression, you meet and chat with. Be scrupulous
Elbow,
o s o grimaces, gestures and annoying Let him attempt something which is much about getting every point in the holding
Tilt of stick,
facial expressions. Some keep the mouth beyond his ability, which he has to try to of your instrument correct. Stand before
Wrist high.
open, others compress or bite the lips, play by “main strength,” as the expression a glass and see that you are poised lightly
Bow at right angles.
elevate the eyebrows, grit the teeth, groan goes, and he is likely to develop all sorts and comfortably and that there is no stiffTo make these correct motions a habit, ;
more or less audibly, sway to and' fro, of queer expressions, facial distortions ness anywhere,
do not allow yourself one inaccuracy, even
shift from one foot to the other, expand an<f grimaces as the result of the unusual
for one stroke of the bow. Adjust your
the nostrils, or indulge in all sorts of ex- nervous and muscular efforts he is putting
The Pr Per Bow Position
position after every up-and-down bow. In,
pressions and contortions, which greatly forth. As his technic advances he will
Pick the bow up with the inner corner this way you will avoid erroneous habits ;•
detract from the repose and composure be ahle to play more difficult music, at the of the thumb and the first joints of the that will later be difficult to break up.
which their playing should exhibit.
same t!me retaining his ordinary facial index and middle fingers, the thumb just
Then, when your position of lxxly, vio¬
Performers on musical instruments are
„,!*• ,
, ■
touching the frog. Then place the other lin and bow, is well established, pay atten¬
not the only sufferers from this trouble.
P7 2
aiding expres- fingers on the bow, the little finger touch- tion to the tone, making it steady and
We often see the same thing in actors,
t
n
. t- .mpt mUS1C
the Stlck rather toward the inside- to sweet, not forgetting to study your notes
athletes, orators and all sorts of public „eat ‘ Jd’“ and whlch fuses a brace the stick against the contraction of as you rest.
—c__
_„„
great stram °n the nervous system. A the other fingers. This gives good control
performers. Note the look of agony
good expression is a great element of sueLay the frog of the bow on the strings
the faces of a lot of runners in a race,
cess in public playing, and the violinist between the end of the fingerboard and the
The Secret of Teaching
coming in on the home stretch,'as they put
should do his best to cultivate it. Many a bridge. It should be held parallel with the
The very heart and essence of success
forth their most supreme efforts to win.
violin solo player has won success just as bridge at all times, no matter upon what
in violin teaching, or the teaching of any
Watch the nervous play of expression
, ,
,
, , ■ r
the,result ,°f faclal expressions suitable string or strings it is placed. Tilt the stick other art or science, is in the student un¬
the face of a man trying to make his first to the varying moods of the music as it is away from you so that the edge of the
derstanding the task which his teacher
speech in public. Some time ago a movie played.
hair rests on the’string
film was made of a lot of athletes doing
Many violinists have these unfortunate
To draw the bow properly, begin with sets for the next lesson. The student who
is practicing incorrectly is really going
all sorts of stunts requiring tremendous bablts of distorting the face and indulging the wrist arched high, but without stiffbackwards instead of forwards, just as a
exertion, and was exhibited all over the in aU ,sorts of unfortunate grimaces with- ness, and the back of the hand inclined tocountry, attracting great attention. The oat brnng aware of it. Cultivate the habit ward you. Draw the bow gently and man walking along the wrong road is
getting gradually farther away from his
•emarkable part of the film was the exHf ™ the ® afs oo^ionally, while lightly across the G string, first
destination. Of course, it is too much to,
pressions on the faces of the athletes. P aylngl and see wbat you find.
down bow, from the frog to the point; expect that the student should understand
then a full up bow, from the point to the in absolute perfection the advanced lesson
Some had agonized expressions, others
—frog.
e observed to be grinding their teeth.
Tender Plants
which has been assigned; but he should
In drawing the bow, keep it moving have a fairly good idea of how to sur¬
and the faces of all
steadily, and do not try for power of tone.
torted in various ways.
mount the difficulties involved in it. If
By C. W. FuIIwood
Watch carefully the direction of your bow. he has no comprehension of how to play
The violinist should watch his facial
See that it is parallel with the bridge all the lesson which has been assigned, his
expression very closely, and his teacher
Young pupils should be handled as thrn«<rh
““
practice time will lie completely wasted/
should observe it also. All these manner- tender plants. At first do not make hard not
rrnnkeH
i;t-»
°
6
movement’
not crooked, like this:
and the only remedy is for the teacher to.'
isms should be avoided. I once had a pupil and irksome rules for practice. Rather
assign an easier lesson, one which he can
Bridge
who, during all the time he was playing, gulde the infantile mind to a spontaneous
understand. This would seem to be such
would make all manner of faces, screwing exPtessl°n of its individual need and cona self-evident proposition that it would
up his lips, batting his eyes, working his Sfp Ion ° n'u®lca^ tones. Impress upon
Bow
F
...
"...
. the
(-bn* the J-athe vrainrr
young etnrlent
student that
daily study
seem hardly necessary even to mention it,
nostrils, and giving a correct imitation of
and practice of music is as necessary for
and yet we find students rushing through'
a clown in a pantomime. I corrected him
r like this:
his mental growth, in this direction, as is
volumes of exercises and dozens of pieces,
continually, put him on easier music, and
the need of food for his physical growth.
without the slightest comprehension of
Bridge
urged him to practice a great deal in front
how to play them really well. People are
of the looking glass, watching his expres¬
continually writing to this department,
“Nothing great was ever achieved with¬
sion closely. In spite of all- I could do
claiming to have rushed through two;
he could not break himself of the habit. out enthusiasm.”—Emerson.
three or four years’ work in one year,
One unlucky evening the ladies of the
but straight, like this:
and asking if they have net made wonder¬
ful progress. The chances are that many
church which he attended prevailed upon
Give particular attention to the basses
Bridge
of these students who are trying to get
him to play a violin solo at the church when you are playing. Your harmony
ahead so rapidly would be set back to the
.concert. He consented, and he certainly can not be clear unless you do this._
very beginning if they should go to a real
was the hit of the concert. His per- Anton Rubinstein.
master of violin teaching.

0

There 's no musical instrument about
. . ci;ng so many queer notions and
W”1 stitions as the violin. One of the
supertst js that held by so many people
stran, I tone 0f a violin is often improved
tbat being broken and then mended. It
by * S almost incredible, but that very idea
•^Mieved by thousands of people.
The following letter was recently re•
bv The Etude, evidently written by
ceive
0f intelligence and education:
3 S,„mR Violin Department.—In dis.
tbe making of violins, some one
cusrs‘
asSertion that violin makers often
!”a i- the violin to pieces after it has been
’Ttnsiether and then put the pieces toth r again’ in order to improve the qualg
t the violin.
lt5“The above fact was questioned by anther oerson. Therefore I would like to
*ieP some authoritative facts to prove
f u !h r that method is used or not. Are
^ o ins tatei to pieces at the seams, or
the viohns taken to piece

,1

correspondents sometimes write
t that their violins had met with
and state that
repaired

remedied) may be made to sound as well
as before the damage happened, it cannot
be made to sound any better, unless certain new parts have been substituted for
old, the position of certain parts changed,
or the size or thickness of certain parts
altered. In many instances the damage is
of such a nature that no amount of repairing can restore it to its original perfection.
In the great majority of cases damaged
violins can be completely restored, and
even in doubtful cases it is almost incredible what a skillful repairer can do for a
violin which seems ruined beyond help. |L
Some years ago a prominent American =
’cellist had his ’cello, a superb Cremona
instrument, worth several thousand dollars, smashed in a street railway accident
in Chicago. He was frantic with grie ,
as the damage seemed beyond help. He
however, took the cello to one of the
greatest fiddle doctors in America, who set
to work on it with loving care, with the
result that the instrument was restored to
practically its former perfection,
Lack of space forbids the enumeration
of the various kinds of damage to violins

="3£rL ,11«. Sts

Violins Built in Our Own Workrooms
Combining .11 d. »*» m

Fffiest Italian Strings for Violin, Viola, ’Cello and Bass (also Harp.)
Write for catalog, prices and terms to

musicians supply company
60

Lagrange Street

OvideMusin’s

BOSTON, MASS., U.

S. A.

I

Belgian School of Violin'
in 4 books. No such definite system
of violin instruction from A to / has
heretofore existed. Price $5.00. Per¬
sonal instruction by Ovide Musin m
the whole violin repertory and AU¬
THENTIC FINGERINGAND
BOWING USED BY VIEUXTEMPS, WIENIAWSKI and
Others.
. „ ,
Address, 51 West 76th St.,NewYork

Notice, to All Kinds of Violinists

construction, violin makers (espeaa y
amateur violin makers) sometimes remov

g

^ bar, etc., if they have become
giued back into place, and

We can supply you with everything you may aesire
11 you wlil bSt write fully what you are looking lor.
We have a selected assortment of
STUDENTS' VIOLINS, from *D> nn S80-00$75.00 to $3,000.00,
Real Old Violins by real mi
SBWSJS&SC
)0; pernambuco^wood, from
ten days trial upon receipt
tekon in nart Dayment
me payments
.

New Time Saving
Methods in Business

..

of the violin, or make other changes which
* by the use of discs or cleats of
They result from
they hope will improve the violin. If a y
P
tbe edges of the wood tothe purchase of an
improvement is thus effected.itis «
y gether, or where portions of the back or
RUBU5T EEMtlNDER & 50NS
not taking the violin apart which'mproves gt ^ tQ ^ rein£orced by gluing pieces
F tab 1846
141 West 42nd St., N. Y.
it, but the changes and correctionswhc
have been worn
Babecri**
a;e made. Breaking a violin and then
part of the wood has been demending it without mak'nf a"y; °fof stroyed through accident the repairs may
changes would, of course, be the heignt oi ^
morg or less change of tone, if
AKADEMIE & ETERNELLE
Silk Stpin0S
absurdity.
,.
there are many cracks to be repaired or
Hearing violin makers (especi y
reinforcing of wood done,
LA FAVORITA & ELITE
teurs ) talk about taking their violins apart m^
of vgry old instruments are
Gut Strings
to make changes has given rise to tne
mgs a,most a mass of cracks. SomeFor Sale by Leading Importers and Jobbers
popular delusion which some people have
depressions have been worn by the
»wee— M LSCHOOTNC CO.^
that simply taking a violin to pieces and t,m
bridge; and there may be
gluing the pieces back, without making «**- wQm places
the back or belly,
any further changes, improves the tone
^ ^ o{ the S0Und-post. Varnish
will demonstrate
a violin.
.
kp scraped off and the violin revarThc more common notion that a viohn
^ tWs should be done only if the
VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR
how your office
sounds better after cracks and other diam.
{s almost WOrn off and in very bad
age are repaired than it did before the ac
dition violinists owning valuable old
can cut down its
Studio: 126 West 97th Street
cident which produced them happened,
^ extremely careful to whom they
Telephone: 5348 Riverside NEW YORK CITY
be explained in an equally natural man
their vioiins for repairing, as a
overhead.
ner. A violin player takes his vlolla
bungler can easily make mistakes in rethe repairer to have some damage rem ^ wh;ch will greatly detract from the
VIOLIN TEACHERS
died. In many cases this can be done
g{ ^ viojin. I once knew of a case
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
be&^swhe'n ^HnT'wifh'1"8
that the violin will sound as well as eve ,
& y;olin maker actually scraped the
Bel Canto Method^By M*» Madison Watson
in others, not. It all depends on the charQff a genu;ne Guarnenus violin
THEODORE PILE SSL: It CO.. Philadelphia,
acter of the injury. In a great many cases ^ revarnisbed it, thus decreasing its
the repairer will find things whic
hundreds of dollars.
.,
be corrected in addition to the injury which vaUie
are possessed of he idea
his customer asks to have repaired. The
b°
^
ks and disfigurebass bar may be wrong, the sound post tna^ ^ arg
an old violin he more
in the wrong place or not made correctly,
it ;s. The contrary is true. In
the bridge may be in bad shape, or lkde
of genuine °ld Cremona violins,
gutters worn in the fingerboard, etc. in
yation enters iargely mto their value.
customer, as a rule, directs the repairer to p
mQre perfectly preserved they are,
put the violin in perfect playing condition. ^ greater prices they command. Violins
Has But to Touch the Keys of the
When he comes for his instrument, the r
»
beautiful Cremona varnish m
pairer usually says: “Here’s your violin, with ^ lrf presentation are e^ciaffiy
it sounds better than ever.”
sought by connoisseurs. V'o'imsts wno
The customer takes his violin home and soug ^
^ lue of their violins
should take pains to keep them in perfect
•S,
Wih:ihl^V”E “1- should take pains to kfP
repair, and to wipe all dust and rosin off
-n his violin, which is in good playing —i
to know that the tonal resources are true
dition, perhaps, for the first ’tl®e^. _d the violin after using.
sweet and full-while the piano is a work
years. He tells his friends that he has had
his violin “mended” and that it so
of art expressing unquestioned excellence.
better than ever before, and neverrealizes
that it is the fact that the repairer has
J
JESSE FRENCH & SONS, NEWCASTLE, IND.
corrected all defects, and not mere y
mending of the specific injury tna
made the improvement.
.
It cannot be too strongly stated that
Pleag^mentlon THE ETUDE whan addressing o
while a damaged violin (if the damag
of such a nature that it can be comp
S
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Studying Scales
By Rena Idella Carver
o me. “How
do you get pupils to remember scale fingerings? I have to correct them continually.”

This is done in <
rhythms.
Now we treat the left hand. We study
it descending first, as the fingering and

tri^Sr
Scale of C with the left hand descend-

12-12scending scale in the right hand. We repeat this process with the left hand.
With the right hand we play the scale

12-12-

CB-GF-Small CB-GF-Great G.
12-1212-121Sca,e of c with the left hand ascending
Great CO-GA-Small CD-GA-Midd.e

ond finger fall ascending, and thumb and
fourth, or thumb and third, descending.
Thus:
Scale of C with the right hand ascending.
Small CD-FG-Middle CD-FG-One-line
12-1212-12-

14-1314 U
.
CD-GA-One-line CD-GA-Two-line G.
14-1314-13
This is followed by the compl
up four octaves right hand as
left hand descending, taking tne

CD-FG-Two-line CD-FG-'
12-1212-12-

A New Toy Symphony
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Junior Etude Competition
The Junior Etude will award three
tty prizes each month for the neatest
best original stories or essays, and
answers to musical puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this month,
••How I Can ImProve Th's Year” ft
must contain not over 150 words. Write
nn one side of the paper only. Any boy or
°irl under fifteen may compete.
8 All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender (not written on a

£>^1 fefy™&n

■JUNIOR*

OCTOBER 1920

THE ETUDE
Then she decided upon a plan to improve
her time and when she took her next les¬
son her teacher was amazed at her im¬
provement. And she practiced keeping
time with some noises about her home—
generally the ticking to the big grand¬
father’s clock—until finally it became a
habit and she always kept perfect rhythm
after that.
Audrey Hawkey (Age 14),
Alta Loma, Cal.

0

•'‘t“jSiS, ESr)co»™te m2

ETUDE

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., before
„ („,„ntieth of October.
the twain
•
„nj
•
The name of the prize winners and their
Mti-ihiitions will be published m the DeCOntriDunons
K
cember issue.
...
,.
Please comply with all of these conditions and do not use typewriters.

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST

'jMusic Lessons

You have all heard of the old tongue
twisters, haven’t you ? The kind that
give your tongue a great deal of extra
work to do, all for nothing, such as—
“An old cold scold sold a school coal¬
scuttle,” or “Eight great gray geese gaily
grazing in the grass.”
With a little practice these tongue-twist¬
ers can be mastered, just as a clumsy
technical passage in a piece can be mas¬
tered with practice.
However, there is another variety of
tongue-twister that does not improve with
practice—in fact, it only gets worse—and
that is the twister who twists and chews
his tongue while studying or practicing
or taking a music lesson. Are you one
Sometimes a pupil sits down to practice
or take a lesson, and out goes his tongue,
first to one side and then to the other, and
all twisted up like a pretzel!
Really, it is hard on the tongue, which
has its own special work to do—to say
nothing of being a great waste of energy
and lost motion.
So, play your music with your fingers
and let the poor tongue rest. You will
practice better if you take things easy—
and your scales do not need the assistance
of a tongue.

What Do You Know ?
This is a true story. Once upon a time
(but not very long ago) I heard a little
girl play for some older people—a whole
roomful of them. She played a long and
difficult piece without her notes, and she
played it well.
Then, when it was over, one of the
ladies present remarked, as some one al¬
ways remarks on such occasions, “That
was perfectly wonderful, my dear. How
in the world can you remember it all ?”
And the child answered simply, “I do
not have to remember it, Miss Jones, I
know it.”
Now just for sixty seconds, stop and
consider the wisdom of that answer. Did
you ever realize that there is a difference
between remembering and knowing ? Think
how much gray matter we waste trying
to remember the things that we should
know. We do not have to remember that
two and two make four, or that Canada
is north of the United States, or that there
are three hundred and sixty-five days in
a year; we know all these things, but we
once had to learn them, nevertheless.
What we know we do not have to re¬
member. What we merely think we know
we will probably forget.
If we always had the mental attitude of
that child, playing for others would be a
supreme pleasure. We would never be
nervous, for we would be spared the
worry of trying to remember what we
should know.

Alice’s Music Lesson
By Maude B. Allen
“Begin at the beginning,” said the Cat¬
“I wonder if this is the way into the
lot where the Caterpillar lives,” said Alice erpillar. He gravely took the hookah
to herself. And then she saw on a tall from his mouth and pointed to the be¬
mushroom the Blue Caterpillar. He was ginning.
“It was 3/4 time, I thought,” said Alice
quietly smoking his hookah and taking
not the slightest notice of her. However, after playing several measures.
“It was,” said the Caterpillar, “the last
as Alice came up, he removed the hookah
I saw of it. You haven’t counted for
from his mouth and addressed her. “So
four measures and it has changed to
you are back?” he said.
12/4. The quarter notes have all crossed
“I was afraid I should be late,” replied
the bars and we shall have a dreadful time
Alice politely.
straightening them. Play the last lesson.”
“B sharp or B flat, never B late!” ad¬
“I haven’t practiced it—I left it.”
monished the Caterpillar severely.
“That was not right. Don’t you know
“If you please,” said Alice, “I guess I left from right? The last lesson last, of
will not take a lesson to-day.”
course, stupid 1”
“Guess again,” said the Caterpillar.
After Alice had played the last lesson
“How the creatures argue,” thought the Caterpillar turned the page. The
Alice to herself, as she sat down at the quarter notes had all crept back into
piano, which she suddenly found standing their places and Alice took pains to
near the Caterpillar. “I begin here to-day count them carefully; then she looked
and take this page.”
up, but the Caterpillar was nowhere to
“I am glad you are to begin to-day” he be seen. So she gathered up her music
said. “I thought it might be some time and started for home. “Of all the cross
next week.”
music teachers I ever saw!” she said to
Alice could hardly play for the tears herself. She had not gone far before she
which came to her eyes. “I’ve lost the heard sounds from a piano. She looked
place,” she' said.
back and there, sure enough, the Caterpil¬
“In which case you will have to find it lar was playing with all his might. But
again,” said the Caterpillar. “I did not Alice did not hear him remark, as he
lose it, therefore I shan’t find it for you.” glided into the grass, “Quite a bright
Alice tried again, but it was of no use.
child, after all.”

Chinese Music
In ancient times in China, there were
only five tones used in the musical scale,
and each one of these tones had a pecu¬
liar name. The tones were F, G, A, C, D
and they , were called "Emperor,” “Prime
Minister,” “Subjects,” “State Affairs”
and “Universe” and each one was repre¬
sented by a peculiar written character.
The Chinese believed that nature gave
them eight materials with which to make
music. These were skin, stones, wood,
metal, clay, bamboo, silk and gourds.
(These latter were something like pump¬
kins with hard shells.)
From the dried skins the Chinese
made elaborate drums; they made disks

of stone and struck them with hammers;
wood made the bodies of instruments,
and also hollow boxes which were
struck with hammers; the metal was
made into bells, and it is said that the
art of bell-founding was invented in
ancient China. From clay they made
whistles and pipes; bamboo was used for
flutes; silk furnished the strings for the
instruments requiring them; and gourds
were used for hollow resonance boxes,
to which were attached numerous bam¬
boo pipes. This instrument is called a
“cheng.”

Tommy’s Clock
By Aletha Phillips
A tick, a tock, a tick, a tock.
What’s the name of Tommy’s clock?
He winds it and it ticks away
But never tells the time of day.
A little bell the accent rings,
Whenever Tommy plays or sings
It marks the time—now fast—now slow—
And Tommy knows just how to go.
It keeps his rhythm perfect, too.
Without it, what would Tommy do?

“Not very,” answered the voice. “Your
dotted notes arc never exactly right, and
you ignore your rests, and some notes you
hold too long. Every time you strike I
have to sound; and it is very hard for me
to know just when you are going to strike.
So please think of me a little
Susie did so and was highly compli¬
mented by her teacher for her lmprovement.
,.
,,,
Linnea Johnson (Age 13),
Muskegon, Mich.

Running in Low Gear
Probably everybody knows enough or
hears enough about automobiles these days
to understand what is meant by "running
in low gear”; and you know that it is very
important, for no matter how fast an au¬
tomobile may be made to go it has to begin
on low gear—slow, steady, and strong.
What about your practicing? You may
speed it up into high gear, you may even
make a racing machine out of your piano,
but you have to begin on low gear, or you
will never become a rapid player.
Try for a week to play everything you
practice (scales, studies, pieces, etc.) in
low gear, very slow, very steady, and very
strong. Then later on, if you want to
“speed up” a little, your fingers will be in
better running order, and you will find that
everything comes much easier to you for
your week spent in “low gear.”

Counting Aloud
My teacher makes me count out loud,
But really it’s an awful bore—
One — two — three — four; one — two
—three—four.
She says unless I count aloud
I never will play smooth, you see—
Three—one—two—three, and one—two—
three.
For when I do not count out loud
I get myself into a mix—
With
one—two—three—and—four—five
—six.

How nice ’twould be if JUST ONE DAY
Were quite enough to learn to play.
But music is not learned that way.
And so my teacher I’ll obey
And practice hard, and hope I may

Perform so well that folks will say
They do not mind how much they
Or even go a long, long way,
Just so that they can hear me play.

SUSIE’S SENSE OF RHYTHM
(Prize Winner)
Susie sat practicing her music lesson.
She was alone and was therefore very
much startled when a voice said, “Well,
who is playing that piano?”
Susie looked about but could see no one,
and still more frightened she replied, “It
is Susie.’’ "Ah, ha,” continued the voiqe,
“I dwell within the piano and if it were
not for me you could not play at all,, so, to
oblige me, please use better rhythm.”
“Do I not use gootj rhythm?” ‘

So every day I count out loud.
Yes, very faithfully I do—
One — two — one — two one — two —
one—two.

At Home

-

Honorable Mention for Compositions
Anna Louise Westman, Eleanor M. Paige,
Elizabeth Sloane, Isabel A. Williams, E.
Rogetta Bprryi Wolfe Bishop, Louisa Marie
Trickey, Helen Joyner, Hazel Luther, Gladys
Reinhardt, Doris Smith, Irene Cantwell,
Herbert B. Gilmore, Mildred La Rue Pox,
Catherine Stouffer, Mabelle O’Brien,
--

Who Knows?
Tongue Twisters
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1. What is melody?
2. What is harmony?
3. What is monophonic music?
4. What is polyphonic music?
5. Who was Palestrina?
6. When did he live?
7. What position did he hold?
8. What is his style of writing?
9. What was the Council of Trent?
10. How did Palestrina help to im¬
prove church music?

Answers to Last Month’s
Questions
1. The development of music during the
first thousand years after Christ was carried
on chiefly by the Church.
2 The Troubadours were bands of wanderminstrels who went about Southern
• •
the songs and poems they
*.. singinj
had composed.
were similar bands in
3. The Trouvei
the North of Frai
> existence during the
4. They came
twelfth
* ■-“

ha6PSThe Minnesingers were the Trouba¬
dours of Germany who flourished about the
1<Meistersingers followed the Mini in the thirteenth century and
founded clubs and s
> of the famous
8. Hans Sachs
SUSIE’S SENSE OF RHYTHM
MetstCTSlngers.
principal character
(Prizewinner)
— r-s opera, Die Meistersinger.
“Susif is positively hopeless," declared
10.a|L■ last Meisterslnger societies did
it of existence until after 1800.
her distracted teacher. “She will never be not go out
a good player for she has no sense of
Puzzle Corner
rhythm.”
, ,
When Susie overheard these words she
Answer to August PuzzuE-Flute, Orsought her brother Pat; for she always
..... p}ano
went to him with her troubles
Patty
Davis (Age 13),
dear, she said, will y°“1 «, P..cure I Atlanta Ga.; Solomon Jacobs (Age 12),
cultivate a sense of rhythm!
rhythm?
Sure
A™*N«Y;. Ruth M. Balfour (Age 10),
Will,” was the hearty answer.
n her sad tale Columbus, O.
So after she had told him
Pat said, "Indeed, I was not in the army
for nothing. The best cure for your fail¬
Honorable Mention for
ing is marching.”
. ,
Puzzles
Hour after hour he drilled her—right,
t great many correct answers were
left, right, left—until one day she played
her scales and exercises in perfect rhy
• from UUI„
„ Marearet e.
When she took her next lesson her Bowen, Frederic^J^^garihall. Carolee
teacher was pleasantly surprised, and reHauske, Je«nfltteDo®fsync’
marked. “Well, Susie dear, will wonders Margaret EUcUct, Vivian Seva°^rews. Laura
n Alice Slocum,’ Philip .Tapperman
n^eaZweMn,CeSHvaC Marie manuu
Helen Gordon (Age 13),
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
va” PD°KeaVJohn^onh Ma“ga^t"Eccteston,

SffiEfesKSMSS

Sl'bb’ PhyllisHPhyE’rSN«a Davidson, Alma
SUSIE’S SENSE OF RHYTHM
Klein, Herbert B. Gilmore.
(Prize Winner)
“Oh, your rhythm Susie! Count!
Puzzle
Every lesson Susie's teacher said
same thing, but poor Susie did not know
what to do about
One°day hTthe'dty she went to sleep known American song
in a trolley car and when she awoke s
-—^
had a strange refrain running through
her head, “All in rhythm, all in rhythm.
Then she noticed the car wheels taking up
“
the words, then the horses’ hoofs on the
Staccato is a little word.
Pavement, then the people’s footsteps.
gut means an awful lot!
“Why they are all keeping time, said
^ ^ tQ {orget ;t though,
Susie surprisedly. “When I hum a June
And s0 we make a dot.
I can keep time with the city’s noise.

You Can Take a Complete
Conservatory Course
is now used by leading colleges of the country.

Sherwood Piano Lessons
for Students
Contain complete, explicit
ing. No stone has
devoted to eaefi lesson
It would surprise you to know that fcner^^
n .g possible for you

Sherwood Normal Lessons
for Piano Teachers
tone production, interpretationande pr njn ^ training the muscles
cal exercises for devfi1°P1fBg’arms and bodvf fully explained, illustrated

Harmony
Theorist and Composer.

Harmony Teaches
You to
4 Detect Wrong Note, and faulty pro-

J
1. Analyze Music, thus
determine the key of any composition and
its various harmonic progressions.
2 Transpose at Sight more easily accompaniments which you may be called
upon to play.

sessions whether in printed music or durg ^ ^ Derformance 0f a composition._
Memorize Rapidly, one of the very
neatest benefits derived from the study of
Harmony
Noteswher for any
.hi nnea written are inconvenient

Advanced Composition
course given by any school in America.

History of Music
By Glenn Dillard Gunn, noted writer and musician.
Course includes Analysis and Appreciation of Music.

This History

Unprecedented Special Offer!
you 6 lessons from the Normal Plano or
y We bave courses in
selected from some other subject, if
rk«"^ choral ConPiano (one for students a
Cornet Guitar and Mandolin. Select
ducting, Public School Music,
,
. ’nQW {or g iess0ns and catalog.
Yo^wuTreceteffun detail of the bourse and be under no obligation to
us. The cost is nothing and you will benefit much.

University Extension Conservatory
Dept. A-29, Siegel-Myers Bldg.
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America’s
Golden Prosperity
Never has the prospect for a fine musical
season been so good. The reaction from
the depression of war is being felt from
Cape Cod to the Golden Gate. America
is rich, ready to get down to work, am¬
bitious, music-hungry and has received
the greatest musical impulse in its entire
history.
u ,
The music teacher who does not make
good” this year has only himself to blame.
But he needs something more than the opnnrhinitv. combined with hard work, good

NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offers—
October, 1920
Beethoven’s Selected Sonatas.
Child’s Own Book—Liszt, Tapper.
Compositions for Beginners—Hamilton.
Easy Arrangements of Celebrated Pieces
First Position Pieces for Violin and
For the Home—Gaenschals.
Gurlitt, Op. 50.
Twenty-four Easy
Melodic Studies.
Heart Songs..
In Santa Claus Land—Eohrer.
Kohler’s Children’s Album, Op. 210...
Louis Kohler’s Elementary Studies,
Op. 163.
Melodic Study-Pieces for Left Hand
Alone—Sartorio .
Melodies Without Notes—Hudson.
New Pipe Organ Collection.
Kachmaninoif Album .
Russian Album for Pianoforte.
Schumann’s Fantasia Stiicke, Opus 12. .
Seven Songs from the South—Strickland
Stults’ Anthem Book.
Tschaikowsky Album .
Virginian Romance—H. Loren Clements
Wedding and Funeral Music foie the
Organ—Kraft .

Heart Songs
A Bargain
There is nothing that we like to do more
than to obtain something of real value
and be able to offer it to our friends and
customers at a real bargain price. Heart
Songs comes to us under just such condi¬
tions, a strongly-bound volume of 518
pages, containing 400 songs, a volume for
the family; for anywhere that friends are
gathered together; 400 songs that will be
treasured in the heart forever.
A volume of 400 priceless songs; the
lullabies of centuries; old love songs that
stirred the hearts of sixty years ago;
plantation melodies; songs of land and
sea; war, peace; home; travel; youth and
beauty; age; church; state and nation:
The Heart Songs of the Nation.
Realizing the inestimable value of this
work, both sentimental and practical, we
have purchased an edition, and for a lim¬
ited time we can offer this work which
has been selling regularly for $3.50, for a
cash, postpaid, price of $1.25. We have
met no volume that would be of more in¬
terest for the home, the individual, the
studio; no volume which would make a
more acceptable and appreciated gift to
anyone.

“Etude” Brand
Violin Strings
Here is a violin string of tested merit
and established demand. It is of Amer¬
ican manufacture and has practically dis¬
placed the imported string formerly re¬
garded so essential to the requirements of
both amateur and professional players.
The Etude violin strings give perfect sat¬
isfaction to the most exacting performer,
both as to tone quality and durability.
They also cost less than many other
brands and may be had regularly at 20
cents each (E, A, D or G) or in bundles
of 30 strings (one string or assorted
strings) for $4.25. When ordering by
mail, if possible, please give guage number.

Prize Contest
for Young People
Mozart was a composer of marked abil¬
ity when he was eight years of age. Tal¬
ent did not die with Mozart. The Etude
is hoping that among its thousands of
teachers there may be some at least who
have discovered a young student with a
talent which will reveal an ability to
make tunes, real tunes, one of the rarest
gifts in the world. If this contest can
discover just a few children who have
this talent it will be well worth while. A
great many teachers are turning their at¬
tention to getting little folks to express
themselves melodically. Musical compo¬
sition is quite as important in the educa¬
tional progress of the child as literary
composition is in the study of English.
What would you think of a teacher who
taught her pupils to read and to memorize
but never taught them to express their
own little thoughts? We think that lots
of children could write pretty pieces if
their teachers gave them a little instruc¬
tion. Full particulars of this contest are
given in another part of this issue. TheVe
are two classes (I) young folks under the
age of twelve and (II) young folks from
twelve to sixteen. The contest closes J anuary 1, 1921.

Orchestra
and Band Music
For the accommodation of our profes¬
sional patrons who are interested in music
for small or large orchestras we have es¬
tablished an “Orchestra and Band Music
Department,” through which we are now
in an excellent position to meet all de¬
mands for music in these important
classes. Owing to the nature of these pub¬
lications we do not include them in “On
Sale” packages, but they may be had sub¬
ject to liberal “examination and return”
privileges. Interested readers who give
us as definite an idea as possible as to
their needs will be served promptly and
with satisfaction.

Victor
Records
Our mail order business in Victor Rec¬
ords is rapidly increasing and our custom¬
ers can be counted in every State in the
Union. We also have regular customers
in Canada, the Virgin Islands, the Phil¬
ippines, New Zealand and other far-dis¬
tant points. From every section comes
the cry that Victor records are scarce,
and one correspondent describes the situa¬
tion in his particular city as “very acute.”
“I can get scarcely anything,” he adds.
It is the old, old question of the law of
supply and demand. Many people think
the supply of records has decreased.
Quite the' reverse—the supply to-day is
much larger than it was a few years ago,
but the demand has increased twenty-fold.
But conditions are going to be better this
fall. We find many missing records in
out-of-the-way places. We are constantly
on the lookout for them—numbers that
cannot be had from the factory or the
regular jobbers. That is the reason so
many of our customers tell us that we can
And for them and supply them with rec¬
ords that they have ordered elsewhere
without success. Try us on your next or¬
der. All orders amounting to $3 or over
sent postpaid anywhere in the U. S. Safe
delivery guaranteed.
New lists now
ready to send you for the asking.

base of supplies, quite as much as any
general on the field of battle.
Without a means of getting literally
any piece of music in print, in the shortest
possible time with the most liberal dis¬
count and credit conditions the teacher
is crippled before the season begins. It is
the highest ambition of the Theo. Presser
Co. to give this service so that the thou¬
sands of pleased customers who have pat¬
ronized us so loyally for years will con¬
tinually tell others of these advantages.
We depend upon your first trial order
to make you a regular permanent cus¬
tomer, but we must have that first “get¬
ting acquainted” order. If you have de¬
layed ordering your season’s supplies just
write to-day on a postal card the lines
which have brought convenience and econ¬
omy to so many, many teachers: “Please
send me at once catalogs of 'piano (or
voice, violin or octavo) music and full
information about the Theo. Presser ‘On
Sale’ Plan.”

The Retaining
of Last Season’s Stock
of “On Sale” Music
The sending of “On Sale” music by this
house to schools and teachers of music isdone on the most liberal basis. In fact,
many times more liberal than it is possible
to obtain elsewhere. Music which has
been billed by us previous to September,
1919, should be returned before the next
season opens. We should not allow a
complete settlement to go over the second
year.
This note, however, is with regard to
those selections sent out during the last
season, and upon which returns have not
as yet been made. If the selection on
hand is satisfactory, and if the sending
of a supplementary selection of novelties
and specialties will make it satisfactory
or more satisfactory, then we cannot but
advise that the selection be retained an¬
other season because of the economy and
the convenience which it will be to both
parties. The only condition that is neces¬
sary in this case would be that the cus¬
tomer is to send us a remittance which
will fully cover what has been used from
the selection during the past season.
Then the balance will merely be redated
as to the present season, and returns and
full settlement will not be expected until
the summer of 1921.
If this last arrangement is satisfactory
we would advise that the supplementary
selection mentioned above be ordered, but
let us send it after the rush of the opening
of the season is passed. It will then be
possible to make a better selection.

Tschaikowsky
Album
This great Russian composer is becom¬
ing more popular every year. His works
cover the entire range of musical com¬
position. His symphonies are played by
orchestras everywhere, but he is chiefly
popular for his piano compositions.
These, also, cover a very wide range.
He has composed some of the most beau¬
tiful children’s pieces, equal to Schu¬
mann’s Album for the Young. This vol¬
ume will contain the most popular com¬
positions for the pianoforte of a anedium
grade. Those who order the copy in ad¬
vance will be sure of getting something
that is useful and is not in any way dis¬
appointing.
Our special advance price is but 50
cents postpaid.

Gurlitt, Opus 50a
Twenty-Four Easy
Melodious Studies
There is no writer more pleasing than
Gurlitt for young pianists. He is never
tedious; the mechanical is made as pleas¬
ing as it is possible to make it. He is a
master of form, and while he is known as
a writer of easy music, yet, while living,
he had the respect of the greatest musi¬
cians and was a friend of most of the
composers of his day. He lived in a sub¬
urb of Hamburg and was a highly culti¬
vated man of the world. This little vol¬
ume, Opus 50, is one of his most popu¬
lar sets of studies; they are about grade
two and a half and contain scale practice,
left-hand work and a number of rhythmatical problems. Some of these little
studies are actual pieces, especially No. 20,
which is as beautiful a piece as any one
would wish to play. If you are not famil¬
iar with this opus you will not be disap¬
pointed in ordering a copy.
The price in advance of publication will
be but 30 cents postpaid.

Stults’
Anthem Book
This new anthem book is similar in size
and scope to the various numbers of our
well-known series of anthem collections.
It is exceptional, however, in the fact
that’ all the anthems in this book are by
Mr. R. M. Stults. Mr. Stults is one of our
most popular American writers, and his
anthems in particular have been very
much admired. They are all melodious
and singable, well within the j towers of
the average chorus choir. In this book, all
the best numbers will be included.
Advance of publication cash price, post¬
paid, 20 cents.

Wedding and Funeral Music
for the Organ
By E. A. Kraft
This new volume will contain organ
music for these two important occasions.
All the conventional numbers which are
used at weddings and funerals will be in¬
cluded, and in addition a number of new
and most desirable compositions and ar¬
rangements. All the numbers have been
carefully revised and edited and in some
cases written especially for this work.
Advance of publication cash price, post¬
paid, 60 cents.

Russian Album
for the Pianoforte
In view of the present interest in the
music of modern Russian composers, the
announcement of this new volume is most
timely. Some of the most attractive piano
pieces written in modern times are to be
found among the works of the Russiah
composers. All the gems among these will
be found in this collection. There will be
no heavy conceit numbers included, and
the majority of the pieces are of inter¬
mediate difficulty or a little more ad¬
vanced.
Advance of publication cash price, post¬
paid, 40 cents.

Kohler, Opus 163
Elementary Studies
These little studies are in grade II and
are generally used by teachers with pupils
who are about beginning scale practice.
The little volume is just long enough not
to tire the pupil. There are about four¬
teen short studies in the volume. It will
pay every teacher to purchase the work in
advance of publication as the price is but
20 cents, postpaid.

Kohler’s Children’s Album
Opus 210
This little volume, which can be^ pur¬
chased for a mere song, contains thirty lit¬
tle pieces, making them cost but one cent
a piece in this offer. They begin with
about grade I and finish in grade II. The
pieces are all of an educational order and
have gained great popularity with the
teaching public. Try a volume if you are
not acquainted with them. Our price is
but 30 cents, postpaid.

IVE ETUDE

2't.!lsi'er<!Ar™C"CSm<’nts
1

new publication is now on the
T
and it will be ready in a short
PreSS’ in this volume will be found some
tin>e- a well-made arrangements of wellneW n" masterpieces. The identity of the
known ® ealch case ])as l)een carefully
original
Melodies and harmonies are as
PrcSer'’Loser intended them, but the arthe w*Pthemselves,
have
been
within the powers of the average
brought witn
u who wish t0 play
pteT®1’ masterpieces, but who are deterred
•’“many cases by their difficulty will find
!n Lifbook just what they are needing.
in Advance of publication cash price, post¬
paid, W cents.

rangX

This is an operetta for amateurs which
reiquires a whole evening for its perform¬
ance. Although intended for amateurs, it
is, nevertheless, equal in all respects to
many light operas intended for profes¬
sional exploitation. The play is an Amer¬
ican one. The action moves along briskly
with smart and telling dialogue, and the
music throughout is tuneful and. well writ¬
ten, introducing some of the good, old
American folk melodies. The costumes
and scenery are easily prepared.
Advance of publication cash price, post¬
paid, 50 cents.

Compositions for Beginners
By A. H. Hamilton
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Rachmaninoff
Album

Home Pleasures
By C. Gaenschals

Virginian Romance
By H. Loren Clements

It is well to encourage four-hand play¬
ing on the part of young students just as
soon as possible. This little collection of
pieces and arrangements by Gaenschals,
each two pages in length, is designed for
this special purpose. These due’s may be
played by teacher and pupil, o* by two
students one of which is slightly more ad¬
vanced than the other. All the numbers
are most melodious and in characteristic

fall season a »»»■«»"— "V
Pianoforte. At the present time tms
Russian composer and virtuoso is very
prominent. His compositions arc all ot a
very high grade and are played almu
•
much as those of any present-day com¬
poser. His preludes are two of the most
popular pieces with pianists of the day.
This volume will contain the most care¬
fully selected collection of his most popu¬
St Advance of publication cash price, post¬ lar works.
,_
Our special advance offer on the volume
paid, 30 cents.
is but 50 cents postpaid.

Beethoven’s
Selected Sonatas

Our aim in publishing this volume s to
We lay considerable stress on this work. have one to take the place of the comptete
It is a new departure in musical educa¬
tional work. It is certainly an innovation
This new collection has been compiled for the merest child to start writing mus¬
ANNOUNCEMENTS
f Loose to a demand for a successor ical compositions, but this is done every
1" the two exceedingly popular collec- day in the public schools with literary
J?
m,e Organ Player and The Organ compositions. The child is taught from
tl0n IiL
it will be similar in size, the very start to write little compositions
WANTED and FOR SALE
BePtr and range of difficulty to the two and these, as we all know, are sometimes
mentioned, but the contents will
fbo'C
new an(i attractive novelties done very cleverly.
for
SALE—8 vol. organ
This work by Miss Hamilton is one of
include n . ^^ stantiard pieces and tranSheet
-- music imoupu u-6?«
Leipsic mriftlnn
Editic ulition
excellent. Miss Louise
vnd piano) ; couuiuuu
as
have not appeared in the considerable dimensions worked out in all
script ions "
h ha ^ nePPwork will be its details. It has been used by the author
"Zb.'published durlu*. J. Thayer, 33 Manhattan Ave., New York
preceding '
-j
church or recital for many years as a correspondence
fnund desirable alike ^
wffl ,je course. It has proven so very useful and
so popular that the author has concluded
"1,
for moving-picture playing.
it could be used to advantage by all
^Advance of publication cash price, post¬ teachers. We are very glad, indeed, to $1.00 postpaid.
TnU RnY 210.
become the publisher of such a work and
paid, 15 cents.
we recommend it in the most confident
suirit
We would like to see almost
corrected. Harmony, cut
Schumann
every teacher interested in it, for their
lesshs. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Fantasie Stiicke, Opus 12
own teaching success if for no other
\Ve Will publish for the fall season the reason.
\ ooouiar of all Schumanns piano
It will not be long before the work will Of the necessary exercises to use
be published so that those who desire to
£>***
avail themselves of the low price should do stages of violin'
in the flrst po¬
so now as our price is but 60 cents, postsition. Our new
Lost‘desRable,
™Wm. Bustep!

Special Notices

New Pipe Organ
Collection

l

J

;

Of Schumann s ee M ^
,)e Thls
played as
worth the price of the
composition

Melodies Without Notes
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson

Wnle Lleciai advance price before pub¬
lication of this work is only 25 cents pos -

The apparently pacadoxical title of this
work is well justified by its contents The
little melodies contamedinthebooka

Child’s Own Book
Liszt

rreWcanebe°no Lisconce^tioT aTto the
‘h ’ This idea was first carried out most
time. Tms
^ Hudson’s previous

paid, 35 cents.

,

X ,., don’t have to worry about amus¬
ing the child until all thepicturesare^ut
out. Children like nothing
mta
cutting out ldctores and P®st^ g^ ^
cents, postpaid.
other scrap hooks. The t
ndvanseries, bv Thomas Tapper, tak "irides a
tage of this fact in child kteproutoj Seven Songs from the South
By Lily Strickland
large sheet of musical cut
1 ,
and a story book with appropr ate Peaces
This is a cycle of Southern songs such
T , Generally termed Mammy Songs.
in the text to insert the r1^ 'Xindividare 8 , herself, a Southerner and has
pasting them in. Each boo^s composer
ual biography of some
wasted
When the child has all the,
in, he binds the book with
new
cord, provided for the jmrposi.
issue
book in the series which e
n(j
L. “ ”»ld
shortly is Liszt. **»&*JZJ'*
we will send you one at
issUed.
publication rate as soon
whifh paid, 60 cents.
If you want any of the
Handel,
have already '»'en
Schumann,
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, ,=cnr. !n,
Schubert, Wagner, Mendelssohn, h P
or Yerdi, send the regular price, 20 cents Bv A. Sartorio, Opus 1«/

u bui 85 BEEGHW00D

In Santa Claus Land
By G. M. Rohrer
A delightful
Reduced
ment in one act, which may be P
rc_
by thirty children, more or e ’ ,
weR
hearsed and most attractive
yir-lfrlit
given. - The music throughout
^
and festive character, and
pasny
of dialogue are interesting
desirahle
learned. This work will pr
ciaSs
for either Sunday Schools o
^Advance of publication cash price, post¬
paid, 20 cents.
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* Heal, Building, Chicago

FgjyJlllI§lil§
HMNTHORNE^l“l|g

CINCINIATISfX
KRIENS
column
3berg School
academy or music
Philadelphia
MOULIONJ
DAHM PETERSEN
NEWYORK'
MPIS»RDN|^^S DETROIT
DETROIT
splendid a;ranefes bv 'standard writers in S1LV1N1 ‘
melodies and l"ece - .
original pieces
KNOX °""
iam. normal teacher
*,e when
“ra VIRGIL”' SOUTHERN
Of his own. A
neverthdess,
TOMLINSONS
?rafe iL'ed thm sound as though played
ttthern conservatory 01
well >lla X so well are they arranged,
by two hands,.so
^
to advanBRYANT
INESTERN|S2^
?hiS hv°any student who has completed
tage by
.
„rade work.
CONVERSE COLLEGE
^Advance of publication cash price, post¬
paid, 40 cents.
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By Louise Burton

CHICAGO AND MIDDLE WEST
(SEE PAGE 719 FOR OTHER CHICAGO SCHOOLS)
,
^Thirtv-Fifth Season—r

Music by U. S. KERR

--^niversto

A\> (c-eb [g]) Bb (d-f [a]) C (e-g[bj)

(^School oImusIc
MARTA MU.ISOttSKI, B.A., Director
Sound musical training under tethers
of wide reputation and long experience.
Four years special work required for
Performer’s and Teacher’s Certificate.
Special courses in Keyboard Harmony,
-~t
History
o: “»»o and Appreciation.
School chorus, orer> Vi oaf. pa an rl rfif.ltals.
Cheerful home en
mited. Address
tory accommodatic

Price, 60 Cents
TEXT AND MELODY FOLLOW:
I am holding your hand in the dawn and the dew,
Singing to you, singing to you!
May God give you skies that are radiant and blue,
And the red of the rose with no shadow to rue,—
So am I singing to you.
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A Problem of Music in the
College

> Schools and Colleges <

Singing to You
Words by Bryceson Faulkes

Pwe

ETUDE

gONSERVATORY
Chicago’s Foremost School of

MUSIC

Organ, Public Schooi

allowed OV L.O.KE rurem «-««•*
ry Hall for Music School wi

iguages,
_sta. SuTraining School supplies Teachers

Diploma” and*Degr«e. Wnutoiy

The small college of the country, with
its music department, presents a very
definite problem. There are several phases
to this problem.
. ,
In many instances where the music de¬
partment is controlled by the Pr«'dent of
the institution, or by the board of trus¬
tees or board of directors, one mas an
almost total lack of musical 'nteUigence.
This is quite naturally the case, teca
the president, or the individual member oi
the board, has spent his entire me
other branches of education, or us
>
and the little he knows about music is
easily set forth in the words so oncu

Louisville
. |
; Conservatory oi Music ■

J FOR PIANISTS

ic Art and Expression
Jo Kempster Barnaul—Director
enter at any time. New catalog
mailed free. *
ball Hall
Chicago, III.

t

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

J

\

Faculty of artists and teachers

j

tening"1 Then, too,‘there are too many fee- g Inditida*j™"™*y ^anytime
tures and debates and other things mat
»
_w
come first and crowd out the music.
,
--—ouhtierioat
usually it is reduced to a minimumchurch music and an occasional concert.
Under these conditions a man with com
Atlanta Conservatory of Music
paratively little training
a^°f f
the FOREMOST.SCHOOLtOF FINE ARTS
musical ability can, with the aid °f a few
letters of recommendation, talk himsel
AJv.nl.ge. Equal to Tb..« Found Anywhere
into a position wholly unmerited.
.
enoEOa FaL— Dn.etor
usually he is made director (save the
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia
mark O of the music department. It mat
Ters not that he is the rankest type o
commercial musician, and that he has
MR and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
nothing of value to give the pupils.
,ASAttSStf??£Sfir<SftS?t“' T
urS North Shore Music Festival, -offer an In SpyntS we'u-appointed buildings. For |
Annual Summer Claaae. lor Teacher, ol Piano
No Short Road
fox the Study Of Teaching Mater,.1
montreat, n. c.
Another phase of this prpbiem is the
write lor hoo^t con taming
very erroneous idea that music
road. In other words, instead of recod¬
Minneapolis School oj Music,
ing the fact that a course in music takes
oratory and dramaticart,
Bradley Conservatory of Music
™, « much .to, tod to great »PP“
I ranklln Stead, Director
WtT.TTAM H. PONTIUS
CHARLES
M.
Director,
Dramatic
Ar
as any college course, so many of ourcol
Director, Dept. ofWueM
St (So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
leagues among college professors, and the
All Branches of Music
students themselves, still retain that very
SHENANDOAH^ COLLEGIATE
1
old-fashioned, very eomual idea, that ^th
Dramatic Art
Languages
institute
Illinois
a term’s lessons one should be able to play
LEADING SCHOOL OF AfUS/C W MB %£££&
Peoria
or sing acceptably. To one who has made
a study of music this is ridiculous,- for
have we not as long and tedious a road | Ask for BeoHel FREE.' S?C.LToX°noT PATTON, V

—a lortliwesteri

I-UNIVERSITY
{school of music

1

IK

School of Music

as the law student or the medical student. ;
With such soul-wearing conditions to
overcome it is small wonder that the
teacher with real vision hesitates to affi PTo thestident dealring
mXT™X5rmurt4) lnK?lon, Ward-Belmont
ate himself with the small college. And
offers CONSERVATORY ADVANTAGES
it is in the college that we need the
teacher with vision, with ideals and the
musical education to enable him to present
TttJ-Belmont, Belmont Heights, Box A X Htshville, Term.
the subject as it should be presented.
Only in this way can we help to bring
ST. LOUIS, MO.
music to our young people throughout the
country, and bring it to them a
>
live profession, a life-work, instead of a
finishing school parlor stunt.

theMudc School and also take t
THE EXPENSES
ABE T Famished Room, ?90.00 per qi
_*
:er of twelve weeks. Board wi

AT
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A DEPARTMENT^ OF LAWK'

Harmony 3ook for Beginners
an immediate j
Success_|

BjPRESTON WARE OREM
price $1 25

DUNNING SYSTEM

Lays a strong formation for future musicianship by giving the main
essentials of the subject iijsuch simple, understandable and interesting manner that
it will prove invaluable in He class or for self-help work.
Read this letter from J HN PHILIP SOUSA, Famous Composer and Conductor:
The system adoptd in your Harmony Book is admirably adapted for the
student who requires ai instruction book that is “ as plain as a pike.” The text
is so lucid that he “ wb runs may read ”—a decided virtue in any text book.
I congratulate you h your work and commend it to the student of harmony.

THEO. PRESSED CO.

ggg books

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

kroeger
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Why?

NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS:
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING, Originator, 8 West 40th St., New York City, Feb. ISth.
Mary E. Breckisen, 354 Irriog St., Toledo, Ohio.
Harriet Bacon MacDonald, 3623 Pine Groye Are., Chicago, Illinois, entire season beg nning Oct 1st.
Anna Craig Bates, 732 Pierce Bldg., St. Louis. Mo.
Mrs. Oscar E. Busby, 233 North Ewing Aye., Dallas, Texas,
Jeanette Currey Fuller, 50 Erion Crescent, Rochester, New York.
.......
Mrs. Jean Warren Carrick, 977 East Maijison St., Portland, Ore.
Clara Sabin Winter, 410 North Main St., Yates Center, Kansas.
N. Beth Davis, Whitman Conservatory of Music, Walla Walla, Wash.
Mrs. Wesley Porter Mason, 5011 Worth St., Dallas, Tews.
Virginia Ryan, 1115 Washington St., Waco, Texas.
Carrie Munger Long, 608 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago, Illinois. Monthly Classes, Oct., Nov.
Stella Huffmeyer Seymour, 1219 Garden St., San Antonio, Texas.
Mattie D. Willis. 8 W. 40th St., New York City.
Laura Jones Rawlinson, 554 Everett St., Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. Ura Wrinkle Synnott, 824 North Ewing Ave., Dallas, Texas.
Ruby Frances Jahn, Dallas Academy of Music, Dallas, Texas.
Maud Ellen Littlefield, Kansas City Conservatory of Music, Kansas City, Mo.

1£?

_

for Beginners

The Demand for Dunning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied.
Brief, Simple, X.tal, Practical, New and Distinctive

ASY TIME—

wrencTconserv ATORY

.
dc,adti
n
Appleton, Wis.
1 carl J. Waterman. Dean__

HUNTINGTON COLLEGE

ssse

Courses Offered: School music, la
JTfSwork
g; ^ ^ Applicable to
u,_ Their Need.
ee .
-T
T^rber. Prac .
--ja"^mlTA?^“c^f3BEITm-AOTWHUNTINGT0N, INDIANA

E. R- KROEGER. Director
‘‘I hold every man a debtor to his pro¬
*11 nRANCHES OF MUSIC TAUGHT
fession; from the which as men of course
A HARMONY BY CORRESPONDENCE
do seek to receive countenance and profit,
SEND FOR CATALOG
so ought they of duty to endeavor them¬
Musical Art Building
selves by way of amends to be a help and
ornament thereunto.”—Francis Bacon.
ESTABLISHED 1857

PEABODY

BALTIMORE, MD.

October, Independence, K
^..-

MacPhailSchoolof Music
| Jfow much is it possible foryou to earn
I £.1^

CONSERVATORY

HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

806 Nicollet Ave.,
PUBLIC SCHOOL “USIC-THAUMUS

a-*-c— *■ anjsjfc «■

lDDINGS>Teacher
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Fixing a Piece
By Wallace Ziegler Manney

Schools and Co\\eg&s <—

NEW YORK,

The writer as a youth studied a number
of years before it came to him to find out
what really made a music lesson valuable.
What is the most valuable thing that the
teacher can give you at a lesson; that is,
after the customary theoretical and techni¬
cal studies have been passed? Think a
little while and you will realize it is “the
knowledge of how to learn a new piece
so that it will become' a permanent and
useful part of your repertoire.”
This can be done through three distinct
processes, and the reader of this article
may try these out at once, and if he pro¬
ceeds properly he will find that the plan
always works.
Let us select one of the most widely
known and one of the most simple pieces.
The Happy Farmer, by Schumann.

NEW ENGLAND AND CANADA

London
Conservatory
of Music
Have Removed to Their New Building

EXAMINATIONS DEPARTMENT

150 Riverside Drive (Corner 87th St.)

The diplomas of Fellowship
(F.L.C.M.) and Associateship
(A.L.C.M.) will be competed for
at all centres during June, 1921.
The position of the London Conser¬
vatory in the musical life of Canada is
unique. The strength of its curriculum
and excellence of its standard makes
its certificates and diplomas greatly
desired by students in all departments.

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

I

DEAL location overlooking Hudson River.
Building completely equipped for resident
and day pupils. Gorgeously decorated studios
and concert hall. All large sunlit rooms, roof
garden, elevator, and every modern conven¬
ience. A real home for music and art stud¬
ents. Proper chaperonage for young ladies.
All branches of music and the arts taught,
from the beginning to the highest artistic
finish, by a faculty composed of most eminent
teachers of Europe and America. All rec¬
reational advantages. Terms, including
tuition, board, practicing, etc., on application.

of MUSICAL ART

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Frank Damrosch, Director
An endowed school of music conducted
solely in the interest of higher musical
education and providing complete and
comprehensive courses.
Session Opens October
September 27th to October 7
SPECIAL PREPARATORY CENTRES in
of New York City and Brooklyn for
ten seven and twelve years of age.
For catalogues address

356 Dundas St., London, Canada

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training School for Supervisors of Music
BOTH SEXES
Voiceculture, aight-ainging,
ding, methods,
form, muiic-history^ chorus

The National Conservatory of Music of America

<CT,e only School of Music in the U. S. chartered by Congnx,
JEANNETTE M. THURBER, Founder
Artiatic Faculty: Adele Margulie., Romualdo Sapio Leopold L.chtenberj. Henry T- Gnclr and othew. TWrjy' ''*r Open. October 4th. Enroll Sept. 27th to Pel. 2d. in- **Mr.«a Seeretarr. 126 W. 79th St., New York City

vocal, dramatic art, languages, etc. Graduates
filling highest places available in America. Beau¬
tiful, commodious buildings, concert ball and
dormitories. Resident and day students. Reasonable terms. Catalog.
The Registrar, De Witt Park, Ithaca, N. Y.

Announcement Extraordinary!
SEVC1K, teacher of Kubelik and
-;— other famous artists. The
World’s Greatest Violin Teacher, is
under engagement as a Member of
the faculty for the season of 1920-21.

^PEDAGOGICAL
f MUSIC COURSE
PRINCIPLE
Material and Processes included.
Information mailed upon request.
Demonstration by appointment.
Address:
Effa Ellis Perfield Music School, Inc.
950 McClure Bldg.
218 So. Wabash Art.
Chicago, Ul.
After September 1st, New York City address
will be:
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD,
41X West 45th St.
Phone Bryant 7233

CARL V. LACHMUND

STEINVvSmHALCL0MP0NEW YORK
[> ADVANCK0 PUPILS
A COURSE FOR CONCERT PIANISTS, TEACHERS
IT INTERPRETATIONS AND METHODS—(Comprising suggestions
Uof'lAszt totSis court
°l
Mr. Lachtnund is ones of the few bona .fide

MARIO

SALVINI

ho desire to perfect thei

c'“br‘“d
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

*«*•“*

VOICE

established 1867

GRANBERRY sa
Elocution—MUSIC—Languages

Pianists

::

Accompanists

Teachers’ Training Courses
Booklet
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Baur. Directress, Cincinnati, Ohio.

EUGENE YSAYE

Skidmore School of Arts

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
WARREN, OHIO

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
Addreat LYNN B. DANA, Pre.iden

'raining, all Instruments. Fine anil applied Art,
[ome Economics, Physical Education, Secretarial
ourses. B. S. degree or Teacher's and Supervisor’s
ertifleate. For catalog address Secretary, Box J.
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.
The Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten

Dealt E, WARREN, OHIO
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

VIOLIN
LOUISE FERRARIS
;;VS/^K«"Sr;DrHiKSE,J
&mS?SfoTOl«ATT
LEON SAMETINI

I
The first process is what the psycholo¬
gists call FOCALIZATION. This means
that you must so concentrate upon the piece
that you will understand every motion,
know the reason for using the proper
finger and arm touches in bringing out the
attractive melody, know why the wrist
touch may be employed with sprightly
effect in the chords, know why one finger¬
ing is better than another, note the expres¬
sion marks; in other words, you must
KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING.
You must visualize the piece as a whole
and intuitively feel all the physical opera¬
tions necessary to bring out its meaning.

For syllabus of requirements
address. Registrar

—Ithaca Conservatory of Music—
Special advantages for those^who ^ look^ forward

INSTITUTE

(Alphabetically Arranged)

1

II
The second process is what is known as
ATTENTIVE REPETITION.
Work
with the piece, making all the inevitable
blunders, until you manage to get one
perfect performance. Then try to keep
the mind on the piece with such unflinch¬
ing persistence that it stays perfect. Many
students make me think of a cook trying
to get a meal without a regular heat. Let
us suppose that the cook does not watch
the fire and it goes out. The meal is im¬
possible. Hundreds of students waste
hours at the keyboard with the fires of
their intellect virtually extinct and the
subsequent musical feast does not mate¬
rialize. Here lies the greatest waste in
all music study. Keep your intellectual
fire burning every second you are trying
to learn the new piece. See every note of
The Happy Fanner every time you go over
it, as though it were the first time you ever
looked at the page.
III
Even after you are able to play the
piece one or two times correctly, you have
not really mastered it until you prove t.i
yourself that you can play it again and
again without making a single exception
for any kind of mistake. This is what
the writer calls “FIXING THE PIECE.
Once he gave a series of recitals before a
large university, and every number on the
programs had been played twenty times in
practice in succession without a sin¬
gle error and from memory. The re¬
sult was that the recitals were given—not
merely without mistakes, but without “the
fear of making mistakes.” No one can
play with freedom and artistic effect so
long as the fear of making mistakes exists.
That indeed is one of the best tests of
whether one really knows a piece. The
trouble is that so very few students ever
have the patience to put themselves
through such a drill as has been outlined.
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Why do some teachers delay giving
pieces to beginners?
A new pupil came to me from another
teacher. The first question she asked was,
“Do you give pieces?” I did not under¬
stand just what she meant until her mother
explained that she had taken lessons nearly
two years and had no pieces.
Pieces can be purchased in the very easi¬
est form of music, and can be used from
the very beginning. I find that a piece
published in sheet music form will he
learned more quickly than the same piece
in a book.
I think many teachers will find that a
simple little melody in sheet music form
given in place of technic at times will
brighten many lessons and make the long
road a little shorter.
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Betty came eagerly into the studio. She
loved music. The teacher looked at her
and thought, “Here is that clever child,
but she drives me crazy with her care¬
lessness.” With this mental attitude the
lesson began.
"Wrong finger, Betty,”
Then presently,
“Did you see those rests?’'
Betty goes on less eagerly, and won¬
ders if she docs like music after all. But
alas! as her mind is debating this point
she is brought to earth with an angry
exclamation,
“Do you think I am going to repeat
‘wrong finger’ all afternoon? Such care¬
lessness! Your time is up.”
Betty slides off the bench trying
bravely to keep the tears back. She goes
home, not inspired to do better work, but
to dread her next lesson and in the end to
worry her parents into letting her give
up music.
Another clever little girl who is even
more careless than Betty goes to her les¬
sons. Her teacher hears her for a while
making slip after slip, and then she says:
“Audrey, I want you to look all week for
another little girl, and next lesson time I
want you both here. Her name is ‘Care¬
ful.’ My, wouldn’t that be a grand com¬
bination, Clever and Careful ?” The child’s
eyes sparkle and she goes home to try a
little harder to do things right. When
she comes to the next lesson teacher says :
“Well, did you bring that little play¬
mate with you to-day?” And so with a
cheerful mind the lesson goes on, not
without slips, to be sure. But the time did
come very soon when the teacher could
say, “Audrey, you two little people are get¬
ting so much like twins that I can hardly
tell Clever from Careful.”
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O make milady more beautiful, Nadine has
created six toilet preparations. They are
Nadine’s gifts to lovely women, to meet
every toilet requirement.
And the assistance they give njilady will enhance her beau t)',
giving her a delicate rose-petal complexion of bewitching
fragrance.
Milady will have a soft, smooth, velvety skin, with just a tint
of color, protection from sun and wind, with never a hint of
harm, and a delightful charm which will linger lithe memory.
Millions of discriminating women have learned the old, old
secrets of endearing loveliness from Nadine. And, if )'ou
wish, you, too, can learn these secrets.
You can satisfy your Nadine needs ai your favorite
counter, or by mail from us.
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Nadine Preparations
Truly a dainty vision of
loveliness and pleasing
fragrance.
Nadine Talcum.30c
Nadine Face Powder
(Flesh, Pink, Brunette, White)

60c

Nadine Flesh Soap

30c

Nadine Rouge Gompacte 50c
(Light, Medium, Dark)
Egyptian Cream
(Heals and Whitens)

60c

Nadinola Cream (2 sizes)
(For clearing complexion)

)

60c and $1.20
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